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Abstract: Dynamic abnormal grain growth (DAGG) is a phenomenon that produces

abnormal grain growth at elevated temperatures during plastic deformation. It is distinct

from classically studied static abnormal grain growth phenomena in that it only occurs

during plastic deformation. Previous investigations of DAGG in a Mo sheet material

produced using powder metallurgy techniques observed DAGG grains to grow more rapidly

near the sheet surface than near the sheet center. This phenomenon is explored in the

present study. A Mo sheet material produced using arc melting techniques is also studied

to determine the morphology of DAGG grains. A preference for growth near the sheet

center is observed in this material. The through-thickness variations in texture and grain

size for both the arc-melted and powder-metallurgy Mo sheet materials are investigated.

The preference for growth near the surface in the powder-metallurgy material is due to a

through-thickness variation in grain size, with smaller grains near the surface and larger

grains near the center. The preference for DAGG grain growth at the center of the arc-

melted sheet material is because of very large grains that grow near the sheet surface.

These large grains may be the product of multiple abnormal grains occurring near the sheet

surface because of texture variation through the sheet thickness. Regardless, the DAGG

grain cannot consume these large grains and leaves them as island grains decorating the
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region near the sheet surface. These results suggest that DAGG is driven primarily by

grain boundary curvature. Microstructures that include DAGG grains are investigated

with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). A new method to evaluate geometrically

necessary dislocation densities using EBSD data is derived. DAGG grains are relatively

undeformed compared to the polycrystalline microstructure. DAGG grains are not oriented

either favorably or unfavorably for slip. Results of the analysis of the grain boundaries

between DAGG grains and normal grains do not indicate any special character preference

for these grain boundaries.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Abnormal grain growth is the discontinuous process of certain grains rapidly con-

suming many others. Although it is classically observed during static annealing, abnormal

grain growth can also occur during plastic deformation at elevated temperatures. This

latter form of abnormal grain growth, called dynamic abnormal grain growth (DAGG), has

been observed in the BCC refractory metals Mo and Ta. In both materials, abnormal grain

growth occurred during constant true-strain rate tests at temperatures between 0.55 Tm and

0.65 Tm [1, 2]. The focus of this study is to better understand DAGG in Mo.

1.1 Motivation

A better understanding of DAGG is necessary for both technical and commercial

reasons. DAGG is a new way to reliably produce large single crystals in shorter times and

at lower temperatures than conventional methods. DAGG also provides a new insight into

abnormal grain growth. The reasons for abnormal grain growth are very poorly understood

[3]. Thus, a better understanding of the factors that govern DAGG is desired.

Previous observations of DAGG in a commercial-purity Mo material found that the

abnormal grains produced by DAGG, hereafter referred to as DAGG grains, grew more

rapidly near the surface of the sheet than near the center of the sheet [1]. One purpose of

this study is to understand why this surface growth occurs. Another purpose of this study

is to further understanding of DAGG by using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to

examine microstructures produced by DAGG in commercial-purity Mo materials.

One potential application for DAGG is the production of single crystals. Single

crystals are used in many industries because of their superior ductility, creep resistance,

and/or electromagnetic properties over polycrystalline materials. For instance, superalloy
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turbine blades are single crystals because the absence of grain boundaries decreases creep

of these blades during service [4]. Most methods to produce single crystals, such as the

techniques of Bridgman [5] and Czochralski [6], use melt-solidification to create single

crystals. These methods destroy composition and particulate distributions within the ma-

terial, require temperatures above the melting temperature of the material, and are slow.

Techniques that produce single crystals at temperatures below the melting point, such as

the Fujiwara [7] method for producing single crystals, still require temperatures and times

significantly greater than those used for DAGG.

Abnormal grain growth is used to enhance specific texture components or increase

the creep resistance of some materials. For example, abnormal grain growth is used to

produce the Goss texture ({110}〈001〉) in the silicon steel core material used for electrical

transformers [8]. The strong {110}〈001〉 texture produced by abnormal grain growth

increases the magnetic flux of this material. Abnormal grain growth is also used to produce

coarse grains in tungsten filaments to increase their creep resistance. In both cases, single

crystals significantly improve material properties.

At room temperature, recrystallized refractory metals exhibit nearly zero ductility [9].

Brittle fracture initiates and propagates at grain boundaries in these materials [10, 11, 12].

By eliminating grain boundaries, the room-temperature ductility of refractory metals can

be dramatically increased. For example, Figure 1.1 demonstrates the room temperature

ductility of a Mo single crystal. At room temperature, recrystallized polycrystalline Mo

has virtually no ductility. As Figure 1.1 shows, though, a Mo single crystal produced by

DAGG can be twisted 180◦ at room temperature.
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Figure 1.1: The front and back of a single crystal produced by DAGG in a Mo tensile
coupon are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. This single crystal is shown after being
twisted 180◦ at room temperature in (c). This figure is from [1].

Although abnormal grain growth can be beneficial in some cases, the yield strength of

a material decreases with increasing grain size. Abnormal grain growth can inadvertently

occur during high temperature forming, reducing the strength of parts. A better understand-

ing of the mechanisms that cause DAGG is necessary if it is to be prevented during high

temperature forming.

1.2 Goals of this Study

This study was undertaken to meet the following goals:

1. Determine the mechanism that causes DAGG preferentially near the sheet surface in

the Mo PMB sheet material.

2. Determine if that mechanism is active in other Mo sheet materials.
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3. Determine the effects that grain boundaries, stored dislocation densities, and crys-

tallographic orientations have on grain boundary migration during DAGG and the

formation of island grains.

4. Determine the active slip system(s) during DAGG grain deformation.

5. Determine the cause of the preferred 〈110〉 || TD (tensile direction) orientation of

DAGG grains.
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2 MATERIALS BACKGROUND

2.1 EBSD Methods to Measure Plastic Deformation

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is a method to obtain direct information

about crystalline structure and the orientations of grains. A specimen surface is probed

by an electron beam while tilted to 70◦ from horizontal in a scanning electron microscope

(SEM). Rastering the electron beam across the specimen surface diffracts electrons that

are then captured by a phosphor screen. The diffracted electrons project the geometry of

the crystal lattice planes as Kikuchi diffraction patterns. These patterns are imaged and

automatically indexed by computer software. The technique of using automated EBSD to

characterize the spatial distribution of crystallographic orientations within microstructures

is termed orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) [13]. Another important application of

EBSD is characterizing strain and plastic deformation within materials.

Plastic strain causes two microstructural changes that are detectable by OIM: crystal

lattice curvature and diffraction pattern degradation. When a crystal plastically deforms,

dislocations are generated to relieve the elastic strain energy. Dislocations broaden diffrac-

tion peaks, blurring and stretching the Kikuchi diffraction patterns. Dislocations also curve

the crystal lattice. Nye [14] introduced the tensor αij to relate the lattice curvature within a

sample to its dislocation density as follows. Consider a number of dislocations, ν , that are

parallel to unit vector~r, piercing a unit area normal to~r, and each having Burger’s vector

~b. The “state of dislocation” defined by Nye for this unit area is, in indicial notation,

αij = νbir j. (2.1)

If other sets of dislocations with different values of ν ,~b, and~r are present in the lattice, the
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total αij is the sum of νbir j for all sets. Because the Nye tensor considers the dislocations to

be continuously distributed within the unit area, dislocation dipoles make no net contribu-

tion to the Nye tensor. Thus, the Nye tensor measures only the density of dislocations that

produce lattice curvature across this unit area. These non-redundant dislocations are termed

geometrically necessary dislocations (GND), and the remaining dislocation structures are

termed statistically stored dislocations (SSD).

OIM captures both changes in lattice orientation and changes in the quality of the

electron backscatter pattern (EBSP). While only the GND density is captured by changes

in lattice orientation, variation in the quality of the EBSP reflects both SSD and GND

densities. Thus, EBSD is very capable of qualitatively identifying areas of strain within a

microstructure. However, quantifying the actual magnitude of strain within these areas is

nearly impossible using current EBSD methods [15].

2.1.1 PATTERN DEGRADATION

EBSPs can be thought of as a superposition of diffraction patterns across all the lattice

orientations within the sampled volume. Dislocations distort the lattice, stretching and/or

blurring Kikuchi bands. Thus, the total dislocation density can be evaluated through crystal

lattice distortions measured as EBSP quality [16, 17].

The conventional image quality parameter calculated by EBSD software is IQHT ,

the average height of peak intensities in Hough space for an EBSP. In EBSD, the Hough

transform is used to locate bands in the EBSP and transform them into intensities [18]. The

intensities of peaks within Hough space describe the strength of the detected Kikuchi bands.

Stretching and blurring of Kikuchi bands caused by dislocations lowers the height of peak

intensities in Hough space. IQHT thus decreases with increasing dislocation content. [19].

Most EBSD software also calculates band contrast and band slope. Band contrast is the

average intensity of the Kikuchi bands with respect to the overall intensity within the EBSP,
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and band slope is the maximum intensity gradient at the margins of the Kikuchi bands

[20]. While many other techniques for assessing pattern quality exist, band constrast, band

slope, and IQHT are available using conventional EBSD software and have been shown to

accurately assess dislocation content [16, 21].

However, image quality measurement techniques are prone to error if they assume

that pattern degradation is solely caused by dislocation density. Other sources of pattern

degradation include differences in band strength between grain orientations [22], artifacts

from specimen preparation, and grain boundaries. While image quality variations from

grain orientation differences cannot be mitigated, this effect is usually much smaller than

effects from dislocation density [16]. The last two sources of error can be mitigated

by improving specimen preparation and selectively filtering out data attributable to grain

boundaries.

2.1.2 AVERAGE MISORIENTATION APPROACHES

In cubic systems, the crystal axes of the unit cell are specified as [100], [010], and

[001], and the specimen axes are defined as ~X , ~Y , and ~Z. By convention, the EBSD image

has ~X along the image right-left, ~Y along the image up-down, and ~Z normal to the image.

An EBSD orientation measurement is expressed as a 3× 3 rotation matrix, G, called the

orientation matrix. This matrix transforms a vector from specimen space to crystal space

as follows:

~vC = G ·~vS (2.2)

where~vS is a vector in specimen space and~vC is a vector in crystal space. G is defined as
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G =


cosα1 cosβ1 cosγ1

cosα2 cosβ2 cosγ2

cosα3 cosβ3 cosγ3

 (2.3)

where α1,β1,γ1 are the angles between [100] and the ~X , ~Y , and ~Z axes, α2,β2,γ2 are the

angles between [010] and the ~X ,~Y , and ~Z axes, and α3,β3,γ3 are the angles between [001]

and the ~X ,~Y , and ~Z axes [23]. G is also known as the direction cosine matrix.

EBSD orientation measurements in two grains can be used to quantify the difference

in orientation between those grains. This misorientation between grains can be defined

as the rotation θ about an axis 〈u,v,w〉 required to obtain one orientation from the other,

where 〈u,v,w〉 has the same Miller indices in both grains [24]. When symmetry is present,

the physically meaningful misorientation is the smallest angle among the symmetrically

equivalent misorientations [25]. This minimum angle of rotation, called the disorientation,

θdis, is,

θdis = min

cos

 trace
[
Scrystal·gi

(
Scrystal·gk

)−1
]
−1

2

 . (2.4)

Because this study deals only with BCC metals, Scrystal is a rotation matrix that is a member

of the symmetry subgroup representing the 24 proper rotations comprising the cubic point

group 432. The orientation matrices of points i and k being compared are gi and gk.

Orientation measurements for multiple points within a grain can reveal the pres-

ence of GNDs. GNDs appear within grains as accumulations of low-angle disorientations

called lattice curvature [26]. Techniques for quantifying lattice curvature generally fall into

two categories: “point-” based and “grain-” based [15]. Point-based techniques produce

a unique misorientation value for each point in a grain and are used to observe lattice

curvature gradients within that grain. Grain based techniques evaluate the average lattice
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curvature for a grain. These can be compared between different grains. Two of the most

commonly used grain-based methods to measure lattice curvature are grain orientation

spread (GOS) and grain average misorientation (GAM).

2.1.2.1 Grain Orientation Spread

GOS is defined as the average disorientation between each point in a grain and the

mean grain orientation [27]. GOS requires the calculation of the mean grain orientation.

The mean grain orientation is usually calculated using quaternions, four-dimensional vec-

tors representing an axis and an angle. Quaternions are used instead of rotation matrices

because they are more efficient at averaging multiple orientations [19, 28, 29]. A quaternion

is defined as ~Q = (q0, q1, q2, q3), where ~Q must satisfy the normalization requirement

|~Q|= (q2
0 +q2

1 +q2
2 +q2

3)
1
2 = 1. (2.5)

The first term, q0, is the cosine of the half angle of rotation θ . The remaining terms, q1, q2,

and q3 comprise a vector~q = (q1, q2, q3) representing the axis of rotation. These terms are

defined as

q0 = cos
θ

2
(2.6)

and

~q = (q1, q2, q3) = û · sin
θ

2
(2.7)

where θ is the angle of rotation and û is a unit vector representing the axis of rotation. The

average orientation of a grain containing M points is the normalized arithmetic mean of the

quaternions of all points in the grain:
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Q̂avg =
~Qavg∥∥∥~Qavg

∥∥∥ (2.8)

where

~Qavg =
1
M

M

∑
i=1

~Qi (2.9)

and
∥∥∥~Qavg

∥∥∥ is the norm of ~Qavg. A rotation matrix can be derived from this quaternion as

G =


cosα1 cosβ1 cosγ1

cosα2 cosβ2 cosγ2

cosα3 cosβ3 cosγ3

 (2.10)

=


q2

0 +q2
1 +q2

2 +q2
3 2(q1q2−q0q3) 2(q1q3 +q0q2)

2(q1q2 +q0q0) q2
0−q2

1 +q2
2−q2

3 2(q2q3−q0q1)

2(q1q3−q0q2) 2(q2q3 +q0q1) q2
0−q2

1−q2
2 +q2

3

.

Once the average grain rotation matrix is available, GOS can be calculated as

GOS =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

min

cos

 trace
[
Scrystal ·gave

(
Scrystal ·gi

)−1
]
−1

2

 (2.11)

where N is the number of points in the grain, gi is the rotation matrix of point i in the grain

and gave is the rotation matrix representing the average orientation of the grain [30].
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2.1.2.2 Grain Average Misorientation

While GOS focuses on the overall lattice curvature within a grain, GAM focuses

on local variations in lattice curvature. GAM is the mean of the average disorientations

between each point in a grain and that point’s nearest neighbors [31]:

GAM =
1

Nn

N

∑
i=1

n

∑
k=1

min

cos

 trace
[
Scrystal ·gi

(
Scrystal ·gk

)−1
]
−1

2

 . (2.12)

Here, gi is the rotation matrix of point i in the grain, gk is the rotation matrix of neighboring

point k, N is the total number of points in the grain, and n is the number of nearest neighbors

of point i. Nearest neighbors in other grains are usually excluded from calculations of

GAM.

2.1.2.3 Problems with GAM and GOS

GOS does not consider the area of the sampled grains. If grain size varies within a

sample, large grains may have larger GOS values but will not necessarily have higher geo-

metrically necessary dislocation densities. An empirical equation to correct GOS for grain

area, Ag, was formulated by Delannay et al. [32], but is material and processing specific.

Thus, GOS cannot accurately assess dislocation densities in all materials, especially those

with bimodal grain sizes.

Currently common EBSD technology is limited to an angular resolution of 0.5° [33,

34]. Misorientations between a point and its nearest neighbors are often on this scale. This

minimum angular resolution thus limits the accuracy of GAM calculations.
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2.1.2.4 Other Approaches to Characterize Dislocation Density

The most direct way to infer GND content from EBSD data is to use that data to

calculate the Nye tensor [26]. This can be done by comparing shifts in Kikuchi zone axes

between reference EBSPs and EBSPs from strained regions [35, 36, 37]. The reference

pattern can be obtained from unstrained material with the same crystallographic orientation

[38] or from simulated patterns [39]. The shifts can be measured from cross-correlation

functions that compare the EBSPs [16] or from peak shifts in the Hough space [37].

This technique shows potential for resolving the actual GND content within a mate-

rial [40] but has not been widely adopted within the EBSD community [15]. In part this is

because assumptions must be made for the orientation gradient in the Z-direction. Either

three-dimensional EBSD or samples with controlled orientation gradients are required if

reasonable accuracy is expected [30]. Increased scan times are also necessary because very

high accuracy patterns are required. In many cases, the increase in resolution of lattice

curvature shown by these maps is only marginally better than those shown by conventional

OIM maps [41].

EBSD orientation data allow the calculation the Taylor factor for each grain. M, the

magnitude of the Taylor factor, is the sum of the inverse Schmid factors for each active

slip system in a grain. Because of the compatibility requirement, “soft” (low Taylor factor)

grains cannot deform significantly until harder grains also deform. Slip in “harder” (high

Taylor factor) grains requires a higher stress [42]. Thus, grains with high Taylor factors may

store more dislocations than those with low Taylor factors. Studies of cold deformation

in copper, gold, and aluminum alloys observed that the stored energy of cold work (i.e.,

dislocation density) does increase with increasing Taylor factor [43, 42, 44]

However, because the Taylor factor model only considers the mechanical compati-

bility of neighboring grains during deformation, it cannot account for deformation hetero-
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geneity brought about by interfaces such as grain boundaries [45, 46]. Neutron diffraction

line broadening measurements of stored energy in cold-rolled steels by Rajmohan et al.

[47] found that high Taylor factors do not always correlate with high stored deformation

energy. Stored deformation energy in the steel increased with the Taylor factor for Taylor

factors up to about 3. For higher Taylor factors, though, stored energy decreased with

increasing Taylor factor. Choi et al. [48] found that stored deformation energy depends

both on the Taylor factor of a grain and its neighboring grains. In this case, the Taylor

model could not provide the distribution of stored deformation energy in grains deformed

by cold rolling. An EBSP study of an aluminum alloy sheet worked by continuous cyclic

bending observed that stored deformation energy increased with Taylor factor for Taylor

factors greater than 3.5 [49]. However, no correlation was evident between Taylor factor

and stored deformation energy for Taylor factors below 3.5. Thus, increasing Taylor factor

does not always correlate with increasing dislocation density.

2.2 Grain Growth

2.2.1 BACKGROUND

Grain growth is a result of grain boundary migration, the process of atoms detaching

from one grain and migrating to another. Grain boundary migration occurs to reduce Gibbs

free energy as

dG =−P ·dV (2.13)

where P is the driving force, dV is the volume swept out by the moving boundary, and dG

is the change in Gibbs free energy. The velocity of the moving grain boundary, v, depends

on the driving force and the grain boundary mobility, m, as
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v = m ·P (2.14)

2.2.1.1 Grain Boundary Driving Forces

Grain growth is driven by several factors, including the stored energy of deformation,

grain boundary energy, and surface energy. The relative strengths of these factors are

summarized in Table 2.1. In the present study, the stored energy of deformation and grain

boundary energy are considered to be the primary forces driving grain growth. Although

the chemical driving force is significantly larger than any other driving force, it only applies

to solid solutions and thus is not of interest to this investigation.
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Table 2.1: Grain boundary driving forces. This table is from reference [50]

Stored deformation energy depends on both the density and energy of dislocations.

The energies of dislocations are relatively constant throughout a sample. Therefore, grains

with low dislocation densities have low stored deformation energies and will consume

grains with higher dislocation densities.

The grain boundary energy driving force is also commonly referred to as the grain
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boundary curvature driving force. To avoid confusion, grain boundary curvature will be

used to refer to this driving force throughout this text. Grain boundary curvature creates

a “pressure difference”, ∆p, between two grains. This ∆p arises from the difference in

capillary forces on both sides of the boundary as

∆p =−2γ

(
1

R1
− 1

R2

)
(2.15)

where γ is the grain boundary energy and R1 and R2 are the main radii of curvature of

grains 1 and 2, respectively [50]. This ∆p represents the driving force for R1 to consume

R2. A positive ∆p indicates that a driving force from grain boundary curvature exists to

move grain 1 into grain 2. Thus, large grains are driven to consume small grains. From

equation 2.15, it is clear that increasing R2 or decreasing the grain boundary energy will

decrease the driving force from grain boundary curvature.

2.2.1.2 Grain Boundary Mobility

Some of the factors that affect grain boundary mobility are material, temperature, and

grain boundary character. Mobility often follows the Arrhenius relation

m = m0e(−H/kT ) (2.16)

where m0 is the mobility constant, H is the activation enthalpy, k is the Boltzmann constant,

and T is the temperature [50]. Solutes also affect the mobility of grain boundaries by

segregating to grain boundaries. These solutes then exert a drag force on boundary motion.

The drag force exerted by the solutes, fdrag, depends on the number of foreign atoms per

unit area of the boundary, na f , and the attraction force between the boundary and the foreign

atoms, fa f , as
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fdrag = na f · fa f . (2.17)

Second-phase particles also exert a pinning force on grain boundary motion [51, 52,

53]. When a particle intersects the boundary, it eliminates some of the boundary area,

lowering the energy of the grain boundary. Grain boundary motion is slowed because

motion away from these particles will create a higher energy boundary. This drag force on

grain boundaries is known as Zener pinning.

2.2.2 GRAIN BOUNDARY CHARACTERIZATION

The presence of a grain boundary leads to excess free energy called the grain bound-

ary energy. The grain boundary energy increases as the misfit volume between the atoms

across the boundary increases [54]. Because more impurities can segregate to a larger misfit

volume, grain boundary mobility also depends on the misfit volume in the grain boundary.

Thus, grain boundary energy and mobility are both affected by grain boundary geometry.

General grain boundaries are usually divided into low-angle grain boundaries and

high-angle grain boundaries. Low-angle grain boundaries (LAGB) are often defined to

have misorientations of less than 5°to 15°and are generally believed to have both low

energy and low mobility [55, 56]. Conversely, high-angle grain boundaries (HAGB) are

thought to have high energy and moderate mobility [54]. However, special HAGBs with

high mobility and/or low grain boundary energy have been observed [57]. One explanation

for the “special” character of these boundaries comes from the coincidence site lattice

theory, described as follows. Consider two interpenetrating lattices. Periodic positions

which coincide with one another exist for both crystal lattices. This defines the coincidence

site lattice (CSL). In a real grain boundary, CSL relationships lower excess volume at the

interface by providing better atomic fit. Theoretically, a CSL boundary will have lower
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grain boundary energy and more mobility than a random HAGB. Characterizing CSL grain

boundaries is done by finding the reciprocal density of coincident sites, typically labeled

Σ. The misorientation angle about an axis with the lowest Miller indices relating the two

grains may also be used. Thus, a boundary having 1 out of 3 lattice sites coincident can be

characterized as both a Σ3 boundary and a 60°rotation about 〈111〉. Although almost any

misorientation has a CSL relationship, only low Σ boundaries are likely to be low energy

and/or high mobility.

Because a randomly oriented grain boundary is unlikely to have a low Σ CSL orien-

tation, applying the CSL model to real grain boundaries requires incorporating dislocation

theory into the model. To maintain a low Σ CSL relationship, grains compensate with

localized dislocation densities [58, 50]. Thus, near-Σ boundaries with properties very

similar to perfect Σ boundaries are observed. The maximum deviation from coincidence

with a perfect Σ misorientation (∆θ ) was defined by Brandon as [59]

∆θ = 15°Σ
− 1

2 (2.18)

and by Palumbo and Aust as [60]

∆θ = 15°Σ
− 5

6 . (2.19)

In both equations, Σ is the CSL value of the grain boundary being analyzed. The Brandon

criterion is most commonly used to identify CSL boundaries and is used throughout this

study, though some have argued that the Brandon criterion may be too permissive for

identifying CSL relationships [61, 62].

CSL theory cannot consistently predict “special” boundary properties, though [63].

This is because a CSL does not specify the boundary plane between the grains. The bound-

ary plane plays a crucial role in determining grain boundary mobility and energy [64, 63].
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Thus, two-dimensional measurements of grain boundary disorientation angle or interface

coincidence cannot accurately boundary energy or mobility. Accurate measurements of the

orientation of the boundary plane requires three-dimensional data about the grain boundary,

such as that generated by three-dimensional EBSD [65].

2.2.3 ABNORMAL GRAIN GROWTH

Normal grain growth (NGG) is the uniform increase of grain size after primary re-

crystallization. NGG is characterized as a continuous process because grain size increases

while relative grain-size distribution remains roughly constant. Alternatively, abnormal

grain growth (AGG), also known as secondary recrystallization, is the discontinuous pro-

cess of certain grains growing by rapidly consuming many others. Two kinds of AGG are

known [66]: static abnormal grain growth (SAGG) and dynamic abnormal grain growth

(DAGG). SAGG is characterized as AGG that occurs without concurrent plastic defor-

mation, while DAGG occurs during plastic deformation. Several factors promote AGG,

including

• grain boundary mobility differences [67, 68],

• suppression of NGG [69, 70],

• differences in stored energy between grains [71, 72],

• grains that are initially much larger than the average grain size [73],

• and effects of the free surface [74, 75].

2.2.3.1 Factors that Promote Abnormal Grain Growth

The main prerequisite for AGG is the suppression of NGG [69]. Suppression of NGG

usually occurs through inclusion-inhibited growth and/or texture-inhibited growth. Inclu-
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sions, second-phase particles, inhibit grain growth by reducing the available grain boundary

energy, a phenomenon known as Zener drag. AGG can then occur when inclusions around

one or a few grains disperse, allowing these grains to grow abnormally. Grain growth

may also be inhibited by a strongly preferred grain orientation giving most grains LAGBs.

Grains outside the majority texture will have higher boundary energies (higher boundary

misorientations) than the average, leading to instabilities and the potential for AGG [70].

Simulations [76, 67, 77] predict that a grain is most likely to grow abnormally when

it is bounded by a high-mobility, low-energy boundary relative to other boundaries in the

matrix. Some CSL boundaries may satisfy this condition, especially in the presence of

precipitates [78].

Studies of cold-rolled silicon steels and nickel alloys concluded that AGG in these

materials is driven by dislocation density differences [31, 79, 72]. Bennett et al. hypothe-

sized that abnormal grains grew because they had relatively lower dislocation densities than

their neighbors. This kind of microstructural evolution is consistent with a driving force

from the stored energy of deformation, in which grains with low stored energy consume

grains with higher stored energies [53]. 3D Monte Carlo simulations by Wang [80] also

predict that the probability of AGG is a strong function of stored energy gradients within

the material.

2.2.3.2 Dynamic Abnormal Grain Growth

DAGG is an AGG phenomenon that occurs during active straining. It has only

been conclusively demonstrated in BCC refractory metals, first in molybdenum [81] and

subsequently in tantalum [2]. DAGG is best illustrated through the constant true-strain rate

tests shown in Figure 2.1. The material plastically deforms under strain until it reaches

a critical strain, in this case about 0.18 true strain. At this strain, the flow stress rapidly

drops, corresponding with the initiation of DAGG. Further strain leads to DAGG growth
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until the specimen’s gauge region is consumed by the abnormal grain(s). Deformation

until rupture follows. The four microstructures shown in Figure 2.1 are from four different

specimens, each halted at the corresponding stress-strain point along the curve. Using

DAGG, abnormal grains were grown at rates of up to approximately 0.5 mm/sec and up to

10 cm in length [1]. This maximum grain size is determined only by the physical limitations

in the testing apparatus.
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Figure 2.1: DAGG in Mo observed in constant strain-rate creep tests. A constant true strain
rate of 10−4 s−1 was used at a temperature of 1540 ◦C. These microstructures are from
four separate tests halted at the indicated points along the test curve. This figure is from
reference [82].

DAGG grains in a commercial purity Mo sheet produced by powder metallurgy were
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observed to preferentially grow along the free surface. Three possible explanations for

surface preferred growth were proposed by Worthington [1]:

• A through-thickness texture gradient may lead to a favorable orientation for DAGG

growth only at the surface.

• Surface grains may have higher mobility due to effects of the free surface.

• The free surface may act as a dislocation source or sink.

Another explanation could be a through-thickness grain size gradient. Large average grain

size can suppress or prevent AGG, as observed by Fuji et al. [83] and Ashbrook et al. [84].

Thus, if grains near the sheet center are larger than those near the sheet surface, DAGG

might occur preferentially along the sheet surface.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The microstructures of commercial-purity Mo specimens which underwent dynamic

abnormal grain growth (DAGG) after constant true-strain-rate and true-stress testing at

elevated temperatures were characterized. Characterization techniques used include op-

tical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, channeling contrast microscopy, elec-

tron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), and Laue X-ray diffraction. Custom algorithms were

adapted from the work of Pedrazas [2] to analyze the EBSD data.

3.1 Materials

3.1.1 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS

DAGG was produced in specimens from three different commercial-purity Mo sheets

during previous studies [66, 1, 2]. For continuity with those studies, these three Mo sheet

materials are referred to as Mo AM, Mo PMA, and Mo PMB. The Mo AM sheet was

produced by arc melting, while both Mo PMA and Mo PMB sheets were produced by

powder metallurgy techniques. All sheets were rolled to final thickness. Because the Mo

AM material was cross-rolled, the rolling direction (RD) is identified as the final rolling

direction. The compositions of the three materials are summarized in Table 3.1. All

materials were purchased from H.C. Starck, Inc. (Euclid, OH) as sheets with a thickness

of 0.76 mm (0.030 inch).
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Table 3.1: The compositions of the Mo sheets are shown in weight percent. Both the Mo
PMA and Mo PMB sheets meet ASTM B 386, Grade 361. The Mo AM sheet meets ASTM
B 386, Grade 365. Mg, Mn, Ni, Al, Cu, Pb, Ti, Ca, Sn, and Cr impurities may be present
but are below detection limit.

Material Mo Si Fe C O N S

PMA >99.95% 0.007% 0.005% 0.004% 34 ppm <10 ppm -
PMB >99.95% 0.003% 0.005% 0.005% 40 ppm <10 ppm <10 ppm
AM >99.97% 0.006% 0.005% 0.010% <10 ppm <33 ppm -

All tensile coupons characterized for this study were machined according to the “dog-

bone” geometry schematic shown in Figure 3.1. Mo PMA coupons were machined from

the sheet with the tensile loading direction (TLD) parallel to the rolling direction (RD).

The Mo PMB and Mo AM coupons were machined with the TLD perpendicular to the RD.

Figure 3.2 shows the orientations of these tensile coupons. The sheet axes are labeled in

Figure 3.2 with the standard notations of rolling direction (RD), transverse direction (TD),

and normal direction (ND). Coupons oriented with the TLD parallel to the sheet transverse

direction (TD) are described as having a transverse (T) orientation. Coupons oriented with

the TLD parallel to the sheet RD are described as having a longitudinal (L) orientation.

This description of tensile coupon orientation is the same as used in previous studies of

DAGG for which tensile coupons were tested [66, 1, 2].
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of the “dog-bone” specimens examined in this study is shown.
Dimensions are in inches. The sheet thickness is 0.76 mm (0.030 inch). This schematic is
from reference [1]

Figure 3.2: This schematic demonstrates the orientations of tensile coupons machined from
the Mo sheet. The reference axes for the rolled sheet are RD (Rolling Direction), TD
(Transverse Direction), and ND (sheet Normal Direction). The reference axes for tensile
coupons are TLD (Tensile Loading Direction), STD (Short Transverse Direction), and LTD
(Long Transverse Direction). This schematic is from reference [1].

All of the Mo AM and Mo PMA tensile coupons characterized in this study were

previously tested at elevated temperatures at constant true-strain rates by Ciulik [66]. Some
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of the Mo PMB tensile coupons characterized in this study were tested in a similar fashion

by Worthington [1]. Other Mo PMB coupons were tested at elevated temperatures under

constant true stresses, instead of constant true-strain rates, by Pedrazas [2].

3.2 Characterization

Specimens from Mo tensile coupons were prepared for microstructural characteriza-

tion through standard mechanical polishing, etching, and electropolishing procedures. The

EBSD data obtained were analyzed using customized algorithms developed by Pedrazas

[2]. Additional algorithms were developed to better identify island grains and quantify

features related to dislocation density.

3.2.1 METALLOGRAPHY

Metallographic specimens were polished and etched following the methods devel-

oped by Ciulik [66] and Worthington [1]. Typical preparation procedures are listed in Table

3.2. After polishing, specimens were etched using one part nitric acid, one part sulfuric acid

and one part distilled water.
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Table 3.2: The grinding and polishing schedule used to prepare Mo metallographic
specimens (using Struers consumables) is listed. Polishing was performed on a Struers
Rotopol-15TM automated polisher.

Polishing Surface Lubricant/Polishing
Media

RPM Force Time

MD-Piano 400 Water 300 35 until planar
MD-Piano 600 Water 300 35 3 min.

MD-Piano 1200 Water 300 35 3 min.
MD-Allegro 9 µm DiaoDuo 150 35 3 min.
MD-Largo 9 µm DiaoDuo 150 30 3 min.
MD-Dur 3 µm DiaoDuo 150 25 3 min.

MD-Chem Colloidal Silica 150 25 3 min.
MD-Chem 1 part (by volume)

30% H2O2
99 parts 0.05µm
colloidal silica

150 20 3 min.

Because EBSD requires a nearly deformation free surface, other techniques were

used for EBSD specimen preparation. Metallographic specimens that were not mounted

in epoxy were first polished using the procedures listed in Table 3.2. After polishing,

specimens were electropolished using a solution of 100 parts methanol, 5 parts H2SO4,

and 1 part HF (from ASTM 131) at 28V for 5 seconds. Metallographic specimens that

were mounted in epoxy could not be electropolished because electropolishing resulted in

heavy pitting at the metal-epoxy interface. Instead, these specimens were prepared for

EBSD according to the polishing procedures listed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: The grinding and polishing schedule used to prepare Mo metallographic
specimens mounted in epoxy for EBSD (using Struers consumables) is listed. Polishing
was performed on a Struers Rotopol-15TM automated polisher.

Polishing Surface Lubricant/Polishing
Media

RPM Force Time

MD-Piano 400 Water 300 35 until planar
MD-Piano 600 Water 300 35 3 min.

MD-Piano 1200 Water 300 35 3 min.
MD-Allegro 9 µm DiaoDuo 150 35 6 min.
MD-Largo 9 µm DiaoDuo 150 30 6 min.
MD-Dur 3 µm DiaoDuo 150 25 20 min.
MD-Dur 1 µm DiaoDuo 150 25 20 min.

MD-Chem Colloidal Silica 150 20 20 min.
MD-Chem 1 part (by volume)

30% H2O2
99 parts 0.05µm
colloidal silica

150 20 2 min.

3.2.2 MEASUREMENTS OF DAGG GRAIN ORIENTATIONS

The orientations of DAGG grains were determined using Laue backscatter X-ray

diffraction. Specimens were mounted in a custom fixture that provides precise adjustment

of the vertical and horizontal positions. A single DAGG grain in a specimen could then

be aligned with the X-ray beam for characterization. Each specimen was exposed to the

beam for 1 minute at a current of 20 mA and an accelerating voltage of 35 kV. The distance

between the specimen and the detector was 2.6 cm. The resulting X-ray image was indexed

with the OrientExpress software [85].

3.2.3 EBSD DATA ACQUISITION

In this study, EBSD data were collected on an FEI XL30 ESEM using either Oxford

HKL Channel5 [HKL] software or HKL AZtec software [HKL] at The University of Texas
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at Austin in the Department of Geological Sciences. HKL MapStitcher was used to stitch

maps of multiple adjacent scans. The data were analyzed using custom algorithms built

by Pedrazas [2] using the MathematicaT M software [86]. Additional methods to quantify

features related to the densities of geometrically necessary dislocations and statistically

stored dislocations were added to that program. An algorithm for identifying island grains

was also added.

3.2.3.1 Evaluating Dislocation Density

The program developed by Pedrazas [2] relied primarily on grain orientation spread

(GOS) to estimate lattice curvature. As discussed in Section 2.1.2.3, GOS does not account

for grain size. Therefore, the grain average misorientation (GAM) and image quality

analysis techniques for capturing the effects of dislocation densities were added. A new

method for quantifying dislocation density, called grain curvature, was also developed.

This method will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, distortions of the crystal lattice caused by both geo-

metrically necessary dislocations and statistically stored dislocations lead to a reduction in

the quality of the electron backscatter pattern. Both Channel5 and AZtec softwares report

the average height of the intensity peaks in the Hough space for each electron backscatter

pattern as,

IQHT =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Hi (3.1)

where the Hough transform, Hi, is the height of the ith peak in the electron backscatter

pattern, and N is the number of peaks detected in the electron backscatter pattern. In this

study, the image quality value, IQHT , was normalized for each point in each EBSD data set

as,
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IQnormalized = 1−
IQpoint− IQmin

IQmax− IQmin
(3.2)

where IQnormalized is the normalized image quality value, IQpoint is the image quality value

of one point in the EBSD data set, IQmin is the smallest image quality value of all EBSD

data sets, and IQmax is the largest image quality value of all EBSD data sets. Thus, all

image quality values for each EBSD data set are scaled from 0 to 1. A value of 0 indicates

the lowest dislocation density, while a value of 1 represents the highest dislocation density.

GAM represents the relative misorientation between adjacent data points, as dis-

cussed in Section 2.1.2.2. It is calculated using Equation 2.12. In this study, disorienta-

tions between adjacent points of greater than 2.5° were ignored to prevent the inclusion of

adjacent points that cross grain boundaries.

3.2.3.2 Island Grain Identification

Previously, Pedrazas [2] defined island grains as grains that were 100% surrounded

by DAGG grains. However, this method of identification does not work for the Mo PMB

material because island grains commonly occur as clusters within this material. The dif-

ference between an “individual” island grain and an “island grain cluster” is shown in

Figure 3.3. An algorithm was written to identify these island grain clusters in the EBSD

data. This method is as follows:

1. First, all grains having at least 20% of boundary length adjacent to a DAGG grain are

identified. To exclude DAGG grains from this list, any grain with an area larger than

a maximum size (800 points for this study) is removed from the list.

2. For each grain in this list, its nearest neighbors, all grains bounding its nearest neigh-

bors, and all grains bounding its nearest neighbors nearest neighbors are identified.

These are defined as the grain’s “neighbor cluster.” All grains with a neighbor cluster
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having fewer grains than a set number (8 was used for this study) are identified as

island grains.

3. Data sets may include non-island grains along the edge of the scan area. These

grains could appear to be island grains using the above methodology. Thus, grains

that border the edge of the scan area are removed from the list of island candidates

by individual user selection.

4. To check the accuracy of this method, a map of grains, with all island grains high-

lighted, is produced to inspect the island grains identified. The maximum size of the

neighbor cluster is tuned to ensure all island grains are captured.

This method correctly identified nearly all island grains in the EBSD data sets from Mo

PMB tensile coupons.

Figure 3.3: Two types of island grains, both surrounded by a DAGG grain (colored brown),
are shown. The lone island grain is green. The “island grain cluster” is highlighted in red.
Grain boundaries are indicated by black lines.

3.2.3.3 Uncertainty in Orientation Measurements

Accurate measurement of orientations using EBSD depends on several user-controlled

factors, including specimen preparation and mounting, scan size, spot size, and accelerating

voltage. Even in ideal conditions, though, most conventional EBSD systems are limited

to an angular resolution of approximately ±0.5o [33, 34]. The angular resolution of the

FEI XL30 ESEM system was measured by scanning a single crystal of Si. A scan size
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of 250×250 µm2 was chosen because this is the maximum scan size used in this study.

Diffraction patterns were captured with 8×8 binning and a Hough Bin Parameter of 60, the

pattern resolution used throughout this study. Following El-Dasher et al. [87], two angular

values were defined: ωcenter and ωmax. The first, ωcenter, is the mean disorientation between

all points and the scan center. This quantifies the deviation of all orientations in the scan

from the point least affected by distortions [87]. It is an estimate of the overall system

resolution. The second, ωmax, is the largest disorientation angle between any pair of points

in the data set. It describes the largest error in calculating orientations within the scan.

These calculations assume that the Si single crystal has a uniform orientation. How-

ever, the Si crystal used in this study may be distorted. Figure 3.4 shows a reference

orientation deviation map of the Si crystal, a point-based method for quantifying lattice

curvature. Each point is colored by its misorientation relative to a reference orientation

[15]. The reference orientation in this case is the scan center. Theoretically, the scan center

is the least distorted point in an EBSD data set. Angular resolution should then decrease

with increasing distance from the scan center. Thus, if this Si crystal is dislocation free,

the reference orientation deviation map will show misorientation with respect to the scan

center increase as distance from the scan center increases. This is not evident in Figure

3.4. Instead, the reference orientation deviation map shows bands of misorientation. This

may indicate that the Si crystal is distorted by dislocations. Thus, ωcenter and ωmax may

underestimate the angular resolution of the FEI XL30 ESEM system. Even if the Si single

crystal is distorted, Table 3.4 shows that ωcenter and ωmax are relatively small. It is estimated

that EBSD orientation measurements in this study are accurate to within the average of

these two angles, 0.45°.
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Figure 3.4: A reference orientation deviation map of the Si single crystal is shown.

Table 3.4: ωmax and ωcenter for the Si single crystal are shown.

ωmax 0.6

ωcenter 0.3
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4 A NEW METHOD TO QUANTIFY DISLOCATION DENSITIES

4.1 Challenges in Quantifying Dislocation Density

Current methods to analyze EBSD data to evaluate dislocation densities were re-

viewed in Section 2.1. These methods include measures of image quality, grain aver-

age misorientation (GAM), grain orientation spread (GOS), the Taylor factor, and the

diffraction pattern analysis approach described by Wilkinson [38]. However, none of these

methods quantify dislocation densities sufficiently for the needs of the present investiga-

tion. Measures of image quality are limited by difficulties in separating the effects of

dislocations from those of imperfect specimen preparation. GAM is not sufficient because

it only represents the short-range effects of geometrically necessary dislocations [79]. A

new method, that represents the long-range effects of geometrically necessary dislocations,

is needed. GOS potentially provides such long-range information but is not sufficient for

the present study because it depends on grain size. Thus, GOS values cannot be compared

between abnormal and normal grains. Wilkinson’s approach for diffraction pattern analysis

was not used in this study because of the assumptions and impractically long scan times

it requires. Finally, the Taylor factor is not an accurate method to determine dislocation

densities within grains for the reasons discussed in Section 2.1.2.4. The limitations of

some of these techniques are discussed further in this section.

4.1.1 MEASURES OF IMAGE QUALITY

Measures of image quality, such as the image quality index discussed in Section 2.1.1,

are of limited use in quantifying dislocation content largely because of difficulties in sep-

arating out the degredation in image quality caused by dislocations from those caused
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by imperfect specimen preparation. Specimen preparation was a particular issue for this

investigation. It required electropolishing, which affected regions with normal grains quite

differently from abnormal grains. Electropolishing prepared normal grains for EBSD but

etched areas in DAGG grains. These areas produced electron backscatter diffraction pat-

terns with very low image contrast, the primary measure of image quality. Because of

these areas of problematic surface preparation, estimates of dislocation density based on

image quality will be artificially higher for DAGG grains. Thus, comparisons of image

quality index between the different microstructural regions offers only limited insight into

differences in dislocation content.

4.1.2 GRAIN AVERAGE MISORIENTATION

Grain average misorientation (GAM) quantifies geometrically necessary dislocation

content by measuring the short-range changes in orientation caused by geometrically nec-

essary dislocations [79]. The distances across which the GAM quantifies these changes

depend directly upon the spacing of the EBSD data points. Thus, GAM values inherently

depend on the step-size of the experimental observation and cannot easily be compared

between different studies. In addition, GAM only quantifies the short-range effects of

geometrically necessary dislocations. To fully describe geometrically necessary dislocation

densities, the long-range orientation changes caused by these dislocations must also be

evaluated. A technique that captures the long-range effects of geometrically necessary

dislocations is needed for this study.

4.1.3 GRAIN ORIENTATION SPREAD

Grain orientation spread (GOS) describes the long-range effects of geometrically

necessary dislocations within individual grains [79]. However, GOS depends on the area

of the grain cross-section in which it is evaluated. Because of this, GOS values cannot
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be reasonably compared between grains of different sizes. For example, consider the two

grains shown in Figure 4.1. Both grains have the same geometrically necessary dislocation

density, ρ , which produces the same radius of curvature, r, in both grains. The fact that

both grains have the same geometrically necessary dislocation density is not captured

through the GOS. Instead, because grain 1 has twice the cross-sectional area of grain 2,

the GOS value of grain 1 is twice that of grain 2. Thus, GOS cannot be used to compare

the geometrically necessary dislocation densities between grains of different size, such as

normal and abnormal grains.

(a) Grain 1 (b) Grain 2

L

� ϴ

r 
r 

� ϴ
2

h h L/2

Figure 4.1: Cross-sections of two grains with identical geometrically necessary dislocation
densities, ρ , and heights, h are shown. Shown in (a) is a grain of length L. Shown in (b) is
a grain of length L/2.

The dependence of GOS on grain-size was previously noted by Delannay et al. [32].

They empirically corrected GOS for grain cross-sectional area, Ag, as,

GOScorrected = GOS− 0.25
10µm

·
√

Ag (4.1)
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where GOS is the uncorrected GOS calculated for the grain, and GOScorrected is the cor-

rected value for that grain. The constants 0.25 and 10 µm were chosen empirically by

Delannay et al. by determining that the average GOS value increased by 0.25 when
√

Ag

increased by 10 µm in their data sets. Because these two constants are material depen-

dent, Equation 4.1 is not necessarily applicable to other materials and test conditions. A

new method to quantify long-range orientation spreads caused by geometrically necessary

dislocations is needed.

4.2 A New Method to Quantify Dislocation Densities

As discussed in the preceding section, the available methods for quantifying disloca-

tion density are not sufficient to the needs of the present investigation. Thus, a new method

to quantify dislocation density from EBSD data, based on lattice curvature, is developed in

this section.

4.2.1 DERIVATION OF A METHOD TO CALCULATE GRAIN CURVATURE

Consider the dislocation-free grain of length L and height h shown in Figure 4.2(a). A

geometrically necessary dislocation density of ρ is introduced into this grain. This causes

the crystal lattice to curve about an angle of θ , as shown in Figure 4.2(b). The radius

of curvature of this grain’s lattice is r, and the length of the neutral axis about which the

lattice bends is L. The upper surface of the grain is elongated by δ , and the lower surface

is shortened by δ . The value of δ depends on the size of the Burgers vector, b, and the

geometrically necessary dislocation density, ρ , as,

δ = b(ρhL) (4.2)

By definition,
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θr = L (4.3)

and

θ(r+
h
2
) = L+δ (4.4)

θ(r− h
2
) = L−δ (4.5)

where θ is the angle defined in Figure 4.2(b). Combining Equations 4.2 and 4.4 gives

L
r
(r+

h
2
) = L+bphL (4.6)

which relates the lattice radius of curvature to the geometrically necessary dislocation

density as,

r =
1

2ρb
. (4.7)

Because the inverse of r is the curvature of the lattice, κ , the lattice curvature is related to

the geometrically necessary dislocation density as,

κ = 2ρb. (4.8)

Thus, the lattice curvature of the grain is a means to calculate geometrically necessary

dislocation density independent of grain size.
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h

Figure 4.2: Two grain cross-sections are shown. Shown in (a) is a dislocation-free grain of
length L and height h. Shown in (b) is the same grain as in (a) with geometrically necessary
dislocations causing the lattice to curve about a radius r.

4.2.2 ESTIMATING LATTICE CURVATURE USING EBSD DATA

The lattice curvature of a grain can be calculated using EBSD data. To calculate

the lattice curvature of a grain, it is necessary to measure the size of the grain, L, and the

orientations of all points within that grain. The curvature of the grain is defined as,

κ =
θ

L
(4.9)

where θ is calculated from EBSD data. The following assumptions were made in this study

to calculate the quantities θ and L from EBSD data:

1. Geometrically necessary dislocations produce only a single curvature,
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2. θ/2 is the maximum disorientation between the average orientation of the grain and

any point within that grain,

3. and all grains are two-dimensional and equiaxed such that L can be calculated as the

square root of the number of scan points within a grain times the scan step size.

Consider the case of a two-dimensional, equiaxed grain. If the number of scan points in

this grain is equal to Apoints, the length of the grain’s neutral axis, L, may be calculated as√
Apoints times the scan step size. Assume that for this grain, the maximum disorientation

between the average orientation of the grain and any point within it is θ . Thus, the lattice

curvature of this grain is,

κ =
θ

stepsize ·
√

Apoints
(4.10)

where κ is the curvature of the grain. The lattice curvature of a grain can then be related to

the geometrically necessary dislocation density of the grain using Equation 4.8.

This method only considers the effects of geometrically necessary dislocations that

produce a single curvature in the grain. The effects of geometrically necessary dislocations

that produce a second curvature in the grain are ignored by this method. Therefore, the

dislocation density calculated by this method is a lower bound on the total geometrically

necessary dislocation density within the grain. However, grain curvature does present an

improvement on GOS because it takes grain size into account.

4.3 Chapter Summary

1. The shortcomings of current methods to quantify dislocation densities using EBSD

data, including the image quality method, GAM, and GOS, were discussed.
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2. A new method to quantify geometrically necessary dislocation density using EBSD

data independent of grain size data was developed. This method is based on the

lattice curvature of the grain.
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5 SLIP DURING DAGG

5.1 Background

5.1.1 THE SCHMID FACTOR

Dislocation glide occurs when a dislocation moves in the plane that contains both its

line and its Burgers vector [88]. Dislocations glide results in slip, the primary mechanism of

plastic deformation in metals. The slip plane, (hkl), is typically the plane with the highest

atomic packing density. The slip direction, [uvw], is the direction in the slip plane with the

shortest lattice translation vector.

Consider a force F applied along a crystallographic direction [abc] in a single crystal

with cross sectional area A. The force has a component F cos(λ ) in the slip direction [uvw],

where λ is the angle between [abc] and [uvw]. This force acts on the slip plane (hkl) over

an area A/cosφ , where φ is the angle between [abc] and the slip plane normal. The shear

stress resolved on the slip plane in the slip direction, τRSS, is thus

τRSS =
F
A

cosφ cosλ . (5.1)

Slip initiates when τRSS exceeds a critical value, known as the critical resolved shear stress,

τCRSS. The quantity m = cosφ cosλ is known as the Schmid factor. The Schmid factor

depends only on the tensile loading direction and the crystal slip system. The slip system

with the highest Schmid factor has the highest τRSS and is typically the system on which

slip first occurs. Crystal orientations with low Schmid factors are “harder” because a higher

force is necessary to obtain τCRSS.
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5.1.2 SLIP PLANES IN BCC METALS

Slip in BCC metals occurs along the 〈111〉 directions. However, slip planes are not

well defined in the BCC lattice because it has no close-packed plane. Slip in BCC systems

has been observed on the {110}, {112}, and {123} planes [89, 90, 91, 92], which are

the closest-packed planes in decreasing order of packing density. The active slip plane

depends on temperature. In general, slip is preferred on the {112} plane at temperatures

below Tm/4, on the {110} plane at temperatures between Tm/4 and Tm/2, and on the {123}

plane at temperatures above Tm/2, where Tm is the melting temperature of the material [93].

Pencil glide, slip occurring simultaneously in all three planes in a common 〈111〉 direction,

has been observed at room temperature [93]. In Mo, slip has been observed on the {110}

and {112} planes, with the {112} plane favored at low temperature and the {110} plane

favored at elevated temperature [94].

5.2 The active slip plane during DAGG

Understanding which slip plane(s) are active in DAGG grains at elevated temper-

atures may provide insight into the plasticity associated with DAGG. One might expect

that the slip system active in a DAGG grain is the same as that active in the material before

DAGG. This active slip system influences deformation of the test specimen prior to DAGG.

In turn, this may influence which grains are selected for DAGG.

Slip commonly produces slip bands, steps on the surface of a deformed crystal. Slip

bands are the result of many slip steps on closely spaced parallel slip planes [88]. The

orientation of slip bands with respect to the crystal’s orientation indicates the active slip

plane(s) in the crystal. Because slip band analysis is only meaningful in deformed single

crystals, slip band analysis in Mo tensile specimens is only possible in specimens with

large DAGG grains. The orientation of slip bands in such DAGG grains may be used to
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determine their active slip planes.

5.2.1 CALCULATING THE ACTIVE SLIP PLANE FROM THE ORIENTATION OF SLIP

BANDS

To calculate the active slip plane in a single crystal using slip bands, the orientation

of the slip bands with respect to the single crystal must be measured. The process of

measuring the orientation of a slip band with respect to the tensile axis of the specimen is

demonstrated in Figure 5.1. This figure shows a schematic of the gauge region of a tensile

specimen containing a slip band. The angles ψ1 and ψ2, designated in Figure 5.1, define

the unit vectors v̂1 and v̂2, also shown in Figure 5.1. These vectors define the orientation of

a slip band with respect to the tensile specimen and are calculated as

v̂1 = {cos(ψ1), sin(ψ1), 0} (5.2)

and

v̂2 = {sin(ψ2), 0, cos(ψ2)}. (5.3)

The orientation of a vector with respect to the DAGG grain unit cell may be calculated as,

v̂xC = G · v̂x (5.4)

where v̂xC is the orientation of that vector with respect to the single crystal unit cell, G is

the orientation matrix of the single crystal, and v̂x is the original vector in the reference

frame of the tensile coupon. The orientation matrix of the single crystal can be determined

using Laue X-ray diffraction.

Once v̂1C and v̂2C, the orientations of v̂1 and v̂2with respect to the single crystal
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Figure 5.1: A schematic of the orientation of a slip band with respect to the specimen
tensile axes is shown. (a) shows an isometric view of the gauge region of a tensile specimen
containing a slip band. The slip band in (a) is shaded red. (b) shows a view of the gauge
region along to the STD. (c) shows a view of the gauge region along to the LTD.

unit cell, are calculated, there are two ways to determine the active slip plane. One is

to calculate the unit vector v̂3C perpendicular to v̂1C and v̂2C using the cross product. The

angles between v̂3C and the normals to each of the potential slip planes, {110}, {112}, and

{123}, are calculated through the dot product. The slip plane producing the smallest angle

with v̂3C is most likely the active slip plane for that single crystal. However, if the specimen

is thin, the measurement of ψ2 is prone to be inaccurate. Because ψ1 can be measured with

more certainty, an alternative method is to calculate the angle between~v1C and the normals

to each of the {110}, {112}, and {123} slip planes using the dot product. In this case, the

slip plane normal that is most nearly perpendicular to~v1C is likely the active slip plane for

that single crystal.
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5.2.2 THE ACTIVE SLIP PLANE(S) IN DAGG GRAINS

Two Mo PMA tensile specimens having DAGG grains with clearly defined slip bands

were available for analysis. Optical images from the front and back of each specimen after

testing are shown in Figure 5.2. Both specimens were tested at 1600 oC (0.65 T m) and

elongated to failure. Figure 5.2(a) shows a specimen tested at a constant true strain rate

of 10−4 s−1, and Figure 5.2(b) shows a specimen tested at a constant true strain rate of

5×10−5 s−1. The photomicrographs in Figure 5.2 indicate that pencil glide did not occur

in either of these specimens. Pencil glide results in wavy slip lines [93], but the slip bands

shown in Figure 5.2 are straight. Thus, slip in these specimens must have occurred on the

{110}, {112}, or {123} planes.

Both of these Mo PMA tensile specimens were polished and etched. Optical images

of these two PMA specimens after polishing and etching, shown in Figure 5.3, reveal that

each PMA specimen contains one DAGG grain that spans the entire gauge length and

width. The crystallographic orientations of the DAGG grain in each Mo PMA tensile

specimen was determined using Laue X-ray diffraction. The orientations of these DAGG

grains are shown using inverse pole figures in Figure 5.4.
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Front Back
(a) PMA Specimen 1

Front Back
(b) PMA Specimen 2

Figure 5.2: Optical images of the front and back of two Mo PMA tensile specimens tested
at 1600 ◦C are shown: (a) a specimen tested at a constant true-strain rate of 10−4 s−1 and
(b) a specimen tested at a constant true-strain rate of 5×10−5 s−1.

(a) PMA Specimen 1

(b) PMA Specimen 2

Figure 5.3: Optical images of the same Mo PMA specimens shown in Figure 5.2 are shown
after the Mo PMA specimens were polished and etched.
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PMA Specimen 1
PMA Specimen 2

Figure 5.4: The crystallographic orientations of the DAGG grain in each Mo PMA tensile
specimen, PMA Specimens 1 and 2, are shown on inverse pole figures.

For each Mo PMA tensile specimen, the orientations of the slip bands with respect to

the specimen’s tensile axis were measured. This was done as described Section 5.2.1. The

angles ψ1 and ψ2 are shown in Table 5.1. Because the specimens are only 0.76 mm thick,

measurements of ψ2 had a large uncertainty.

Table 5.1: The angles ψ1 and ψ2, defined in Figure 5.1, in the Mo PMA tensile specimens
are shown.

ψ1 ψ2

Specimen 1 70◦± 5◦ 14◦± 12◦

Specimen 2 62◦± 4◦ 13◦± 10◦

The active slip planes for both specimens were calculated using both methods dis-

cussed in Section 5.2.1. The angles between v̂1C and the normals to each of the {110},

{112}, and {123} planes are shown in Table 5.2. The angles between v̂3C and the normals

to each of the {110}, {112}, and {123} planes are shown in Table 5.3. These measurements

indicate that in Mo PMA Specimen 1, the active slip plane is either the {123} plane or the

{112} plane. In Mo PMA Specimen 2, the active slip plane is the {110} plane.
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Table 5.2: The angles between~v1C and the normals to each of the {110}, {112}, and {123}
for both Mo PMA specimens are shown. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, the active slip plane
in each specimen is that plane whose normal is most nearly perpendicular~v1C.

Normal to {110} Normal to {112} Normal to {123}

Specimen 1 97◦± 3.5◦ 92◦± 1.6◦ 89◦± 1.9◦

Specimen 2 91◦± 1.1◦ 97◦± 1.8◦ 93◦± 1.0◦

Table 5.3: The angles between~v3C and the normals to each of the {110}, {112}, and {123}
for both Mo PMA specimens are shown. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, the active slip plane
in each specimen is that plane whose normal is most nearly parallel to~v3C.

Normal to {110} Normal to {112} Normal to {123}

Specimen 1 23◦± 7.4◦ 19◦± 5.2◦ 15◦± 6.0◦

Specimen 2 9◦± 6.7◦ 22◦± 6.1◦ 11◦± 5.8◦

As discussed in Section 5.1.1, the slip system with the highest Schmid factor is

typically the active slip system for a single crystal. The Schmid factors relative to each

slip system of both PMA Specimens 1 and 2 are shown in Table 5.4. For Mo PMA

Specimen 1, the slip systems that produce the highest Schmid factors are the most likely

active slip system according to the calculations made in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Conversely, the

Schmid factors of each active slip system in Mo PMA Specimen 2 are equivalent within

measurement accuracy. Hence, no relationship between the Schmid factor and the active

slip system can be made for this sample.
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Table 5.4: The Schmid factors of the three BCC slip systems for each Mo PMA specimen
is shown. These Schmid factors were calculated using the orientation of each single crystal
measured with Laue X-ray diffraction. Values for the Schmid factor are accurate within
±0.02.

{110}〈111〉 {112}〈111〉 {123}〈111〉

Specimen 1 0.44 0.49 0.49
Specimen 2 0.50 0.48 0.49

5.3 Chapter Summary

1. The active slip planes in two Mo PMA tensile specimens with DAGG grains were

calculated. For PMA Specimen 1, the active slip plane is most likely either the {123}

plane or the {112} plane. In this single crystal, the {112}〈111〉 and {123}〈111〉

slip systems produce similar Schmid factors that are much larger than that of the

{110}〈111〉 slip system. Thus, for this specimen, the likely active slip systems also

produce the highest Schmid factor. In PMA Specimen 2, the active slip plane is

most likely the {110} plane. However, the Schmid factors of each active slip system

in Mo PMA Specimen 2 are equivalent within measurement accuracy. Hence, no

relationship between the Schmid factor and the active slip system can be made for

this sample. I
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6 DAGG GRAIN CHARACTERIZATION

6.1 DAGG Grain Morphologies

6.1.1 DAGG GRAIN MORPHOLOGY IN MO PMB

DAGG grains were commonly observed on only one side of tensile coupons after

testing at elevated temperatures in Mo PMB [1]. These DAGG grains were called surface

grains by Worthington [1]; DAGG grains that grew through the specimen thickness were

called thickness grains. An example of each is shown in Figure 6.1. This figure shows

the front and back of two macroetched Mo PMB DAGG specimens tested at 1650 ◦C at a

constant true strain rate of 10−4 s−1. Optical photomicrographs of cross sections of these

DAGG grains are also presented: section A-A is normal to the long transverse direction

(LTD) and section B-B is normal to the tensile loading direction (TLD).

Figure 6.1 demonstrates that these DAGG grains grow most readily near the sheet

surface. In Figure 6.1(a), the surface grain shows that DAGG is promoted at the surface

and/or retarded through the short transverse direction (STD). The thickness grain shown

in Figure 6.1(b) view A-A extends farthest along the TLD near the surface, which also

demonstrates that its growth is more rapid near the surface and/or retarded at the sheet

center. For some unknown reason, DAGG grains in Mo PMB prefer growing along the

sheet surface. This effect is investigated in this study.
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(a) Surface Grain

(b) Thickness Grain

Figure 6.1: Two different DAGG specimens from the Mo PMB material are shown after
testing at a constant true strain rate of 10−4 s−1 at 1650 ◦C. The front and back of the
specimens are shown, along with cross sections A-A (LTD normal) and B-B (TLD normal).
Shown are (a) a surface grain and (b) a thickness grain. The front surface is downward in
cross sections A-A and B-B. Figures are from reference [1]

6.1.2 DAGG GRAIN MORPHOLOGY IN MO AM

To understand if DAGG preferentially occurred near the sheet surface in the Mo

AM material, two Mo AM specimens containing DAGG grains were cross sectioned. To

preserve the surface microstructure, only one side of each specimen was polished and

etched. These macroetched DAGG specimens are shown in Figure 6.2. Both specimens
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were tested at a constant true strain rate of 10−4 s−1. The specimen shown in Figure 6.2(a)

was tested at 1520 ◦C until immediately after DAGG initiation. The specimen shown in

Figure 6.2(b) was tested at 1500 ◦C and elongated to failure. Back-scatter electron images

of cross sections of these DAGG grains are shown in view A-A in Figures 6.2(a) and

6.2(b). These images were produced using channeling contrast, a technique sensitive to

crystallographic orientation. The side that was polished is indicated, as is the original

specimen centerline, in these images.
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(b) Elongation to Failure Test

Figure 6.2: Two Mo AM DAGG specimens tested at a constant true strain rate of 10−4

s−1 are shown. A macroetched side and a cross section of each specimen are shown. Cross
section A-A is normal to the LTD. (a) A specimen tested at 1520 ◦C and halted after DAGG
initiation is shown. (b) A specimen tested at 1500 ◦C and elongated to failure is shown.

In both specimens, the DAGG grains grew through the sheet thickness. However, the

DAGG grains did not consume all areas of the cross section evenly. The sheet surface of

both specimens is dominated by island grains. A similar concentration of island grains is

not seen near the sheet center. This indicates either that the driving force for DAGG was

higher near the sheet center or that DAGG was retarded near the sheet surface. This is

opposite of the observed DAGG morphology in Mo PMB.
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6.2 Reasons for Location-dependent DAGG

Worthington [1] hypothesized that the growth of DAGG grains near the surface in

Mo PMB may be caused by effects of the free surface. However, DAGG in the Mo AM

material did not appear to be influenced by the free surface. It is thus likely that the free

surface is not the primary reason why DAGG in the Mo PMB material occurs primarily

near the sheet surface. Instead, through-thickness variations of texture and grain size are

more likely explanations for these effects.

6.2.1 THROUGH THICKNESS GRAIN SIZE VARIATIONS

One driving force for grain growth, grain boundary curvature, depends on the relative

sizes of grains. Grain boundary curvature drives larger grains to consume smaller grains.

This driving force is proportional to the inverse of the radius of curvature. Thus, for a

constant mobility, growth is faster when smaller grains, having smaller radii of curvature,

are consumed because v = m ·P (Equation 2.14). If grain size varies with distance from

the sheet centerline, a DAGG grain will preferentially consume areas of the sheet with the

smallest grains.

6.2.1.1 Calculating the Grain Boundary Curvature Driving Force

The driving force for grain growth from grain boundary curvature can be calculated

as

∆p =−2γ

(
1

R1
− 1

R2

)
(6.1)

where γ is the grain boundary energy, R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature of grains 1 and

2, respectively, and ∆p is the driving force for grain 1 to consume grain 2, as described in

reference [50]. To compare the driving force from grain boundary curvature near the sheet
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surface, ∆psur f ace, to that near the sheet center, ∆pcenter, the ratio ∆pcenter/∆psur f ace will be

used. If ∆pcenter/∆psur f ace is less than one, the driving force from grain boundary curvature

is highest near the sheet surface. Alternatively, ∆pcenter/∆psur f ace values greater than one

indicate that the driving force from grain boundary curvature is highest at the sheet center.

∆pcenter/∆psur f ace is calculated as follows. Assume that grain 1 is a growing DAGG

grain much larger than the small grain 2 that it consumes, such that their radii of curvature

are R1 >> R2 and 1
R1

may be approximated as zero. Also assume that γ is the same

throughout the cross section. Thus,

∆pcenter

∆psur f ace
=

1
R2center

1
R2sur f ace

=
R2sur f ace

R2center
(6.2)

where R2center is the radius of curvature for grain 2 near the sheet center and R2sur f ace is the

radius of curvature for grain 2 near the sheet surface.

It is necessary to determine the average grain sizes near the sheet surface and center.

Cross sections from the grip regions of Mo AM and Mo PMB DAGG specimens were used

to evaluate grain sizes in these materials. Grain sizes along the STD, LTD, and TLD were

measured throughout these microstructures using the lineal intercept method [95]. These

measurements produce directional grain sizes dST D, dLT D, and dT LD, respectively. Each

microstructure was divided into three regions: the sheet center, the sheet surface, and a

region between the two. The mean size of grains within 100 µm of the sheet centerline

was used to calculate R2 near the sheet center; the mean size of grains within 100 µm

of the sheet surface was used to calculate R2 near the sheet surface. Because the intent

of this calculation is to compare the driving force from grain boundary curvature near the

sheet center and surface, grains from the region between the sheet center and surface were

ignored.

The grains in these Mo cross sections are assumed to be ellipsoids. Hence, the
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driving forces from grain boundary curvature for growth along the TLD, LTD, and STD

are not necessarily isotropic. The mean curvature of an ellipsoid at any point is given by

the equation

H =
1
2
(κ1 +κ2) (6.3)

where H is the mean curvature at any point and κ1 and κ2 are the maximal and minimal

curvatures, also known as the principal curvatures, at that point [96]. Consider the ellipsoid

shown in Figure 6.3 with dimensions A > B >C. The principal curvatures at point (0, A, 0)

are those of the ellipses in the planes normal to the X and Z axes evaluated at point (0, A, 0).

The principal curvatures at point (0, A, 0) are

κ1 =
A

C2 (6.4)

κ2 =
A
B2 . (6.5)

The mean curvature at point (0, A, 0) is then

HA =
1
2

(
A

C2 +
A
B2

)
(6.6)

and the mean radius of curvature at this point is the inverse of HA. It is assumed that the

ellipsoid dimensions are related to the directional grain sizes measured such that 2A =

dT LD, 2B = dST D, and 2C = dLT D. Thus, the mean radii of curvature in the TLD, STD,

and LTD are defined as

R2T LD =

[(
dT LD

d2
ST D

+
dT LD

d2
LT D

)]−1

(6.7)
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R2ST D =

[(
dST D

d2
T T D

+
dST D

d2
LT D

)]−1

(6.8)

R2LT D =

[(
dLT D

d2
ST D

+
dLT D

d2
T LD

)]−1

(6.9)

where R2T LD, R2ST D, and R2LT D are the mean radii of curvature of a grain along the TLD,

STD, and LTD, respectively.

X

Y

Z

(C,0,0)

(0,A,0)

(0,0,B)

Figure 6.3: An idealized, ellipsoidal grain with dimensions A > B >C is shown.

6.2.1.2 Mo PMB Material

Two cross sections taken from the grip region of a Mo PMB DAGG specimen re-

crystallized at 1450 ◦C for 3 hours are shown in Figure 6.4. This specimen was previously

ground on one sheet surface to remove material for metallographic preparation, altering

the centerline of the sheet. The original specimen centerline and the surface from which

material was removed are indicated in Figure 6.4. The cross section in Figure 6.4(a) is per-

pendicular to the tensile direction. Figure 6.4(b) shows a cross section parallel to the tensile

direction. Grain sizes were measured as in Section 6.2.1.3. Figure 6.5 shows the grain

sizes along the (a) TLD, (b) LTD, and (c) STD as a function of distance from the specimen

centerline. Although the grain sizes along the TLD and STD vary little between the sheet
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center and surface, the grain size along the LTD changes significantly, from approximately

35µm near the centerline to 18µm near the surface. The ratio ∆pcenter/∆psur f ace was

calculated using the method described in Section 6.2.1.1. These ratios for growth along

the TLD, LTD, and STD are shown in Table 6.2.
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Original Specimen Centerline

Ground and Etched Side

100 um

Rolling Direction

Polished Side

Original 
Specimen 
Centerline

Original 
Specimen 
Centerline

STD

LTDTLD

(a) Perpendicular to the Tensile Direction

Ground and Etched Side

Original Specimen Centerline

Ground and Etched Side

100 um
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Specimen 
Centerline

Original 
Specimen 
Centerline

STD

TDLTD TLD

Original Specimen Centerline

Ground and Etched Side

100 um

Rolling Direction

Polished Side

(b) Parallel to the Tensile Direction

Figure 6.4: Back-scatter electron images of two cross sections from the grip region of a
Mo PMB specimen recrystallized at 1450 ◦C for 3 hours are shown for: (a) a cross section
perpendicular to the tensile direction (b) a cross section parallel to the tensile direction.
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(a) Grain size along the TLD

(b) Grain size along the LTD

(c) Grain size along the STD

Figure 6.5: The mean grain sizes along the (a) TLD, (b) LTD, and (c) STD as a function of
distance from the specimen centerline are shown. These values are taken from a Mo PMB
DAGG specimen recrystallized at 1450 ◦C for 3 hours.
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Table 6.1: The radii of curvature for growth along the TLD, LTD, and STD near the sheet
center and surface are shown. The ratio ∆pcenter/∆psur f ace is also shown. These values were
calculated from grain size measurements of a Mo PMB DAGG specimen recrystallized at
1450 ◦C for 3 hours. The following abbreviations are used in this table: directional grain
size near the sheet surface (dS), directional grain size near the sheet center (dC), mean radius
of curvature near the sheet surface (RS), and mean radius of curvature near the sheet center
(RC).

dS(µm) dC(µm) R2S(µm) R2C(µm) ∆pcenter
∆psur f ace

LTD 20.0±0.7 32.6±1.2 5.4±0.7 4.9±0.5 1.1±0.2
TLD 18.8±1.1 22.0±0.9 5.9±0.9 8.8±0.9 0.7±0.1
STD 12.4±0.5 15.4±0.4 15.1±2.2 21.6±2.4 0.7±0.2

The measured grain sizes in this Mo PMB tensile coupon indicate that the driving

force from grain boundary curvature is highest near the sheet surface. If DAGG in the

Mo PMB material is driven primarily by grain boundary curvature, these measured driving

forces predict that:

• DAGG throughout the material will progress most rapidly along the LTD.

• DAGG will be slowest along the STD.

• DAGG will progress faster near the sheet surface than at the sheet center.

These predicted behaviors were observed in the Mo PMB material. Views B-B in Figures

6.1(a) and (b) show that these DAGG grains span the gauge LTD in both specimens. On

the other hand, DAGG grains extend further along the TLD near the sheet surface than

near the sheet center, as shown in view A-A of Figure 6.1(b). View A-A in Figure 6.1(a)

shows that the DAGG grain does not extend far along the STD in this specimen, most likely

because the driving force for growth along the STD decreases near the sheet center. Thus,

the observed behaviors of DAGG in the Mo PMB material are explained by the grain size

variations in this material.
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6.2.1.3 Mo AM Material

Two cross sections from the grip region of a Mo AM DAGG specimen recrystallized

at 1520 C for 3 hours are shown in Figure 6.6. The cross section in Figure 6.6(a) is

perpendicular to the tensile direction. Figure 6.6(b) shows a cross section parallel to the

tensile direction. Grain size along the TLD, LTD, and STD were measured from these

images using the lineal intercept method [95]. Figure 6.7 shows the mean grain sizes along

the (a) TLD, (b) LTD, and (c) STD as a function of distance from the specimen centerline.

These measures show that grain sizes are nearly constant throughout the sheet thickness of

the Mo AM material.
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(b) Parallel to the tensile loading direction

Figure 6.6: Back-scatter electron images of two cross sections from the grip region of
a Mo AM specimen recrystallized at 1520 ◦C for 3 hours are shown: (a) a cross section
perpendicular to the tensile direction, and (b) a cross section parallel to the tensile direction.
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(a) Grain size along the TLD

(b) Grain size along the LTD

(c) Grain size along the STD

Figure 6.7: The mean grain sizes along the (a) TLD, (b) LTD, and (c) STD as a function of
distance from the specimen centerline are shown. These values were measured from a Mo
AM DAGG specimen recrystallized at 1520 ◦C for 3 hours.
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The ratio ∆pcenter/∆psur f ace was calculated using the method described in Section

6.2.1.1. The ratios for driving force along the TLD, LTD, and STD are shown in Table 6.2.

These calculations indicate that there is very little difference between the driving forces

from grain boundary curvature near the sheet center and surface along the TLD, LTD, and

STD. Thus, a difference in grain size between the sheet surface and center cannot explain

the differences in DAGG between the sheet surface and center of the Mo AM material.

Another explanation for this behavior is needed.

Table 6.2: The radii of curvature for growth along the TLD, LTD, and STD near the sheet
center and surface are shown. The ratio ∆pcenter/∆psur f ace is also shown. These values were
calculated from grain size measurements of a Mo AM DAGG Specimen recrystallized at
1520 ◦C for 3 hours. The following abbreviations are used in this table: directional grain
size near the sheet surface (dS), directional grain size near the sheet center (dC), mean radius
of curvature near the sheet surface (RS), and mean radius of curvature near the sheet center
(RC).

dS(µm) dC(µm) R2S(µm) R2C(µm) ∆pcenter
∆psur f ace

LTD 35.1±1.3 35.8±1.3 15.3±1.5 15.1±1.4 1.0±0.2
TLD 38.1±1.5 39.9±1.8 13.2±1.3 12.5±1.3 1.1±0.2
STD 29.2±0.5 28.6±0.5 22.9±2.3 24.8±2.5 0.9±0.2

6.2.2 TEXTURE VARIATIONS

DAGG in the Mo AM material may be influenced by crystallographic texture. If tex-

ture varies through the sheet thickness, crystallographic orientations favorable for DAGG

initiation may exist at specific depths within that thickness. Texture variations may also

affect DAGG after initiation by creating specific boundary types that inhibit grain boundary

migration. Bennett et al. [97] observed that island grains in a Fe-1%Si alloy were predom-

inately bounded either by low angle grain boundaries or Σ3 boundaries. While the mobility

of Σ3 boundaries varies from high to low depending on the boundary plane [98, 99], low
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angle grain boundaries are thought to always have low mobility. Thus, grains that form

low mobility boundaries with abnormal grains may be left unconsumed by abnormal grain

growth, becoming island grains.

In the Mo AM material, many more island grains were observed at the sheet surface

than at the sheet center. This may be caused by a texture difference between the sheet

surface and sheet center. To explore this possibility, a cross section from the grip region of

a Mo AM specimen was studied with EBSD.

The variation in grain size along the STD could explain the preference for DAGG

near the sheet surface in the Mo PMB material. However, texture variation along the STD,

if present, might also cause this. To explore that possibility, a cross section from the grip

region of a Mo PMB DAGG specimen was characterized using EBSD. A similar cross

section from the grip region of a Mo PMA DAGG specimen was also characterized using

EBSD. The texture variations in the Mo PMA and Mo PMB materials were compared for

sake of completeness.

6.2.2.1 Mo PMA and Mo PMB Materials

EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) maps and pole figures of the recrystallized Mo PMA

material from the surface and from a cross section of the sheet are shown in Figure 6.8.

An EBSD IPF map and pole figures of the sheet cross section from the recrystallized Mo

PMB material are shown in Figure 6.9. The texture at the surface of the Mo PMA material

is dominated by a γ-fiber (〈111〉 parallel to the sheet normal) with a weak α-fiber (〈110〉

parallel to the sheet rolling direction). The texture at the sheet surface of the Mo PMB

material is nearly identical to that of the Mo PMA material. In both materials, there is a

slight difference between the texture at the surface and the center of the sheet. The majority

γ-fiber is stronger at the sheet center than at the sheet surface. This slight change in texture

does not account for the preference for DAGG near the surface of the Mo PMB sheet.
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In fact, it falsely suggests that DAGG should grow most rapidly near the sheet centerline

rather than near the sheet surface in the Mo PMB material, as will be discussed next.
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Figure 6.8: EBSD data from (a) the sheet surface of a Mo PMA sheet recrystallized at
1540 ◦C for 3 hours, and (b) a cross section of a Mo PMA sheet recrystallized at 1520 ◦C for
3 hours are shown as inverse pole figure (IPF) maps colored with respect to the sheet STD
and pole figures. Median filters were applied to the IPF map in (a) to clean up unindexed
points. Unindexed points are left as white in the IPF map of (b). The figures in (a) are from
reference [82]
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Figure 6.9: EBSD data from a cross section of the Mo PMB material are shown as pole
figures and as an IPF map colored with respect to the sheet STD. Data are from a Mo PMB
sheet recrystallized at 1600 ◦C for 2 hours. Unindexed points are left as white in the IPF
map.

Boundary mobility arguments predict that abnormal grains are most likely to grow

from minority components in materials with a strong texture. In the Mo PMB material, the

strongest texture exists near the sheet center. Thus, boundary mobility arguments predict

that DAGG grains should grow most readily near the sheet centerline. However, DAGG

occurs more readily near the sheet surface than near the sheet center. Two possibilities are

consistent with this. DAGG in the Mo PMB material may not be controlled by the texture.

A second possibility is that DAGG grains in this material may be in the majority component

near the sheet center, making growth near the sheet center more difficult.

To investigate what texture components DAGG grains in the Mo PMA and Mo PMB

materials come from, the orientations of DAGG grains in the Mo PMA and Mo PMB

materials were compared to the recrystallized textures of these materials. The orientations

of DAGG grains in the Mo PMA material are shown on IPFs in Figure 6.10(a). Orientations

of DAGG grains in the Mo PMB material are shown on IPFs in Figure 6.10(b). IPFs from

cross sections of the recrystallized Mo PMA and Mo PMB materials are also shown. Figure

6.10 allows easy comparison between DAGG grain orientations and the recrystallization
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textures within each sheet. In both materials, DAGG grains are from a minority texture

component at the sheet center but are from a majority texture component at the sheet

surface. Thus, the sheet texture does not control DAGG in PMB. This further confirms

that a variation in grain size along the STD in Mo PMB, with finer grains near the sheet

surface, promotes DAGG near the sheet surface.
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Figure 6.10: EBSD data for the Mo PMA and Mo PMB cross sections are shown on IPFs.
The orientation of DAGG grains in these materials are also shown. IPF maps are supplied
for reference. These data are from (a) a cross section of a Mo PMA sheet recrystallized at
1520 ◦C for 3 hours, and (b) a cross section of a Mo PMB sheet recrystallized at 1600 ◦C
for 2 hours. Unindexed points are left as white in the IPF maps.

6.2.2.2 Mo AM Material

Figure 6.11 presents EBSD data of the recrystallized Mo AM material as IPF maps

and pole figures. Figure 6.11(a) shows the sheet surface, and Figure 6.11(b) shows a sheet
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cross section. The textures at the sheet surface shown in Figures 6.11(a) and 6.11(b) are

slightly different. Figure 6.11(a) shows a {001}〈100〉 texture slightly rotated about the

STD and a weak α-fiber (〈110〉 ||RD), also slightly rotated from the RD. This slight rotation

was originally attributed to cross-rolling of the Mo AM sheet during its production [82].

However, the cross-sectional data of Figure 6.11(b) do not indicate any rotation of the

{001}〈100〉 texture or reveal noticeable α-fiber texture at the sheet surface. It is unknown

why these differences exists between these two data sets; however, they are only minor

differences.

Regardless of the surface texture difference between Figures 6.11(a) and 6.11(b), a

significant texture difference between the surface and the center of the Mo AM sheet is

evident in Figure 6.11(b). Instead of the {001}〈100〉 texture components seen at the sheet

surface, the sheet center is dominated by the γ-fiber. The texture near the center is very

similar to the texture previously observed in the Mo PMA and Mo PMB materials.
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(b) Mo AM Sheet Cross Section

Figure 6.11: EBSD data from (a) the sheet surface of a Mo AM sheet recrystallized at
1440 ◦C for 3 hours and (b) a cross section of a Mo AM sheet recrystallized at 1520 ◦C for
3 hours are shown as pole figures and inverse pole figure (IPF) maps colored with respect
to the sheet STD. Median filters were applied to the IPF map in (a) to clean up unindexed
points. Unindexed points are left as white in the IPF map of (b). Figures in (a) are from
reference [82].

There are clearly two different textures at the sheet surface and center of the Mo AM

material. The observed difference of island grains between the sheet surface and center

may be caused by one or more mechanisms that are active in one texture component

but not the other. As discussed in Section 6.2.2.1, if DAGG in Mo AM is controlled

primarily by boundary mobility, abnormal grains are most likely to grow from minority

components. If this is the case, DAGG grains in the Mo AM material will come from a
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minority texture component with respect to the γ-fiber but a majority texture component

with respect to the {001}〈100〉 texture component. Another possible explanation is that

the γ-fiber accumulates more dislocations during deformation than the {001}〈100〉 texture

component. The driving force for DAGG would thus be higher near the sheet center than

near the sheet surface. A third possibility is that the {001}〈100〉 texture component is

more prone to abnormal grain growth during straining than is the γ-fiber. Large grains at

the sheet surface would be difficult for a DAGG grain to consume and may instead be left

behind as island grains.

The orientations of DAGG grains in the Mo AM material are shown on IPFs in

Figure 6.12. IPFs from a cross section of the recrystallized Mo AM material are also

shown. Figure 6.12 shows that the orientations of DAGG grains in the Mo AM material are

in the majority texture at the sheet center but in the minority near the sheet surface. This is

the opposite of the orientation of DAGG grains predicted by boundary mobility arguments.

Thus, DAGG in the Mo AM material is not primarily controlled by boundary mobility. The

preference for DAGG at the center of Mo AM sheets is unlikely to be a result of the texture

in that region creating grain boundaries with high mobility.
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Figure 6.12: EBSD data for a Mo AM cross section are shown. The orientations of DAGG
grains in this material are also shown. An IPF map is supplied for reference. The data are
from a Mo AM cross section recrystallized at 1520 ◦C for 3 hours. Unindexed points are
left as white in the IPF map.

The driving force for DAGG may be higher near the sheet center if the γ-fiber texture

accumulates more dislocations during deformation than the rotated cube texture near the

sheet surface. However, because this cross section is from an unstrained region, dislocation

density gradients cannot be observed in the EBSD data. The only available predictor

of dislocation density is the Taylor factor. For the same strain, grains with high Taylor

factors will bear higher stresses than grains with low Taylor factors, within the limitations

previously described in Section 2.1.2.4. Thus, as previously discussed, grains with high

Taylor factors may accumulate more dislocations than other grains [43, 42, 44].

The Taylor factor was determined for each grain in this Mo AM cross section. Fig-

ure 6.13(a) shows a Taylor factor map for the cross section of the Mo AM sheet. Figure

6.13(b) shows a scatter plot of the mean Taylor factor for each grain in this cross section as

a function of distance from the center line. These figures indicate that grains near the sheet

center usually have higher Taylor factors than those near the sheet surface. However, this

does not definitively prove that the microstructure near the center of the Mo AM material
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will have a higher dislocation density after plastic straining than than microstructure near

the surface. As discussed in Chapter 2.1.2.4, the Taylor factor does not always correlate

with increasing dislocation density. In addition, the difference in average Taylor factors

between the sheet center and surface is only 0.3. Hence, the final posited explanation for

the prevalence of island grains near the surface of the Mo AM sheet is considered next.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.13: EBSD data from a Mo AM cross section recrystallized at 1520 ◦C for 3 hours
are presented as: (a) a Taylor factor map and (b) a scatter plot of the mean Taylor factor for
each grain in this cross section as a function of distance from the center line.

Compare the size of Mo AM island grains in Figure 6.2 to the size of unstrained,

recrystallized Mo AM grains from the grip region in Figure 6.6. Note that the scale bar

in Figure 6.2 is 200 µm while the scale bar in Figure 6.6 is 100 µm. Several of the

island grains in Figure 6.2 are many times larger than the polycrystalline grains shown in

Figure 6.6. This indicates that the microstructure near the surface of the sheet may be more

unstable than the microstructure at the sheet center during straining. This instability may

produce multiple abnormal grains near the sheet surface. These abnormal grains are more

difficult for a DAGG grain to consume than the rest of the polycrystalline microstructure.
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Figure 6.14 shows cross sections from the gauge region of two Mo AM DAGG

specimens. These cross sections are from unconsumed polycrystalline material near a

DAGG grain. Although grain size along the STD of the Mo AM sheet appears to be fairly

constant, a few abnormal grains appear near the sheet surface. These grains are indicated

in Figure 6.14 as “potential island grains.” These abnormal grains will be more difficult

for a DAGG grain to consume than the rest of the polycrystalline microstructure. Thus,

abnormal grain growth near the surface of the Mo AM material may explain why more

island grains form near the surface than near the center of the Mo AM material.
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Figure 6.14: Cross sections from the gauge length of two Mo AM DAGG specimens are
shown. These cross sections are from polycrystalline regions near DAGG grain(s). The
tensile tests were conducted at a constant true-strain rate of 10−4 s−1. (a) A specimen
tested at 1520 ◦C until shortly after DAGG initiation is shown. (b) A specimen tested at
1500 ◦ C and elongated to failure is shown.

6.3 Chapter Summary

1. In the Mo PMB material, DAGG grains grow most rapidly near the sheet surface.

This grow preference is the result of a grain-size gradient along the STD in this

material. Grains near the sheet surface are much smaller than those near the sheet

center in this material.

2. In the Mo AM material, DAGG grains contain many island grains near the sheet
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surface but few near the sheet center. This is probably because the {001}〈100〉

texture component near the sheet surface is more prone to abnormal grain growth

during straining than is the γ-fiber found near the sheet center. Observations suggest

that multiple DAGG grains initiate near the sheet surface. These grains are too large

to be consumed by the abnormal grain and instead form island grains.
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7 MICROSTRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS OF DAGG IN MO PMB

USING EBSD

The microstructures produced by DAGG in Mo PMB were analyzed with EBSD to

investigate factors that may inhibit or enhance DAGG in this material. Five Mo PMB

tensile coupons with DAGG grains were analyzed to observe lattice curvature, Schmid and

Taylor factors, and grain boundary character.

7.1 Background

7.1.1 TYPES OF GRAINS

Three main grain types are defined in this study: DAGG grains, island grains, and

normal grains. DAGG grains are grains that are more than 10× larger than the average

grain size. Island grains are grains or clusters of grains bordered only by DAGG grains.

All other grains are defined as normal grains.

DAGG grains in the Mo PMB material typically contain few island grains compared

to the Mo AM material and Ta materials from previous investigations [1, 2]. However,

island grains still occur in the Mo PMB material. Island grains form when the driving force

for their consumption by a DAGG grain is low. Thus, a normal grain may become an island

grain when it forms an immobile grain boundary with an abnormal grain [97]. A normal

grain might also become an island grain if it has a low dislocation density, because lowering

dislocation density lowers the driving force from stored dislocation energy for the grain to

be consumed. Thus, understanding the grain boundary character and dislocation density of

island grains in the Mo PMB material may indicate why these island grains occur.
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The amount of strain accumulated within grains may influence why grains of certain

orientations are selected for DAGG. A grain may begin to grow abnormally if it is less

deformed than its neighbors. Thus, knowing the dislocation densities of grains oriented

similarly to DAGG grains may indicate why grains of certain orientations are selected for

DAGG.

7.1.2 SPECIMENS

Five Mo PMB tensile coupons with DAGG grains were analyzed using EBSD. Fig-

ure 7.1 shows the specimen names, test conditions, microstructures, and areas analyzed

with EBSD. Specimens Mo CS5, Mo CS16, and Mo CS17 were tested at elevated tem-

peratures using constant true-stress tests. Specimens Mo D37 and Mo P4 were tested at

elevated temperatures using constant true-strain rate tests.

Only specimens Mo D37 and Mo P4 contain more than one DAGG grain. The

microstructures where DAGG grains meet in these specimens were analyzed with EBSD.

The microstructures where DAGG grains meet polycrystalline regions were also examined

with EBSD in all specimens. Two data sets were gathered from specimen Mo CS17. The

label Mo CS17-1 in subsequent figures corresponds to the area labeled 1 in Figure 7.1. The

label Mo CS17-2 in subsequent figures corresponds to the area labeled 2 in Figure 7.1.

Inverse pole figure (IPF) maps of each area analyzed with EBSD are shown in Fig-

ures 7.2 and 7.3. These maps indicate crystallographic orientations along either the short

transverse direction (STD), long transverse direction (LTD), or tensile loading direction

(TLD). These maps reveal the multiple DAGG grains in specimens Mo D37 and Mo P4

that were not visible using optical microscopy. These maps also provide microstructural

detail that can be used to study the deformation, slip properties, and grain boundaries in

these specimens.
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1 2

Specimen Number Test Conditions Microstructure

Mo CS5

Mo CS16

Mo CS17

Mo D37

Mo P4

True Stress: 35 MPa
Temp: 1650C

True Stress: 32 MPa
Temp: 1650C

True Stress: 30 MPa
Temp: 1650C

True Strain: 1 x10-4
Temp: 1800C

True Strain: 1 x10-4
Temp: 1650C

1 cm

1 cm

1 cm

1 cm

1 cm

Name

Figure 7.1: The specimen names, test conditions, microstructures, and areas analyzed with
EBSD are shown for five Mo PMB tensile coupons. The red boxes indicate regions where
EBSD data were collected.
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Mo CS5

Specimen Name STD LTD TLD

Mo CS16

200 Μm

200 Μm

Mo CS17-1

LTD

TLD
STD

200 Μm

Figure 7.2: EBSD data from Mo PMB specimens Mo CS5, Mo CS16, and area 1 of Mo
CS17 are shown. These data are presented as inverse pole figure (IPF) maps colored with
respect to either the STD, LTD, or TLD. The maps are colored according to the legend
shown in the figure. Unindexed points are white.
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Mo P4

Specimen Name

STD LTD TLD

Mo D37

Mo CS17-2

LTD

TLD
STD

Figure 7.3: EBSD data from Mo PMB specimens Mo D37, Mo P4, and area 2 of Mo CS17
are shown. These data are presented as inverse pole figure (IPF) maps colored with respect
to either the STD, LTD, or TLD. The maps are colored according to the legend shown in
the figure. Unindexed points are white.

7.2 Deformation

EBSD orientation data were used to evaluate dislocation densities of DAGG spec-

imens. Before plastic strain is applied at the testing temperatures, DAGG specimens are

completely recrystallized. Thus, most of the dislocations in DAGG specimens are from

plastic strain during high temperature tensile testing.

The strain distribution within grains was investigated using the grain lattice curvature

(GC) technique discussed in Chapter 4, grain orientation spread (GOS), grain average
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misorientation (GAM), and image quality. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the image quality

metric used in this study is IQHT , the average height of peak intensities in Hough space for

an electron backscatter pattern. Maps of GOS, GAM, GC, and IQHT from the Mo PMB

DAGG specimens shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 are provided in Figures 7.4 through 7.10.

Grain boundaries in these figures are distinguished by black curves.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo CS5

Mo CS17-1,2

Mo CS16

Figure 7.4: Grain orientation spread (GOS) maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented.
Data from specimens Mo CS5, Mo CS16, and Mo CS17 are shown. Each grain is colored
to indicate its GOS relative to the provided scale.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo D37

Mo P4

Figure 7.5: GOS maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented. Data from specimens Mo D37
and Mo P4 are shown. Each grain is colored to indicate its GOS relative to the provided
scale.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo CS5

Mo CS17-1,2

Mo CS16

Figure 7.6: Grain average misorientation (GAM) maps of Mo PMB specimens are
presented. Data from specimens Mo CS5, Mo CS16, and Mo CS17 are shown. Each
grain is colored to indicate its GAM relative to the provided scale.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo D37

Mo P4

Figure 7.7: GAM maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented. Data from specimens Mo
D37 and Mo P4 are shown. Each grain is colored to indicate its GAM relative to the
provided scale.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo CS5

Mo CS17-1,2

Mo CS16

κ→0 κ→1κ→0 κ→1

Figure 7.8: Grain curvature (GC) maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented. Data from
specimens Mo CS5, Mo CS16, and Mo CS17 are shown. Each grain is colored to indicate
its GC relative to the provided scale. The GC of grains with less than 20 points was not
calculated; these grains are colored white.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo D37

Mo P4

κ→0 κ→1κ→0 κ→1

Figure 7.9: GC maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented. Data from specimens Mo
D37 and Mo P4 are shown. Each grain is colored to indicate its GC relative to the provided
scale. The GC of grains with less than 20 points was not calculated; these grains are colored
white.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo CS5

Mo CS17-1,2

Mo D37

Mo P4

Figure 7.10: IQHT maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented. Data from specimens Mo
CS5, areas 1 and 2 of Mo CS17, Mo D37, and Mo P4 are shown. No image quality data is
available for Mo CS16. Each grain is colored to indicate its IQHT relative to the provided
scale.

The average values of GOS, GAM, IQHT , and GC of DAGG grains, island grains,

normal grains, and grains with orientations within 5◦ of DAGG grains are provided in
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Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Average GOS, GAM, image quality values, and estimates of the lower boundary
of ρ , the geometrically necessary dislocation density, calculated from the GC of the Mo
PMB specimens presented in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 are given for four grain classifications.

GOS (◦) GAM (◦) IQHT (0-1)
GC

(103 µm−1)

Abnormal Grains 0.70±0.11 0.32±0.04 0.25±0.01 0.10±0.02
Island Grains 0.82±0.29 0.46±0.06 0.38±0.06 0.87±0.22

Normal grains oriented
±5◦ to abnormal

0.66±0.12 0.46 ±0.09 0.44±0.11 0.70±0.14

Normal grains 0.75±0.14 0.49±0.06 0.44±0.03 0.82±0.15

As discussed in Section 4.2.2, grain curvature can be used to estimate the lower

boundary of the geometrically necessary dislocation density of a grain, ρGNDmin. The lower

boundary of the geometrically necessary dislocation density of each grain type is shown

Table 7.2. These values are given in units of 1011m−2.

Table 7.2: The lower boundary of the geometrically necessary dislocation density, ρGNDmin,
calculated from the GC of the Mo PMB specimens presented in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 is given
for four grain classifications.

ρ from GC
(1011m−2)

Abnormal Grains 2±0.4
Island Grains 16±4.1

Normal grains oriented
±5◦ to abnormal

13±2.6

Normal grains 15±2.8

The difference in GOS between normal grains and DAGG grains is not statistically

significant. However, GOS values cannot be compared between grains of very different
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sizes. Because GAM, GC, and IQHT do not depend on grain size, these metrics can be

used to compare relative dislocation densities between grains with very different grain

sizes. As discussed in Chapter 4.1.1, though, it must be remembered that estimates of

the dislocation density in DAGG grains based on image quality will be artificially high.

Even so, IQHT indicates that DAGG grains have significantly lower dislocation densities

than do normal grains. This is also indicated by GAM and GC. Thus, DAGG grains clearly

contain significantly lower dislocation densities than do normal grains. This observation of

significantly lower lattice curvature in DAGG grains than in normal grains is consistent with

observations of DAGG in Ta [2]. These findings imply that DAGG is similar to classical

recrystallization phenomena. During DAGG, the deformed microstructure is eliminated by

the growth of the DAGG grain. After initiation, the low stored dislocation energy within

DAGG grains likely acts as an additional driving force for DAGG.

There are no statistically significant differences between the GOS, GAM, GC, and

IQHT of island grains and normal grains. Thus, island grains have about the same dis-

location density as the rest of the polycrystalline microstructure. This is evidence that

island grains are remnants of polycrystalline microstructure left unconsumed by the DAGG

grains, as opposed to newly recrystallized grains or smaller DAGG grains. The differences

between the GOS, GAM, GC, and IQHT of normal grains oriented similarly to DAGG

grains and other normal grains are not statistically significant either. Hence, the amount of

strain accumulated during plastic deformation evidently does not predict the likelihood of

a grain becoming an island grain or a DAGG grain.

7.3 Slip Properties

DAGG has been observed in three Mo materials and two Ta materials [1, 2]. DAGG

grains in all three Mo materials and in both Ta materials (labeled Ta A and Ta B) exhibited

a preferred crystallographic orientation with respect to the specimen TLD [1, 2]. This is
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shown in Figure 7.11. The orientations of DAGG grains in the Mo and Ta materials are

represented on inverse pole figures (IPFs) relative to the tensile loading direction (TLD).

Grains with approximately 〈110〉 || TLD are prevalent among DAGG grains, though this

texture component is diffuse in the Mo PMB and the Ta materials.

(a) Orientations of DAGG grains
 in Mo

(b) Orientations of DAGG grains
 in Ta 

Ta A
Ta B

TLD TLD

Mo AM
Mo PM(A)
Mo PM(B)

Figure 7.11: Inverse pole figures (IPF) of DAGG orientations are shown relative to the TLD
of the DAGG specimen. (a) The orientations of DAGG grains produced during constant
true-strain rate tests in all three Mo materials are shown. Figure is from reference [1]. (b)
The orientations of DAGG grains produced during constant true-strain rate tests in both Ta
materials are shown. Figure is from reference [2].

The 〈110〉 || TLD texture from which DAGG grains evolve is a subset of the re-

crystallization texture of the Mo and Ta materials. The recrystallization textures of these

materials are shown in Figure 7.12. If DAGG grains were selected at random from the

recrystallization texture, the full recrystallization texture would be reflected in the orienta-

tions of DAGG grains. This is clearly not the case. Thus, DAGG grain orientations are not

randomly selected from the recrystallization texture. They must be selected from the 〈110〉

|| TLD texture for some reason.
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Mo AM - Sheet Center Mo PMA

Mo PMB Ta B

Mo AM - Sheet Surface

TLD TLD TLD

TLDTLD

Ta A

TLDTLD

Figure 7.12: IPFs of the recrystallization textures of the Mo AM, Mo PMA, Mo PMB, Ta
A, and Ta B materials are shown with respect to the TLD. Figures of the recrystallization
texture of Ta A and Ta B are from reference [2].

Grains with 〈110〉 || TLD might be selected for DAGG because this orientation has

a low resistance to slip, as hypothesized by Worthington [1]. To investigate if grains are

selected for DAGG based on slip properties, the Schmid factor and Taylor factor were

determined for each grain in each EBSD data set. Maps of the calculation results are

shown in Figures 7.13-7.16.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo CS5

Mo CS17-1,2

Mo CS16

Figure 7.13: Schmid factor maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented. Data from
specimens Mo CS5, Mo CS16, and Mo CS17 are shown. The Schmid factor presented for
each grain is that with the highest value from the three major slip systems: {110}〈111〉,
{112}〈111〉, and {123}〈111〉.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo D37

Mo P4

Figure 7.14: Schmid factor maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented. Data from
specimens Mo D37 and Mo P4 are shown. The Schmid factor presented for each grain
is that with the highest value from the three major slip systems: {110}〈111〉, {112}〈111〉,
and {123}〈111〉.
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LTD

TLD
STD

Mo CS5

Mo CS17-1,2

Mo CS16

Specimen Name

Figure 7.15: Taylor factor (for multiple-slip) maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented.
Data from Mo CS5, Mo CS16, and Mo CS17 are shown.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo D37

Mo P4

Figure 7.16: Taylor factor (for multiple-slip) maps of Mo PMB specimens are presented.
Data from specimens Mo D37 and Mo P4 are shown.

The data from these maps is summarized in Tables 7.3 and 7.4. DAGG grains,

island grains, and normal grains have nearly identical Schmid factors in each slip system.

The Taylor factors are also similar for all grain types. This indicates that the orientation

preference of DAGG grains for 〈110〉 || TLD is probably not because of favorable slip

properties.
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Table 7.3: Average Schmid factors of grains in the Mo PMB specimens are shown for three
slip systems and for combined slip.

Grain
Classification

{110}〈111〉 {112}〈111〉 {123}〈111〉 {110,112,123}〈111〉

Abnormal
Grains

0.45±0.03 0.48±0.02 0.48±0.01 0.49±0.01

Island Grains 0.45±0.03 0.47±0.02 0.47±0.02 0.48±0.02
Normal grains 0.46±0.01 0.46±0.01 0.47±0.01 0.48±0.01

Table 7.4: Average Taylor factors (for multiple-slip) of grains in the Mo PMB specimens
are shown.

Grain Classification Taylor Factor

Abnormal Grains 2.87±0.41
Island Grains 3.01±0.09

Normal Grains 2.79±0.08

7.4 Grain Boundary Character

7.4.1 THE CHARACTER OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES BETWEEN DAGG GRAINS

The boundaries between DAGG grains in the Mo PMB material were analyzed with

EBSD. In this material, DAGG typically produces one abnormal grain per specimen [1].

However, a few specimens did produce two DAGG grains, providing the four DAGG/DAGG

grain boundaries that were analyzed in this study. These specimens include Mo PMB

tensile specimens Mo D37 and Mo P4, previously discussed, and two other Mo PMB

tensile specimens labeled Mo CS14 and Mo CS15. DAGG was produced in Mo CS14

and Mo CS15 during constant true-stress tests of 28 MPa and 32 MPa, respectively, at a
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temperature of 1650 ◦C. The characters of these DAGG/DAGG grain boundaries are given

in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5: The grain boundary types between DAGG grains in Mo PMB specimens Mo
CS14, Mo CS15, Mo D37, and Mo P4 are shown.

Sample Grain Boundary Type

Mo CS14 Σ7
Mo CS15 Low Angle Grain Boundary (8◦)
Mo D37 High Angle Grain Boundary (16.6◦)
Mo P4 High Angle Grain Boundary (36.5◦)

The DAGG grains in Mo CS14 and Mo CS15 form special boundaries. However, the

boundaries between DAGG grains in specimens Mo D37 and Mo P4 are high angle bound-

aries. Thus, even in the same specimen, DAGG grains come from varying orientations.

7.4.2 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT GRAIN BOUNDARY TYPES

Grain boundary character may influence the formation of island grains. It might also

influence the rate of DAGG. To investigate these possibilities, the character of grain bound-

aries between DAGG grains and island grains, between DAGG grains and normal grains,

and between normal grains were characterized. The EBSD data sets from the Mo PMB

specimens shown in Figure 7.1 were used. The grain boundary characters observed include

low Σ CSL boundaries (Σ3 to Σ11), grain boundaries with misorientations of less than

5◦, and high angle grain boundaries. This information is visualized using grain boundary

maps. A grain boundary map shows only the boundaries between grains in a specimen.

Grain boundary maps of these Mo PMB specimens are displayed in Figure 7.2 and 7.3.

Low Σ (Σ3 to Σ11) CSL boundaries and low angle grain boundaries, misorientations less

than 5◦, are highlighted according to the legend shown at the bottom of each figure.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo CS5

Mo CS17-1,2

Mo CS16

Figure 7.17: Coincident site lattice (CSL) boundaries (Σ3− Σ11) and low-angle grain
boundaries (<5) of Mo PMB specimens are presented. Data from specimens Mo CS5,
Mo CS16, and Mo CS17 are shown.
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Specimen Name

LTD

TLD
STD

Mo D37

Mo P4

Figure 7.18: Coincident site lattice (CSL) boundaries (Σ3− Σ11) and low-angle grain
boundaries (<5) of Mo PMB specimens are presented. Data from specimens Mo D37 and
Mo P4 are shown.

The percentage of boundaries having specific characters are given in Table 7.6. Grain

boundary character between abnormal grains and normal grains is similar to that observed

between normal grains. Thus, the rate of DAGG probably does not depend on the grain

boundary type between DAGG grains and normal grains. Grain boundaries between abnor-

mal grains and island grains do not possess Σ7, Σ9, or Σ11 character. Instead, the special

boundaries between abnormal grains and island grains are predominantly low angle. Thus,

island grains may form because their boundaries with abnormal grains have low mobility,

a result of their low angle character. However, it must be noted that low angle boundaries

compose only 15.1% of the overall boundary character between abnormal and island grains.

Over 80% of the boundaries between abnormal and island grains are non-CSL high-angle
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grain boundaries. Thus, island grains may occur in the Mo PMB material for another,

unknown, reason.

Table 7.6: Percentages of grain boundary types between various grains are given for the
boundaries in the maps shown in Figures 7.17 and 7.18. The following abbreviations are
used in this table: grain boundary type (GB type), Abnormal/Island boundary (Ab/Isl),
Abnormal/Normal boundary (Ab/Nor), and Normal/Normal boundary (Nor/Nor).

GB Type Σ3 Σ5 Σ7 Σ9 Σ11 < 5◦ 5-10◦ >10◦

Ab/Isl 3.0±0.4 1.2±0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.7±1.2 6.4±0.5 bal.
Ab/Nor 2.2±0.2 0.8±0.2 0.5±0.2 1.0±0.3 0.4±0.1 2.2±0.9 6.0±1.4 bal.
Nor/Nor 3.2±1.5 2.1±1.0 1.7±0.8 2.3±1.6 0.5±0.3 2.7±2.0 7.0±2.0 bal.

7.5 Chapter Summary

1. DAGG grains, island grains, and normal grains have approximately the same slip

characteristics, as measured by the Schmid and Taylor factors. Thus, the orientation

of DAGG grains with 〈110〉 || TD in the Mo PMB material is not related to slip

characteristics.

2. DAGG grains have significantly lower dislocation densities than normal grains.

3. Island grains have about the same dislocation densities as normal grains.

4. The grain boundary character between DAGG grains and normal grains is very simi-

lar to that between normal grains. Thus, it is not likely that grain boundary character

significantly influences the rate of DAGG.

5. Island grains preferentially form low angle grain boundaries with DAGG grains.

Island grains may occur because they make these low mobility boundaries with

DAGG grains.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

1. The active slip systems in DAGG: Slip line analysis was performed on two Mo

PMA tensile specimens with large DAGG grains. The orientation of slip lines in these

DAGG grains was used to determine active slip plane(s) in these tensile specimens.

For PMA Specimen 1, the active slip plane is most likely either the {123} plane or

the {112} plane. In this single crystal, the {112}〈111〉 and {123}〈111〉 slip systems

produce similar Schmid factors that are much larger than that of the {110}〈111〉 slip

system. In PMA Specimen 2, the active slip plane is most likely the {110} plane. The

{110}〈111〉 slip plane produces the highest Schmid factor for this crystal. Thus, in

both specimens, the most likely slip systems also produce the highest Schmid factors.

2. The morphology of DAGG grains in Mo PMB: Previously, Worthington [1] noted

that DAGG grains in Mo PMB grow most rapidly near the sheet surface. The through-

thickness variations of texture and grain size were examined in this material. DAGG

grains grow fastest near the surface because grains near the surface are significantly

smaller than those near the center. The texture of the Mo PMB material does not vary

significantly through the sheet thickness.

3. The morphology of DAGG grains in Mo AM: In the Mo AM material, DAGG

grains contain many island grains near the sheet surface but few near the sheet center.

This cannot be caused by a through-thickness gradient in grain size because grain

size is relatively constant throughout the sheet. However, a difference in texture

between the surface and the center of this sheet was observed. The texture near

the sheet surface primarily consists of a {001}〈100〉 and texture component while

the sheet center is dominated by the γ-fiber. The difference in island grain density
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between the surface and center of the sheet is most likely because the {001}〈100〉

texture component is more prone to abnormal grain growth during straining than is

the γ-fiber. Observations suggest that multiple abnormal grains initiate near the sheet

surface. These grains are too large to be consumed by the abnormal grain and instead

form island grains.

4. The driving force for DAGG: The morphology of DAGG grains in both the Mo

PMB and Mo AM materials depended on grain size. DAGG grains consumed small

grains much more rapidly than large ones in the Mo PMB material. In the Mo AM

material, island grains are grains that are too large to be consumed by DAGG grains.

Grain boundary curvature clearly affects DAGG.

5. The stored energy characteristics of DAGG grains in Mo PMB: Both GAM and

IQHT indicate that DAGG grains have lower dislocation densities than normal grains.

In addition, the minimum geometrically necessary dislocation densities of DAGG

grains and normal grains calculated using GC indicate that DAGG grains have lower

geometrically necessary dislocation densities than do normal grains.

6. The stored energy characteristics of island grains and normal grains oriented

within 5◦ of DAGG grains in Mo PMB: There is no significant difference between

the GOS, GAM, and IQHT values of normal grains, island grains, and normal grains

oriented within 5◦ of DAGG grains in Mo PMB. In addition, there is no significant

difference in the minimum geometrically necessary dislocation density calculated

from GC for any of these types of grains. Thus, the amount of strain accumulated

within a grain is not an indicator of the likelihood of that grain to become a DAGG

grain or an island grain.
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7. The grain boundary characteristics of DAGG grains in Mo PMB: The character

of grain boundaries between DAGG grains and normal grains are not significantly

different from the grain boundary characters between normal grains. Thus, it is not

likely that grain boundary character significantly influences the rate of DAGG.

8. The grain boundary characteristics of island grains in Mo PMB: Island grains

are surrounded by a higher percentage of low angle grain boundaries than are normal

grains. Thus, island grains probably evolve from polycrystalline grains that form low

mobility grain boundaries with DAGG grains.

9. The slip characteristics of DAGG grains in Mo PMB: Although DAGG grains are

primarily oriented with 〈110〉 || TD, the Schmid and Taylor factors of DAGG grains

are not significantly different from those of normal grains. Thus, the orientation of

DAGG grains with 〈110〉 || TD is probably not caused by any special slip properties

of this orientation.
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9 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

1. Island grains in Mo AM DAGG grains should be investigated with EBSD to observe

if different kinds of island grains occur and improve understanding about why island

grains form in this material. If island grains in DAGG grains are truly “small”

abnormal grains, they will most likely have nearly the same orientations as DAGG

grains.

2. The mechanism that results in the preferred orientations of DAGG grains with 〈110〉

|| TD should be further studied. This mechanism may also cause selective grain

growth of grains with 〈110〉 || TD in other BCC materials during high temperature

deformation. Thus, it is of fundamental scientific importance to investigate this

mechanism.

3. The method to estimate the minimum geometrically necessary dislocation density of

a grain using grain curvature should be improved. Currently, this method only uses a

few, outlying data points to estimate grain curvature. An improved method, using all

data points from a grain, should be developed.

4. Fe-Si alloys should be tested for DAGG. In this material, DAGG is likely to occur at

test temperatures that might allow preservation of the high-temperature microstruc-

ture by rapid quenching.
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H*******************************************L

H*******************************************L

H* EBSD Analysis *L

H*******************************************L

H*******************************************L

ClearAll @"Global‘ *"D;

H*******************************************L

H* Part 1: Defining functions *L

H*******************************************L

Vnorm@x_ D : = x � Sqrt @Plus �� Table @x @@ i DD ^ 2, 8 i, Length @x D<DD;

H*normalizing a vector *L

H*calculating x,y coordinates for plotting on stereographic triangle *L

stereo1 @x_ D : = 8x @@1DD�HNorm@x D *Hx @@3DD�Norm@x D + 1LL,

x @@2DD�HNorm@x D *Hx @@3DD�Norm@x D + 1LL<;

H*reordering elements for plotting on stereographic triangl e *L

move@x_ D : = RotateLeft @Sort @Abs@x D, Greater D, 1 D;

H* finds axis of rotation 1x3 vector.input rotation

L

APPENDIX A: MathematicaTM SCRIPT FOR CHARACTERIZING EBSD

DATA

A MathematicaTM notebook (ex. file.nb) can be created from the following code to

analyze EBSD data. The EBSD data must be in a “.txt” file. The x and y positions (in

µm) of each point in the scan must be specified in the first and second (or second and third

columns) respectively. The image quality index of each data point must be the tenth from

the last column. The orientation matrix (i.e. a11, a12, a13, a21, a22, a23, a31, a32, a33) must

be given as the last nine columns. Much of this MathematicaTM notebook was originally

written and published by Pedrazas [2]. Original parts of this notebook are indicated by

bright green text. User inputs are in red.

The directory location of the EBSD data must be specified in Part 2. Part 8 requires

the file “taylormixed.txt” that can be defined using the MathematicaTM notebook in Ap-

pendix C from reference [2].
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matrix in 1x9 form Ha11,a12,a13,a21,a22,a23,a31,a32,a33 L*L

rotaxis @x_ D : = 8x @@6DD - x @@8DD, x @@7DD - x @@3DD, x @@2DD - x @@4DD<;

H*same as rotaxis but axis vector is normalized *L

rotaxisnorm @x_ D : = 8x @@6DD - x @@8DD, x @@7DD - x @@3DD, x @@2DD - x @@4DD<�

Sqrt @Hx @@7DD - x @@3DDL ^ 2 + Hx @@2DD - x @@4DDL ^ 2 + Hx @@6DD - x @@8DDL ^ 2 D;

H* finds angle of rotation in radians.Input rotation matrix in

1x9 form Ha11,a12,a13,a21,a22,a23,a31,a32,a33 L*L

rotang @x_ D : = Re@ArcCos @0.5 *Hx @@1DD + x @@5DD + x @@9DD - 1LDD;

H* finds misorientation angle between two matrices,

in degrees.Input rotation matrices in 3x3 form *L

miso @u_, v_ D : = H180 * rotang @Flatten @v.Transpose @uDDDL� Pi;

H*converts the quaternion description of an rotation to a rota tion matrix *L

quattomat @x_ D : = 88x @@1DD ^ 2 - x @@2DD ^ 2 - x @@3DD ^ 2 + x @@4DD ^ 2,

2 *Hx @@1DD * x @@2DD - x @@4DD * x @@3DDL, 2 *Hx @@1DD * x @@3DD + x @@2DD * x @@4DDL<,

82 *Hx @@1DD * x @@2DD + x @@3DD * x @@4DDL, -x @@1DD ^ 2 + x @@2DD ^ 2 -

x @@3DD ^ 2 + x @@4DD ^ 2, 2 *Hx @@2DD * x @@3DD x @@4DD * x @@1DDL<,

82 *Hx @@1DD * x @@3DD - x @@4DD * x @@2DDL, 2 *Hx @@2DD * x @@3DD + x @@1DD * x @@4DDL,

-x @@1DD ^ 2 - x @@2DD ^ 2 + x @@3DD ^ 2 + x @@4DD ^ 2 <<;

H*symmetry operations for a cubic material,given in 3x3 rotat ion matrix form *L

mtest = 8881, 0, 0 <, 80, 1, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <<, 88-1, 0, 0 <, 80, -1, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<<,

88-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 1, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <<, 881, 0, 0 <, 80, -1, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <<,

881, 0, 0 <, 80, 1, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<<, 881, 0, 0 <, 80, -1, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<<,

88-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 1, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<<, 88-1, 0, 0 <, 80, -1, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <<,

881, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<, 80, 1, 0 <<, 881, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <, 80, -1, 0 <<,

880, 0, 1 <, 80, 1, 0 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <<, 880, 0, -1<, 80, 1, 0 <, 81, 0, 0 <<,

880, -1, 0 <, 81, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <<, 880, 1, 0 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <<,

88-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <, 80, -1, 0 <<, 88-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<, 80, 1, 0 <<,

880, 0, -1<, 80, -1, 0 <, 81, 0, 0 <<, 880, 0, 1 <, 80, -1, 0 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <<,

880, 1, 0 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<<, 880, -1, 0 <, 81, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<<,

880, 0, 1 <, 81, 0, 0 <, 80, 1, 0 <<, 880, 1, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <, 81, 0, 0 <<,

880, 0, -1<, 8-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 1, 0 <<, 880, -1, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <<,

880, 0, -1<, 81, 0, 0 <, 80, -1, 0 <<, 880, 1, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<, 8-1, 0, 0 <<,

880, 0, 1 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <, 80, -1, 0 <<, 880, -1, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<, 81, 0, 0 <<,

880, 0, -1<, 8-1, 0, 0 <, 80, -1, 0 <<, 880, -1, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<, 8-1, 0, 0 <<,

880, 0, 1 <, 81, 0, 0 <, 80, -1, 0 <<, 880, 1, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<, 81, 0, 0 <<,

880, 0, 1 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 1, 0 <<, 880, -1, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <, 81, 0, 0 <<,

880, 0, -1<, 81, 0, 0 <, 80, 1, 0 <<, 880, 1, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <<,

88-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <, 80, 1, 0 <<, 880, 0, 1 <, 80, -1, 0 <, 81, 0, 0 <<,

880, 1, 0 <, 81, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<<, 88-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<, 80, -1, 0 <<,

880, 0, -1<, 80, -1, 0 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <<, 880, -1, 0 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<<,

881, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, -1<, 80, -1, 0 <<, 880, 0, -1<, 80, 1, 0 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <<,

880, -1, 0 <, 8-1, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <<, 881, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <, 80, 1, 0 <<,

880, 0, 1 <, 80, 1, 0 <, 81, 0, 0 <<, 880, 1, 0 <, 81, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, 1 <<<;

H*symmetry operation for a cubic material,given in quaternio n form *L

qmtest = 880, 0, 0, 1 <, 81, 0, 0, 0 <, 80, 1, 0, 0 <, 80, 0, 1, 0 <,

80.5‘, 0.5‘, 0.5‘, 0.5‘ <, 8-0.5‘, -0.5‘, -0.5‘, 0.5‘ <, 80.5‘, -0.5‘, 0.5‘, 0.5‘ <,

8-0.5‘, 0.5‘, -0.5‘, 0.5‘ <, 8-0.5‘, 0.5‘, 0.5‘, 0.5‘ <, 80.5‘, -0.5‘, -0.5‘, 0.5‘ <,

8-0.5‘, -0.5‘, 0.5‘, 0.5‘ <, 80.5‘, 0.5‘, -0.5‘, 0.5‘ <, 81� Sqrt @2D, 0, 0, 1 � Sqrt @2D<,

80, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 0, 1 � Sqrt @2D<, 80, 0, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 1 � Sqrt @2D<,

8-H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0, 0, 1 � Sqrt @2D<, 80, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0, 1 � Sqrt @2D<,

80, 0, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 1 � Sqrt @2D<, 81� Sqrt @2D, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 0, 0 <,

8-H1� Sqrt @2DL, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 0, 0 <, 80, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 0 <,

80, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 0 <, 81� Sqrt @2D, 0, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 0 <,
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8-H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 0 <, 80, 0, 0, -1<, 8-1, 0, 0, 0 <, 80, -1, 0, 0 <,

80, 0, -1, 0 <, 8-0.5‘, -0.5‘, -0.5‘, -0.5‘ <, 80.5‘, 0.5‘, 0.5‘, -0.5‘ <,

8-0.5‘, 0.5‘, -0.5‘, -0.5‘ <, 80.5‘, -0.5‘, 0.5‘, -0.5‘ <, 80.5‘, -0.5‘, -0.5‘, -0.5‘ <,

8-0.5‘, 0.5‘, 0.5‘, -0.5‘ <, 80.5‘, 0.5‘, -0.5‘, -0.5‘ <, 8-0.5‘, -0.5‘, 0.5‘, -0.5‘ <,

8-H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0, 0, -H1� Sqrt @2DL<, 80, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0, -H1� Sqrt @2DL<,

80, 0, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, -H1� Sqrt @2DL<, 81� Sqrt @2D, 0, 0, -H1� Sqrt @2DL<,

80, 1 � Sqrt @2D, 0, -H1� Sqrt @2DL<, 80, 0, 1 � Sqrt @2D, -H1� Sqrt @2DL<,

8-H1� Sqrt @2DL, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0, 0 <, 81� Sqrt @2D, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0, 0 <,

80, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0 <, 80, 1 � Sqrt @2D, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0 <,

8-H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0 <, 81� Sqrt @2D, 0, -H1� Sqrt @2DL, 0 <<

H*880,0,0,1 <, 81,0,0,0 <, 80,1,0,0 <, 80,0,1,0 <, 80.5,0.5,0.5,0.5 <,

8-0.5, -0.5, -0.5,0.5 <, 80.5, -0.5,0.5,0.5 <, 8-0.5,0.5, -0.5,0.5 <,

8-0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5 <, 80.5, -0.5, -0.5,0.5 <, 8-0.5, -0.5,0.5,0.5 <,

80.5,0.5, -0.5,0.5 <, 81�Sqrt @2D,0,0,1 �Sqrt @2D<, 80,1 �Sqrt @2D,0,1 �Sqrt @2D<,

80,0,1 �Sqrt @2D,1 �Sqrt @2D<, 8-H1�Sqrt @2DL,0,0,1 �Sqrt @2D<,

80, -H1�Sqrt @2DL,0,1 �Sqrt @2D<, 80,0, -H1�Sqrt @2DL,1 �Sqrt @2D<,

81�Sqrt @2D,1 �Sqrt @2D,0,0 <, 8-H1�Sqrt @2DL,1 �Sqrt @2D,0,0 <,

80,1 �Sqrt @2D,1 �Sqrt @2D,0 <, 80, -H1�Sqrt @2DL,1 �Sqrt @2D,0 <,

81�Sqrt @2D,0,1 �Sqrt @2D,0 <, 8-H1�Sqrt @2DL,0,1 �Sqrt @2D,0 <<*L;

H*multiplying quaternions.q =8 i,j,k,real <*Lquatmult @p_, q_ D : = Module @8x <,

x = 8p@@4DD * q@@4DD - Hp@@1DD *-q@@1DD + p@@2DD *-q@@2DD + p@@3DD *-q@@3DDL,

p@@4DD *-q@@1DD + q@@4DD * p@@1DD + p@@2DD *-q@@3DD - p@@3DD *-q@@2DD,

p@@4DD *-q@@2DD + q@@4DD * p@@2DD + p@@3DD *-q@@1DD - p@@1DD *-q@@3DD,

p@@4DD *-q@@3DD + q@@4DD * p@@3DD +

p@@1DD *-q@@2DD - p@@2DD *-q@@1DD<; x = x �Norm@x DD;

H* inverting a quaternion.q =8 i,j,k,real <*L

invquat @q_ D : = 8-q@@1DD, -q@@2DD, -q@@3DD, q @@4DD<;

H*calculating misorientation angle,

in degrees,between two quaternions.q =8 i,j,k,real <*L

quatmiso @p_, q_ D : = Module @8qt, qm <,

qt = 8p@@4DD * q@@4DD - Hp@@1DD *-q@@1DD + p@@2DD *-q@@2DD + p@@3DD *-q@@3DDL,

p@@4DD *-q@@1DD + q@@4DD * p@@1DD + p@@2DD *-q@@3DD - p@@3DD *-q@@2DD,

p@@4DD *-q@@2DD + q@@4DD * p@@2DD + p@@3DD *-q@@1DD - p@@1DD *-q@@3DD,

p@@4DD *-q@@3DD + q@@4DD * p@@3DD + p@@1DD *-q@@2DD - p@@2DD *-q@@1DD<;

qt = Sort @qt D;

qt = qt �Norm@qt D;

qm= Max@8qt @@4DD, Hqt @@3DD + qt @@4DDL� Sqrt @2D, Total @qt D� 2<D;

2 * ArcCos @qmD * 180 � Pi D;

H*converting a rotation matrix to quaternion.q =8 i,j,k,real <*L

mattoquat @x_ D : = Module @8s, q, qw, qx, qy, qz <, If @x @@1DD + x @@5DD + x @@9DD > 0,

s = Sqrt @x @@1DD + x @@5DD + x @@9DD + 1.0 D * 2; H*��S=4*qw*Lqw = 0.25 * s;

qx = Hx @@8DD - x @@6DDL� s;

qy = Hx @@3DD - x @@7DDL� s;

qz = Hx @@4DD - x @@2DDL� s,

If @x @@1DD > x @@5DD && x@@1DD > x @@9DD, s = Sqrt @1.0 + x @@1DD - x @@5DD - x @@9DDD * 2;

H*��S=4*qx *Lqw = Hx @@8DD - x @@6DDL� s;

qx = 0.25 * s;

qy = Hx @@2DD + x @@4DDL� s;

qz = Hx @@3DD + x @@7DDL� s,

If @x @@5DD > x @@9DD, s = Sqrt @1.0 + x @@5DD - x @@1DD - x @@9DDD * 2;

H*��s=4*qy *Lqw = Hx @@3DD - x @@7DDL� s;

qx = Hx @@2DD + x @@4DDL� s;

qy = 0.25 * s;
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qz = Hx @@6DD + x @@8DDL� s, H*else *Ls = Sqrt @1.0 + x @@9DD - x @@1DD - x @@5DDD * 2;

H*��s=4*qz *Lqw = Hx @@4DD - x @@2DDL� s;

qx = Hx @@3DD + x @@7DDL� s;

qy = Hx @@6DD + x @@8DDL� s;

qz = 0.25 * sDDD; q = 8qx, qy, qz, qw <; If @qw < 0, q �Norm@qD, -q �Norm@qDDD;

H*******************************************L

H* Part 2: Importing Data *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs:scale bar size *L

H*variables needed:select *L

H*outputs: strain0, select, stepx, stepy,

Length @strain0 D, xstep, scalefactor, scaletext, indexed, iq0 *L

H*******************************************L

SetDirectory @"C: �Users �mydata �"D;

H* location of the txt data file and where outputs will be saved *L

strain0 = Import @"exampledata.txt", "Table" D;

H*txt data file.columns 1 and 2 or 2 and 3 must contain Hx,y L pixel position,

and last 9 columns must contain the orientation matrix *L

ls01 = Length @strain0 @@1DDD; H* length of data set *L

H*The Oxforrd HKL and Aztec softwares output an image quality n umber for

each point in the EBSD scan. iq0 is this image quality for each point *L

iq0 = strain0 @@1 ;; All, 8 ls01 - 9<DD

H*deleting unused columns from imported data *L

If @Length @Cases@strain0 @@All, 1 DD, 1 DD + Length @Cases@strain0 @@All, 1 DD, 0 DD =

Length @strain0 D, strain0 = strain0 @@1 ;; All, 82, 3, ls01 - 8, ls01 - 7,

ls01 - 6, ls01 - 5, ls01 - 4, ls01 - 3, ls01 - 2, ls01 - 1, ls01 <DD,

strain0 = strain0 @@1 ;; All, 81, 2, ls01 - 8, ls01 - 7, ls01 - 6, ls01 - 5,

ls01 - 4, ls01 - 3, ls01 - 2, ls01 - 1, ls01 <DDD;

H*defining the number of pixels in the vertical Hy L and horizontal

Hx L directions in the mapped data set *L

stepy = Count @strain0 @@All, 1 DD, 0 D;

stepx = Round@Length @strain0 D� stepy D;

xstep = strain0 @@2, 2 DD - strain0 @@1, 2 DD; H*distance of each step,in microns *L

xyset = Table @ i, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D; H* list of all pixels *L

Table @PrependTo @strain0 @@ i DD, xyset @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

H*adding data line count numbers back in first column *L

H*defining helpful variables based on input data *L

* determining unindexed points for reference later, 1 indexe d, 0 not indexed.The

rotation matrix of unindexed points in the data set is the ide ntity matrix *L

indexed = Table @ If @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DD = 81., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0., 0., 0., 1. <, 0, 1 D,

8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

indexedpct = N@100 *H1 - Sort @Tally @ indexed DD@@1, 2 DD� Sort @Tally @ indexed DD@@2, 2 DDLD;

H*percentage of data that is indexed *L
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Print @Text @"Map is " D, indexedpct, Text @" % indexed" DD;

H*Defining variables used for scale bar depending on size of ma p*L

If @stepx * xstep < 500, scalefactor = 100 � xstep; scaletext = Text @100 ΜmDD;

If @stepx * xstep > 500, scalefactor = 200 � xstep; scaletext = Text @200 ΜmDD;

If @stepx * xstep > 1000, scalefactor = 500 � xstep; scaletext = Text @500 ΜmDD;

If @stepx * xstep > 3000, scalefactor = 1000 � xstep; scaletext = Text @1000 ΜmDD;

If @stepx * xstep > 5000, scalefactor = 2000 � xstep; scaletext = Text @2000 ΜmDD;

H*determining quaternions at each point for averaging orient ations for assigning

pixels to grains and calculating grain avg to pixel misorien tation. *L

<< Quaternions‘

quat = Table @80, 0, 0, 0 <, 8Length @strain0 D<D;

quat = Table @ If @ indexed @@ i DD = 1, mattoquat @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 80, 0, 0, 0 <D,

8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

H*Exporting variables for this section *L

Export @"iq0.txt", indexed D;

Export @"indexed.txt", indexed D;

Export @"stepx.txt", stepx D;

Export @"stepy.txt", stepy D;

Export @"xstep.txt", xstep D;

Export @"scalefactor.txt", scalefactor D;

Export @"scaletext.txt", scaletext D;

Export @"indexedpct.txt", indexedpct D;

H*******************************************L

H* Part 3: Plotting raw data,
pixel -pixel misorientations,and defining grains *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs: misdeg, maxdeg *L

H*variables needed: strain0, xstep, indexed, stepx, stepy *L

H*outputs: gcl, grains, strain0, Xmap, Ymap, Zmap,

misdeg, misscalebar, PPmismap, Grainmap, quat *L

H*******************************************L

time0 = AbsoluteTime @D;

H* Importing variables if needed: *L

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @xstep D, xstep, xstep = ToExpression @ Import @"xstep.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @ indexed D, indexed, indexed = ToExpression @ Import @"indexed.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepy D, stepy, stepy = ToExpression @ Import @"stepy.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

H*Mapping data relative to x -direction,

points colored by inverse pole figure coloring scheme *L

dir = Transpose @Table @strain0 @@All, i DD, 8 i, 4, 6, 1 <DD;

dir = Table @N@move@8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;
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ps = Table @N@stereo1 @8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

psrgb = Table @N@81 - HSqrt @ps@@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + ps@@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 DL�0.51764,

1 - HSqrt @HAbs@ps@@ i, 1 DDD - 0.414214 L ^ 2 + ps@@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 DL�0.4143,

1 - HSqrt @HAbs@ps@@ i, 1 DDD - 0.366025 L ^ 2 + HAbs@ps@@ i, 2 DDD - 0.366025 L ^ 2 DL�

0.51764 <D, 8 i, Length @psD<D;

Table @ If @ indexed @@ i DD = 0, psrgb @@ i DD = 81, 1, 1 <D, 8 i, Length @psrgb D<D;

Xmap= Graphics @8Raster @Partition @psrgb, Round @stepx DDD, Thick, Black,

Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D, Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D,

Black, Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D

H*Mapping data relative to y -direction,

points colored by inverse pole figure coloring scheme *L

dir = Transpose @Table @strain0 @@All, i DD, 8 i, 7, 9, 1 <DD;

dir = Table @N@move@8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

ps = Table @N@stereo1 @8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

psrgb = Table @N@81 - HSqrt @ps@@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + ps@@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 DL�0.51764,

1 - HSqrt @HAbs@ps@@ i, 1 DDD - 0.414214 L ^ 2 + ps@@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 DL�0.4143,

1 - HSqrt @HAbs@ps@@ i, 1 DDD - 0.366025 L ^ 2 + HAbs@ps@@ i, 2 DDD - 0.366025 L ^ 2 DL�

0.51764 <D, 8 i, Length @psD<D;

Table @ If @ indexed @@ i DD = 0, psrgb @@ i DD = 81, 1, 1 <D, 8 i, Length @psrgb D<D;

Ymap= Graphics @8Raster @Partition @psrgb, Round @stepx DDD, Thick, Black,

Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D, Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D,

Black, Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D

H*Mapping data relative to z -direction,

points colored by inverse pole figure coloring scheme *L

dir = Transpose @Table @strain0 @@All, i DD, 8 i, 10, 12, 1 <DD;

dir = Table @N@move@8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

ps = Table @N@stereo1 @8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

psrgb = Table @N@81 - HSqrt @ps@@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + ps@@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 DL�0.51764,

1 - HSqrt @HAbs@ps@@ i, 1 DDD - 0.414214 L ^ 2 + ps@@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 DL�0.4143,

1 - HSqrt @HAbs@ps@@ i, 1 DDD - 0.366025 L ^ 2 + HAbs@ps@@ i, 2 DDD - 0.366025 L ^ 2 DL�

0.51764 <D, 8 i, Length @psD<D;

Table @ If @ indexed @@ i DD = 0, psrgb @@ i DD = 81, 1, 1 <D, 8 i, Length @psrgb D<D;

Zmap= Graphics @8Raster @Partition @psrgb, Round @stepx DDD, Thick, Black,

Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D, Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D,

Black, Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D

H*mappimg misorientation *L

H*pixel -

pixel misorientation mapping:color point if its neighbor t o the right or down is

misoriented more than a theshold amount from the original po int *L

misdeg = 2.5; H*defining pixel -pixel misorientation threshold for mapping and

for grain ID *LmisgradR = Flatten @Table @ If @Mod@ i, stepx D = 0 && indexed @@ i + 1DD = 0,

mis = Min @symmis = Table @miso @Partition @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 D.mtest @@k DD,

Partition @strain0 @@ i + 1, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 DD, 8k, Length @mtest D<DDD,

8 i, Length @strain0 D - 1<DD; H* looks to right *LmisgradD =

Flatten @Table @ If @H i + stepx L < Length @dir D && indexed @@ i + stepx DD = 0,
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Min @Table @miso @Partition @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 D.mtest @@k DD,

Par tition @strain0 @@ i + stepx, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 DD,

8k, Length @mtest D<DDD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D - 1<DD;

H* looks up *L

misgrad = misgradR;

Table @ If @HmisgradD @@ i DD > misgrad @@ i DDL, misgrad @@ i DD = misgradD @@ i DDD,

8 i, Length @strain0 D - 1<D;

Table @ If @Hmisgrad @@ i DD = Null L, misgrad @@ i DD = 0D, 8 i, Length @strain0 D - 1<D;

maxdeg = 15; H*designates maximum on scale for mapping.truncates values

used for plotting in map *LH*scaled to make maxdeg and above at max *L

scaledmisgrad = Flatten @Table @misgrad @@ i DD�maxdeg, 8 i, Length @misgrad D<DD;

H*misgrad scaled to make 15 degrees 1,

since plot scales from 0 to 1. Values >15 remain but are clipped on plot *L

scaledmisgrad = Table @Clip @scaledmisgrad @@ i DD, 80, 1 <D, 8 i, Length @scaledmisgrad D<D;

scaledmisgrad = Partition @scaledmisgrad, Round @stepx DD;

PPmismap = Graphics @8Raster @scaledmisgrad, ColorFunction -

> "TemperatureMap" D, Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D

H**********************Grain identification,

original method involving slowly building grains

based on its orientation with its neighbors ***********L

H*set the minimum number of pixels a grain must have. The defaul t setting is 5 *L

mingrainsize = 5;

quat = Table @mattoquat @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

H*defining quaternion description *L

xyset = Table @ i, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D; H* list of numbers for each data point *L

xyset = Delete @xyset, Position @ indexed, 0 DD; H*removing grains that are not indexed *L

grain = 81<; H* initializing first grain *L

grains = 8<; H*to list corresponding pixel label numbers

for each grain.number of grains will later define length.

ex: 881,2,3,11,12,13 <, 84,5,14,15 << will be 2 square grains one3x3 and other 2x2 *L

m= Min @xyset D; H* first point to be examined *L

end = 1; H*setting end variable starting value *L

H*this loop repeats for each grain built *L

While @end = 1, If @Length @xyset D = 1, end = 0; Break @DD;

m= Min @xyset D; H*starting point for next grain *L

grain = 8m<; H*starting current grain, use min of xyset as starting point *L

list = 80<; H* list of pixels added to grain,

but neighbors have not been investigated *L

endgrain = 1; H*signifies end of while loop for each grain if 0 *L

H*this loop repeats for each point of interest in defining a gra in *L

H* first picks one point,

then looks at four adjacent points. If they are indexed and ex ist
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Hnot past a boarder L then they are included in the analysis. If the misorientatio n

is below the threshold then it is added to the grain and its nei ghbors

are later examined. The process repeats until all neighbors of the points

belonging to the grain have been tested and there are no more o ther neighbors

with a misorientation below the threshold. Symmetry condit ions are tested,

and the orientation of the point is corrected if a

symmetry operation reduces the misorientation. *L

While @endgrain � 1,

If @m� 0, m = 1D; H*correction for error in first iteration *L

p = Table @0, 84<, 812<D; H*initialize array of neighboring points *L

pi = strain0 @@mDD; H*center point*L

p = 8 If @m> stepx && MemberQ @xyset, m - stepx D,

p@@1DD = strain0 @@m- stepx DD, p @@1DD = 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 <D,

H* locating neighbors to check. Looks at pixels:down,up,left ,right *L

If @m£ HLength @strain0 D - stepx L && MemberQ@xyset, m + stepx D,

p@@2DD = strain0 @@m+ stepx DD, p @@2DD = 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 <D,

If @Mod@m, stepx D ¹ 1 && MemberQ@xyset, m - 1D, p @@3DD = strain0 @@m- 1DD,

p@@3DD = 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 <D,

If @Mod@m, stepx D ¹ 0 && MemberQ@xyset, m + 1D, p @@4DD = strain0 @@m+ 1DD,

p@@4DD = 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 <D<; H*down, up, left, right*L

H* if neighbor is unindexed pixel, look one more over. this shou ld help reduce

artifact island grains because an area is surrounded by unin dexed pixels *L

If @p@@1, 1 DD� 0 && MemberQ@xyset, m - 2 * stepx D,

If @ m³ H2 * stepx + 1L, p @@1DD = strain0 @@m- 2 * stepx DD,

p@@1DD = 8m- 2 * stepx, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 <DD;

If @p@@2, 1 DD� 0 && MemberQ@xyset, m + 2 * stepx D,

If @ m£ HLength @strain0 D - 2 * stepx - 1L && Hm+ 2 * stepx L £ Length @strain0 D, p @@2DD =

strain0 @@m+ 2 * stepx DD, p @@2DD = 8m+ 2 * stepx, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 <DD;

If @p@@3, 1 DD� 0 && MemberQ@xyset, m - 2D , If @Mod@m, stepx + 1D > 2 ,

p@@3DD = strain0 @@m- 2DD, p @@3DD = 8m- 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 <DD;

If @p@@4, 1 DD� 0 && MemberQ@xyset, m + 2D,

If @Mod@m, stepx + 1D < stepx - 1 && m+ 2 < Length @strain0 D, p @@4DD = strain0 @@m+ 2DD,

p@@4DD = 8m+ 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 <DD; H*down, up, left, right*L

Table @ If @FreeQ @xyset, p @@k, 1 DDD, p @@k DD = 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 <D;

H*remove already grain-labeled pixels from list*L

If @p@@k, 2 DD ¹ 0,

mist = Flatten @Table @miso @Partition @strain0 @@p@@k, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 D.mtest @@ j DD,

Partition @pi @@4 ;; 12 DD, 3 DD, 8 j, Length @mtest D<DD; mis = Min @mist D;

H*mist contains the misorientation

between the two pixels for each symmetry operation *L

H*correcting symmetry within grains:pixels have been assign ed to grains

using symmetry,but not corrected so that they are similar.W ithout this,

grain orientation averaging doesnt work well.Get first pix el in grain

and compare with second pixel.if a symmetry operation provi des

a smaller misorientation,then reasign that pixel’s matrix . *L

If @ mis < misdeg && FreeQ @grain, p @@k, 1 DDD,

If @Extract @Flatten @Position @mist, mis DD, 81<D ¹ 1, strain0 @@p@@k, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DD =
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Flatten @Partition @strain0 @@p@@k, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 D.Partition @

Flatten @mtest @@Extract @Flatten @Position @mist, mis DD, 81<DDDD, 3 DDDDD;

If @mis < misdeg && FreeQ @grain, p @@k, 1 DDD && p@@k, 2 DD = 0,

grain = Flatten @8grain, p @@k, 1 DD<DD;

H*add point to grain if within misorientation and not already a dded *L

If @mis < misdeg && p @@k, 2 DD = 0

H*&&MemberQ@xyset,p @@k,1 DDD*L, xyset = Complement @xyset, 8p@@k, 1 DD<DD;

H* if pixel is labeled,delete from global list of pixels to be as signed *L

If @mis < misdeg && p @@k, 2 DD = 0, list = Flatten @8 list, p @@k, 1 DD<DD;

H* if the misorientation is less than the threshold,misdeg,

and the point is not already part of the list,add *L

, 8k, 4 <D;

list = DeleteDuplicates @ list D;

list = Complement @ list, 80<D;

xyset = Complement @xyset, 8m<D; H*remove current middle

pixel from master list of points *L list = Complement @ list, 8m<D;

H*remove current middle pixel from list of pixels of

interest for current grain generated *L

If @Length @ list D = 0, endgrain = 0; Break @DD;

m= Min @ list D;

D; H*end inner While *L

grain = Complement @grain, 80<D;

H*delete the 0 point that gets added to each grain *L If @

Length @grain D > mingrainsize, AppendTo @grains, grain D, xyset = Complement @xyset, grain DD;

H*requries grains to be at least as large as mingrainsize,if no t min size

then those pixels are skipped and will be corrected in the sub sequent section *L

H*making array with each row representing

a grain and containing the pixel numbers for each grain *L

grain = 8< H*clear grain variable *L

D; H*end main While loop *L

grains = Table @Flatten @grains @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

H*returning grains to original format *L

grains = Delete @grains, Position @grains, 80<DD;

H*deleting 80< grain used in computations *L

Complement @grains, Flatten @Position @strain0 @@All, 4 DD, 1. DDD;

grains = Cases@grains, Except @8<DD;

grains = Cases@grains, Except @80<DD;

H*redefining quat variable since strain0 updated *L

<< Quaternions‘

quat = Table @mattoquat @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

H*correct orientation of pixels not assigned to a grain in prev ious procedure and

assign. this method votes on which grain an unassigned pixel belongs by how many

of its neighbors belong to each surrounding grain.the orien tation is the average

orientation of its neighboring pixels that belong to the win ning grain *L

xyset = Table @ i, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

unlist = Complement @xyset, Flatten @grains DD;
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unst = Table @0, 8Length @unlist D<D;

AppendTo @grains, 80<D;

For @u = 1, u = Length @unlist D, u ++, q = Table @80<, 88<D; H*setting up array to fill

with neighbors to vote on based on number of neighbors in the s ame grain *L

If @unlist @@uDD > stepx, q @@1DD = strain0 @@Hunlist @@uDD - stepx L, 1 DDD; H*down *L

If @unlist @@uDD + stepx < Length @strain0 D, q @@2DD = strain0 @@Hunlist @@uDD + stepx L, 1 DDD;

H*up *L If @Mod@unlist @@uDD, stepx D = 1, q @@3DD = strain0 @@Hunlist @@uDD - 1L, 1 DDD;

H* left *L If @Mod@unlist @@uDD, stepx D = 0 && unlist @@uDD < Length @strain0 D,

q@@4DD = strain0 @@Hunlist @@uDD + 1L, 1 DDD; H*right *L

If @Mod@unlist @@uDD, stepx D = 0 && unlist @@uDD > stepx,

q@@5DD = strain0 @@Hunlist @@uDD + 1 - stepx L, 1 DDD; H*down,

right *L If @Mod@unlist @@uDD, stepx D = 1 && unlist @@uDD > stepx,

q@@6DD = strain0 @@Hunlist @@uDD - 1 - stepx L, 1 DDD; H*down,left *L

If @Mod@unlist @@uDD, stepx D = 0 && unlist @@uDD + stepx < Length @strain0 D,

q@@7DD = strain0 @@Hunlist @@uDD + 1 + stepx L, 1 DDD;

H*up,right *L

If @Mod@unlist @@uDD, stepx D = 1 && unlist @@uDD + stepx < Length @strain0 D,

q@@8DD = strain0 @@Hunlist @@uDD - 1 + stepx L, 1 DDD;

H*up,left *L

Table @ If @FreeQ @grains, q @@ i DDD, q @@ i DD = 80<D, 8 i, Length @qD<D;

H*getting rid of other un -grain - indexed from list to choose from *L

q = Cases@q, Except @80<DD; H*deleting 80< point *L

If @Length @qD < 1, unlist = Flatten @8unlist, unlist @@uDD<D; Goto @skip DD;

H* if q doesnt contain any suitable neighbors,

skip it and add it to the end of the list of pts to check *L

gt = Table @Take @Flatten @Position @grains, q @@ j DDDD, 1 D, 8 j, Length @qD<D;

gt = 8Flatten @Sort @Tally @gt D, ð1@@2DD > ð2@@2DD &DD@@1DD<;

H*second part of tally gives popularity,so its used to rank *L

g = Take @Flatten @Tally @Delete @gt, Position @gt, 8Length @grains D<DDDD, 1 D;

H*using tally to vote on grain pixel belongs to *L

t = Flatten @ Intersection @Flatten @grains @@gDDD, Flatten @qDDD;

AppendTo @grains @@gDD, unlist @@uDDD;

strain0 @@unlist @@uDD, 4 ;; 12 DD =

Flatten @quattomat @Mean@quat @@t DDD�Norm@Mean@quat @@t DDDDDD;

quat @@unlist @@uDDDD = mattoquat @strain0 @@unlist @@uDD, 4 ;; 12 DDD;

Label @skip D; D; H*end For loop *L

Table @grains @@ i DD = Flatten @grains @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

grains = Cases@grains, Except @8<DD;

grains = Cases@grains, Except @80<DD;

quat = Table @mattoquat @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

H*correcting quat where inverse quat is given,

first separates quats for each grain,finds mean of larger se t,

compares each point in grain to see if it needs to be inversed *L

gcluster = Table @FindClusters @quat @@grains @@ i DDDD, 2 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

gclmean = Table @ If @Length @gcluster @@ i, 1 DDD > Length @gcluster @@ i, 2 DDD,

Mean@gcluster @@ i, 1 DDD, Me an @gcluster @@ i, 2 DDDD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

Table @Table @ If @quatmiso @gclmean @@ i DD,

invquat @mattoquat @strain0 @@grains @@ i, j DD, 4 ;; 12 DDDDD <

quatmiso @gclmean @@ i DD, mattoquat @strain0 @@grains @@ i, j DD, 4 ;; 12 DDDD,

quat @@grains @@ i, j DDDD = invquat @quat @@grains @@ i, j DDDDD;
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strain0 @@grains @@ i, j DD, 4 ;; 12 DD = Flatten @quattom at @quat @@grains @@ i, j DDDDDDD,

8 j, Length @grains @@ i DDD<D, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

H*plotting grains *L

gcolor = RandomReal@1, 8Length @grains D, 3 <D;

H* list of random numbers to use for plotting grains *L

gcl = Array @0, 8Length @strain0 D<D;

gcl = Table @

If @Length @Position @grains, c DD > 0, gcolor @@Take @Flatten @Position @grains, c DD, 1 DDD,

881, 0, 0 <<D, 8c, Length @strain0 D<D;

gcl = Partition @Flatten @gcl, 1 D, stepx D;

Grainmap = Graphics @8Raster @gcl, ColorFunction ® HueD, Thick, Black,

Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D, Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D,

Black, Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D

H*misorientation scale *L

m1= Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, 1 �maxdegD<, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m2= Graphics @Text @Style @"0", Large, Bold D, 80, -0.5 <DD;

m3= Graphics @Text @Style @maxdeg " + degrees", Large, Bold D, 817, -.5 <DD;

misscalebar = Show@m1, m2, m3D

time1 = AbsoluteTime @D;

Print @time1 - time0, " seconds" D

H*Exporting variables and outputs *L

Export @"gcl.txt", gcl D;

Export @"grains.txt", grains D;

Export @"strain0.txt", strain0 D;

Export @"misdeg.txt", misdeg D;

Export @"misscalebar.bmp", misscalebar D;

Export @"Xmap.bmp", Xmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"Ymap.bmp", Ymap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"Zmap.bmp", Zmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"PPmismap.bmp", PPmismap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"Grainmap.bmp", Grainmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"quat.bmp", quat D;

H*******************************************L

H* Part 4: Averaged grain misorientation mapping *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs:maxdeg H for plotting L*L

H*variables needed: grains, stepx, stepy, strain0, maxdeg, s calefactor, scaletext *L

H*outputs: gmisavgq, gavg, gmc, gmcmap, pgrains,

gb, gbmap, quat, Pavgmislegend, Pavgmismap *L

H*******************************************L

H* Importing variables if needed: *L

If @ValueQ @grains D, grains, grains = ToExpression @ Import @"grains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepy D, stepy, stepy = ToExpression @ Import @"stepy.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,
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scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @ indexed D, indexed, indexed = ToExpression @ Import @"indexed.txt", "List" DDD;

time0 = AbsoluteTime @D;

gmisavgq = Table @0, 8Length @grains D<D;

gavg = Table @0, 8Length @grains D<D;

H*determining quaternions again since some grains’ orientat ions have been corrected *L

quat = Table @mattoquat @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

H*correcting quat where inverse quat is given,

first separates quats for each grain,finds mean of larger se t,

compares each point in grain to see if it needs to be inversed *L

gcluster = Table @FindClusters @quat @@grains @@ i DDDD, 2 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

gclmean = Table @ If @Length @gcluster @@ i, 1 DDD > Length @gcluster @@ i, 2 DDD,

Mean@gcluster @@ i, 1 DDD, Me an @gcluster @@ i, 2 DDDD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

Table @Table @ If @quatmiso @gclmean @@ i DD,

invquat @mattoquat @strain0 @@grains @@ i, j DD, 4 ;; 12 DDDDD <

quatmiso @gclmean @@ i DD, mattoquat @strain0 @@grains @@ i, j DD, 4 ;; 12 DDDD,

quat @@grains @@ i, j DDDD = invquat @quat @@grains @@ i, j DDDDD;

strain0 @@grains @@ i, j DD, 4 ;; 12 DD = Flatten @quattom at @quat @@grains @@ i, j DDDDDDD,

8 j, Length @grains @@ i DDD<D, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

Do@gmisavgq @@ i DD = Mean@Partition @Flatten @Cases@Table @

If @ indexed @@grains @@ i, j DDDD = 1, quat @@s train0 @@grains @@ i, j DD, 1 DDDD, 0 D,

8 j, Length @grains @@ i DDD<D, Except @0DDD, 4 DD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

Table @gmisavgq @@ i DD = gmisavgq @@ i DD�Norm@gmisavgq @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @gmisavgq D<D;

H*orientation of pixels compared to average grain orientatio n *L

gmc = Table @quatmiso @quat @@ i DD,

Flatten @gmisavgq @@Take @Flatten @Position @grains, i DD, 1 DDDDD, 8 i, Length @quat D<D;

If @Max@gmcD > 20, Table @Table @ If @gmc@@grains @@ i, j DDDD > 20, gmc @@grains @@ i, j DDDD =

Mean@Sort @gmc@@grains @@1DDDDD@@1 ;; Round @Length @grains @@1DDD * .95 DDDD;

quat @@grains @@ i, j DDDD = Mean@FindClust ers @quat @@grains @@ i DDDD, 2 D@@1DDDD,

8 j, Length @grains @@ i DDD<D, 8 i, Length @grains D<DD;

H* if gmc Hdeviation of a pixel’s orientation from the average of

the grain’s orientation L is above a threshold of 20 degrees,

this reassigns the gmc value for that pixel to be equal to the a verage

gmc for the lower 95 % of gmc values for that grain.this

is to filter out the few gmc values H if any L that are

really high and may skew the average or smaller grains *L

Do@gmisavgq @@ i DD = Mean@Partition @Flatten @Cases@Table @

If @ indexed @@grains @@ i, j DDDD = 1, quat @@s train0 @@grains @@ i, j DD, 1 DDDD, 0 D,

8 j, Length @grains @@ i DDD<D, Except @0DDD, 4 DD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

Table @gmisavgq @@ i DD = gmisavgq @@ i DD�Norm@gmisavgq @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @gmisavgq D<D;

gmc = Table @quatmiso @quat @@ i DD,

Flatten @gmisavgq @@Take @Flatten @Position @grains, i DD, 1 DDDDD, 8 i, Length @quat D<D;

pgrains = Flatten @Table @Flatten @Take @Flatten @Position @grains, i DD, 1 DD,

8 i, Length @strain0 D<DD;

H*shows grain number in order of pixels *L

pgrains = Partition @pgrains, stepx D;
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H*defining vertical and horizontal lines for plotting grain b oundaries *L

vline = Partition @Table @0, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D, stepx D;

hline = vline;

Table @ If @pgrains @@ j, i DD = pgrains @@ j, i + 1DD, vline @@ j, i DD = 1, vline @@ j, i DD = 0D,

8 j, stepy <, 8 i, step x - 1<D;

Table @ If @pgrains @@ j, i DD = pgrains @@ j + 1, i DD, hline @@ j, i DD = 1, hline @@ j, i DD = 0D,

8 j, stepy - 1<, 8 i, stepx <D;

vline = Position @vline, 1 D;

hline = Position @hline, 1 D;

vmap = Table @88vline @@ i, 2 DD, Hvline @@ i, 1 DD - 1L<,

8vline @@ i, 2 DD, vline @@ i, 1 DD<<, 8 i, Length @vline D<D;

hmap= Table @88Hhline @@ i, 2 DD - 1L, hline @@ i, 1 DD<, 8hline @@ i, 2 DD, hline @@ i, 1 DD<<,

8 i, Length @hline D<D;

gb = Partition @Flatten @8vmap, hmap <D, 4 D;

gb = Table @Partition @gb@@ i DD, 82<D, 8 i, Length @gbD<D;

gbmap = Graphics @Line @gbDD;

H*plotting referece orientation deviation map,

with average grain orientation as reference *L

Table @ If @gmc@@ i DD = "Null", gmc @@ i DD = gmc@@ i DD, gmc @@ i DD = 0D, 8 i, Length @gmcD<D;

Table @ If @gmc@@ i DD = Null, gmc @@ i DD = 0D, 8 i, Length @gmcD<D;

maxdeg = 15; H*scaling parameter for maximum degrees plotted *Lgmcs = gmc�maxdeg;

gmcmap=

Graphics @Raster @Partition @Flatten @gmcsD, stepx D, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m1= Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, .1 D<, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m2= Graphics @Text @Style @"0", Large, Bold D, 80, -0.5 <DD;

m3= Graphics @Text @Style @maxdeg " degrees", Large, Bold D, 813, -.5 <DD;

Pavgmismap =

Show@gmcmap, gbmap, Graphics @8Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<DD

Pavgmislegend = Show@m1, m2, m3D

time1 = AbsoluteTime @D;

Print @time1 - time0, " seconds" D;

H*exporting variables and outputs *L

Export @"gb.txt", gb D;

Export @"gmc.txt", gmc D;

Export @"gavg.txt", gavg D;

Export @"gmisavgq.txt", gmisavgq D;

Export @"gmcmap.bmp", gmcmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"gbmap.bmp", gbmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"quat.txt", quat D;

Export @"pgrains.txt", pgrains D;

Export @"Pavgmismap.bmp", Pavgmismap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"Pavgmislegend.bmp", Pavgmislegend D;

H*******************************************L

H* Part 5: Mapping grain boundary types *L
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H*******************************************L

H*user inputs: *L

H*variables needed:stepx,gb,strain0,scalefactor,scalet ext *L

H*outputs:linec, cslmap, lowangmap, CSLmap,

csl, gbsingle, lowang, CSLlegend, glinesmap *L

H*user inputs:maxdeg H for plotting L*L

H*variables needed: grains, stepx, stepy, strain0, maxdeg, s calefactor, scaletext *L

H*outputs: gmisavgq, gavg, gmc, gmcmap, pgrains,

gb, gbmap, quat, Pavgmislegend, Pavgmismap *L

H*******************************************L

H* Importing variables if needed: *L

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gbD, gb, gb = ToExpression @ Import @"gb.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

time0 = AbsoluteTime @D;

H*mapping grain boundaries and coloring by degrees misorient ation *L

H*converting gb coordinates from x,y to pixel numbers on eithe r side of boundary *L

gbsingle = Flatten @gb, 1 D;

gbsingle = Partition @

Table @8gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD + Hgbsingle @@ i, 2 DDL * stepx <, 8 i, Length @gbsingle D<D, 2 D;

gbsingle = Table @ If @Abs@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD - gbsingle @@ i, 2 DDD = 8stepx <,

gbsingle @@ i DD = 8gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD -

stepx + 1<, gbsingle @@ i DD = 8gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD - stepx + 1, gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD<D,

8 i, Length @gbsingle D<D;

H*comparing neighboring pixels to determine misorientation angles *L

vlinec = Partition @Table @0, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D, stepx D;

hlinec = vlinec;

H*defining grain boundary misorientations H includes symmetry L*L

linec = Flatten @Cases@Flatten @

Table @Min @Table @miso @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.

mtest @@ j DD, Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DD,

8 j, Length @mtest D<DD, 8 i, Length @gbsingle D<DD, Except @0DDD;

H*plotting just grain boundaries with line thickness scaled t o

misorientation angle HgbmapgL or uniform line thickness Hglinesmap L*L

gbmapg = Graphics @Table @8GrayLevel @.75 - linec @@ i DD� 60D,

Thickness @Clip @ linec @@ i DD� 60000 + .0005, 80, 0.0015 <DD, Line @gb@@ i DDD<,

8 i, Length @ linec D<D, Background ® White D

glinesmap = Graphics @Table @8GrayLevel @0.5 D, Line @gb@@ i DDD<, 8 i, Length @ linec D<DD;

H*defining all possible rotation matrices that define sigma 3 ,

5,7,9,or 11 boundaries *L

H*sigma 3 *L

H*possible 60 degree <111>rotation matrices *L
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s3m = Array @0, 8 D;

s3m@@1DD = N@RotationMatrix @60 * Pi � 180, 81, 1, 1 <DD;

s3m@@2DD = N@RotationMatrix @60 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 1, 1 <DD;

s3m@@3DD = N@RotationMatrix @60 * Pi � 180, 81, -1, 1 <DD;

s3m@@4DD = N@RotationMatrix @60 * Pi � 180, 81, 1, -1<DD;

s3m@@5DD = N@RotationMatrix @60 * Pi � 180, 8-1, -1, 1 <DD;

s3m@@6DD = N@RotationMatrix @60 * Pi � 180, 81, -1, -1<DD;

s3m@@7DD = N@RotationMatrix @60 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 1, -1<DD;

s3m@@8DD = N@RotationMatrix @60 * Pi � 180, 8-1, -1, -1<DD;

H*sigma 5 *L

s5m = Array @0, 6 D;

s5m@@1DD = N@RotationMatrix @36.87 * Pi � 180, 81, 0, 0 <DD;

s5m@@2DD = N@RotationMatrix @36.87 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 0, 0 <DD;

s5m@@3DD = N@RotationMatrix @36.87 * Pi � 180, 80, 1, 0 <DD;

s5m@@4DD = N@RotationMatrix @36.87 * Pi � 180, 80, -1, 0 <DD;

s5m@@5DD = N@RotationMatrix @36.87 * Pi � 180, 80, 0, 1 <DD;

s5m@@6DD = N@RotationMatrix @36.87 * Pi � 180, 80, 0, -1<DD;

H*sigma 7 *L

s7m = Array @0, 8 D;

s7m@@1DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.21 * Pi � 180, 81, 1, 1 <DD;

s7m@@2DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.21 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 1, 1 <DD;

s7m@@3DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.21 * Pi � 180, 81, -1, 1 <DD;

s7m@@4DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.21 * Pi � 180, 81, 1, -1<DD;

s7m@@5DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.21 * Pi � 180, 8-1, -1, 1 <DD;

s7m@@6DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.21 * Pi � 180, 81, -1, -1<DD;

s7m@@7DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.21 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 1, -1<DD;

s7m@@8DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.21 * Pi � 180, 8-1, -1, -1<DD;

H*sigma 9 *L

s9m = Array @0, 12 D;

s9m@@1DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 81, 1, 0 <DD;

s9m@@2DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 1, 0 <DD;

s9m@@3DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 81, -1, 0 <DD;

s9m@@4DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 8-1, -1, 0 <DD;

s9m@@5DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 81, 0, 1 <DD;

s9m@@6DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 0, 1 <DD;

s9m@@7DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 81, 0, -1<DD;

s9m@@8DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 0, -1<DD;

s9m@@9DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 80, 1, 1 <DD;

s9m@@10DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 80, -1, 1 <DD;

s9m@@11DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 80, 1, -1<DD;

s9m@@12DD = N@RotationMatrix @38.94 * Pi � 180, 80, -1, -1<DD;

H*sigma 11 *L

s11m = Array @0, 12 D;

s11m@@1DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 81, 1, 0 <DD;

s11m@@2DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 1, 0 <DD;

s11m@@3DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 81, -1, 0 <DD;

s11m@@4DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 8-1, -1, 0 <DD;

s11m@@5DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 81, 0, 1 <DD;

s11m@@6DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 0, 1 <DD;
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s11m@@7DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 81, 0, -1<DD;

s11m@@8DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 8-1, 0, -1<DD;

s11m@@9DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 80, 1, 1 <DD;

s11m@@10DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 80, -1, 1 <DD;

s11m@@11DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 80, 1, -1<DD;

s11m@@12DD = N@RotationMatrix @50.48 * Pi � 180, 80, -1, -1<DD;

H*coloring grain boundaries based on misorientation angle *L

H* for 0 -5 only *L

lowang = Table @ If @ linec @@ i DD = 5,

8RGBColor @8.5, 0, .5 <D, Thick, Line @gb@@ i DDD<D, 8 i, Length @ linec D<D;

H*coloring grain boundaries based on sigma character *L

csl = Table @8H*S11*L

If @Min @8Table @Table @rotang @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD,

4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.s11m @@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.Transpose @Partition @

Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD * 180 � Pi,

8k, Length @s11mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D, Table @Table @

rota ng @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.

s11m@@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.Transpose @Partition @

Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD *

180 � Pi, 8k, Length @s11mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D<D < 4.53,

8RGBColor @8.118, .565, 1 <D, Thick, Line @gb@@ i DDD<D, H*S9*L

If @Min @8Table @Table @rotang @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @

strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.s9m @@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.

Transpose @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD *

180 � Pi, 8k, Length @s9mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D, Table @Table @

rotang @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.

s9m@@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.Transpose @Partition @

Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD *

180 � Pi, 8k, Len gth @s9mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D<D < 5.01,

8RGBColor @8.196, .804, .196 <D, Thick, Line @gb@@ i DDD<D, H*S7*L

If @Min @8Table @Table @rotang @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @

strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.s7m @@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.

Transpose @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD *

180 � Pi, 8k, Length @s7mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D, Table @Table @

rotang @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.

s7m@@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.Transpose @Partition @

Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD *

180 � Pi, 8k, Len gth @s7mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D<D < 5.67,

8RGBColor @81, .843, 0 <D, Thick, Line @gb@@ i DDD<D, H*S5*L

If @Min @8Table @Table @rotang @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @

strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.s5m @@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.

Transpose @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD *

180 � Pi, 8k, Length @s5mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D, Table @Table @

rotang @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.

s5m@@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.Transpose @Partition @

Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD *

180 � Pi, 8k, Len gth @s5mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D<D < 6.71,

8RGBColor @81, .647, 0 <D, Thick, Line @gb@@ i DDD<D, H*S3*L

If @Min @8Table @Table @rotang @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @

strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.s3m @@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.

Transpose @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD *
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180 � Pi, 8k, Length @s3mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D, Table @Table @

rotang @Flatten @Partition @Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 2 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 D.

s3m@@k DD.mtest @@ j DD.Transpose @Partition @

Flatten @strain0 @@gbsingle @@ i, 1 DD, 4 ;; 12 DDD, 3 DDDD *

180 � Pi, 8k, Length @s3mD<D, 8 j, Length @mtest D<D<D < 8.67,

8RGBColor @81, 0, 0 <D, Thick, Line @gb@@ i DDD<D

H*max deviation =15deg *sigma^ -1�2,D.G.Brandon:Acta Met.,14,

1966,1479. *LH*this part looks at each of 24 equivalent

positions Hplus 8 variations on 111 direction L and determines

if there is a case where the misorientation between the

two pixels and sigma3 is under the threshold 8.66. *L

<, 8 i, Length @ linec D<D;

H*plotting grain boundary character *L

cslmap = Graphics @csl D;

lowangmap = Graphics @ lowang D;

CSLmap= Show@glinesmap, lowangmap, cslmap,

Graphics @8Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<DD

H* label for csl map *L

g1 = Graphics @Raster @8881, 0, 0 <, 81, .647, 0 <,

81, .843, 0 <, 8.196, .804, .196 <, 8.118, .565, 1 <, 8.5, 0, .5 <<<DD;

g2 = Graphics @Text @Style @"S 3", Large, Bold D, 80.5, -0.3 <DD;

g3 = Graphics @Text @Style @"S 5", Large, Bold D, 81.5, -0.3 <DD;

g4 = Graphics @Text @Style @"S 7", Large, Bold D, 82.5, -0.3 <DD;

g5 = Graphics @Text @Style @"S 9", Large, Bold D, 83.5, -0.3 <DD;

g6 = Graphics @Text @Style @"S 11", Large, Bold D, 84.5, -0.3 <DD;

g7 = Graphics @Text @Style @"0 -5°", Large, Bold D, 85.55, -0.3 <DD;

CSLlegend = Show@g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7 D

H*redefining some boundaries that are categorized as both sig ma and low

angle Hdue to symmetry operations L so that sigma character dominates *L

Table @ If @ linec @@ i DD = 10, If @Count @Flatten @csl @@ i DDD, Thickness @Large DD = 1,

linec @@ i DD = 180, linec @@ i DD = linec @@ i DDD,

linec @@ i DD = linec @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @ linec D<D;

H*exporting variables and outputs *L

Export @"gbsingle.txt", gbsingle D;

Export @"linec.txt", linec D;

Export @"csl.txt", csl D;

Export @"lowang.txt", lowang D;

Export @"lowangmap.bmp", lowangmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"glinesmap.bmp", glinesmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"CSLmap.bmp", CSLmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"CSLlegend.bmp", CSLlegend D;

Export @"gbmapg.bmp", gbmapg, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

time1 = AbsoluteTime @D;

Print @time1 - time0, " seconds" D;
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H*******************************************L

H* Part 6: Identifying island grains,
Determining length fractions of boundary types *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs:number of abnormal grains Hthis is programed in for some cases L*L

H*variables needed:linec,grains,gbsingle,csl *L

H*outputs:abgrains,gbchartable,poly,island *L

H*******************************************L

time0 = AbsoluteTime @D;

H* Importing variables if needed: *L

If @ValueQ @ linec D, linec, linec = ToExpression @ Import @"linec.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @grains D, grains, grains = ToExpression @ Import @"grains.txt", "List" DDD;

H* Importing variables if needed: *L

If @ValueQ @ linec D, linec, linec = ToExpression @ Import @"linec.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @grains D, grains, grains = ToExpression @ Import @"grains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gbsingle D, gbsingle, gbsingle = ToExpression @ Import @"gbsingle.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @csl D, csl, csl = ToExpression @ Import @"csl.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @select D, select, select = ToExpression @ Import @"select.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gbsingle D, gbsingle, gbsingle = ToExpression @ Import @"gbsingle.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @csl D, csl, csl = ToExpression @ Import @"csl.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @select D, select, select = ToExpression @ Import @"select.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @xstep D, xstep, xstep = ToExpression @ Import @"xstep.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gbD, gb, gb = ToExpression @ Import @"gb.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gmcD, gmc, gmc = ToExpression @ Import @"gmc.txt", "List" DDD;

gbmap = Graphics @Line @gbDD

graingos = Table @Mean@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

abgrains = 8<;

H*********defining abnormal HDAGGL grains

as those over 10x the average grain size ********L

gs = Table @N@Sqrt @H4 * xstep * xstep * Length @grains @@ i DDDL� Pi DD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

H*grain sizes *Labgrains1 = Flatten @

8Table @Position @grains, Sort @grains, Length @ð1D > Length @ð2D &D@@ i DDD, 8 i, 1 <D<D;

H*automatically include largest grain as an abnormal grain *L

abgrains = Flatten @Position @Table @

If @gs@@ i DD > Mean@Sort @gsD@@ ;; Length @gsDDDD * 10, 1, 0 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<D, 1 DD;

H*add others based on size *Labgrains = DeleteDuplicates @Flatten @8abgrains1, abgrains <DD

H*combine and simplify list *L

H* identify island grains. the majority of the following routi ne that

is used to identify island grains is new to the program writte n by

Pedrazas. No attempt is made in this code to identify recryst allized grains,

as was done in the original code by Pedrazas *L

H*set the minimum percentage of grain boundary that must borde r an abnormal grain
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for a grain to be considered as a candidate for being an island grain *L

borderlength = .2;

H*Set max size of island grains. this

exlcludes abnormal grains from being included *L

islandsize = 800;

H*set max number of nearest neighbors for island grains *L

numnearestnei = 6;

H*set max size of island cluster, i.e. number of neighbors, nei ghbors neighbors,

and neighbors neighbors neighbors that an island grain can h ave *L

islandclustersize = 10;

H*change this factor to change how much of an island grain is all owed to

border the top Hor bottom L of the scan. For example, if xfactor is small,

a grain that is in all other ways an island grain but borders th e top

Hor bottom L of the scan area will have to have a very small border with the

top Hor bottom L of the scan to be included in the list of island grains;

if xfactor is large, it can have a much larger border. This all ows one to

include grains that just border the edge of a scan but are clea rly island grains,

while excluding grains that are clearly poly grains but are o nly included

in the island grain list because they are at the edge of the sca n,

and thus have very few neighbors. It is important to select if the

poly region borders the bottom or top of the scan Hsee below L*L

xfactor = 2;

H*select which side of the scan borders the polycrystalline re gion,

and thus may give false island grains. 0 =nothing happens,

1=bottom, 2 = left side, 3 =top,

4=right side. If multiple sides with potential poly grains nee d to be selected,

just remove the If statement from those sections as marked be low. *L

islselector = 1;

abgrains = Cases@abgrains, Except @0DD; H*deleting normal grain positions from list,

and showing list of abnormal grains *L

H*determine neighbor grains *L

H*locating grain boundary pixels within each grain *L

neipix =

Table @Cases@Table @Position @gbsingle, grains @@ j, i DDD, 8 i, Length @grains @@ j DDD<D,

Except @8<DD, 8 j, Length @grains D<D;

neipix = Table @Flatten @neipix @@ j DD, 1 D, 8 j, Length @neipix D<D; H*rearranging 8<s *L

neipix = Table @Table @gbsingle @@neipix @@ j, i, 1 DDDD, 8 i, Length @neipix @@ j DDD<D,

8 j, Length @neipix D<D; H*finding grain boundary pixel

pairs for each grain , to be compared between grains *L

nei = neipix;

H*lists true�false if neighbor comparing each grain to all others *L

nei = Table @Table @Boole @Length @ Intersection @nei @@ i DD, nei @@ j DDDD > 0D,

8 i, Length @nei D<D, 8 j, Length @nei D<D;

nei = Table @Flatten @Position @nei @@ i DD, 1 DD, 8 i, Length @nei D<D;

H*listing grain ð s of neighboring grains Hincludes selfL for each grain *L
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nei = Table @Cases@nei @@ i DD, Except @ i DD, 8 i, Length @nei D<D;

H*redefines above deleating self reference from neighbors *L

H*defining island grains as having at least borderlength % of

their boundary being with an abnormal grain abnormal neighbors *L

island1 = Table @Boole @Length @ Intersection @nei @@ i DD, abgrains DD� Length @nei @@ i DDDD,

8 i, Length @nei D<D;

island = Table @Boole @Length @ Intersection @nei @@ i DD, abgrains DD >

borderlength * Length @nei @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @nei D<D;

island = Flatten @Position @ island, 1 DD;

island1 = Flatten @Position @ island1, 1 DD;

island = DeleteDuplicates @Join @ island, island1 DD;

island = Table @ If @Length @grains @@ island @@ i DDDDD > islandsize, Null, island @@ i DDD,

8 i, Length @ island D<D;

island = Cases@ island, Except @Null DD;

islandnei = Table @nei @@ island @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

H*Set max number of nearest neighbors for island grains *L

island = Table @ If @Length @ islandnei @@ i DDD ³ numnearestnei, Null, island @@ i DDD,

8 i, Length @ islandnei D<D;

island = Cases@ island, Except @Null DD;

H*define nearest neighbors for island grains and remove abgra ins from this list *L

islandnei = Table @nei @@ island @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

islandnei =

Table @ If @Length @grains @@ islandnei @@ i, j DDDDD ³ islandsize, Null, islandnei @@ i, j DDD,

8 i, Length @ islandnei D<, 8 j, Length @ islandnei @@ i DDD<D;

islandnei = Table @Cases@ islandnei @@ i DD, Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @ islandnei D<D;

H*remove abgrains from the list of nearest neighbors for all gr ains *L

neinoabgrains = Table @ If @Length @grains @@nei @@ i, j DDDDD ³ islandsize, Null, nei @@ i, j DDD,

8 i, Length @nei D<, 8 j, Length @nei @@ i DDD<D;

neinoabgrains = Table @Cases@neinoabgrains @@ i DD, Except @Null DD,

8 i, Length @neinoabgrains D<D;

H* finding island grains by finding "island clusters". First f ind candidate island

grain’s neighbor’s neighbors. Then find these neighbor’s n eighbor’s neighbors. If

the list of neighbor’s neighbor’s neighbors is less than isl andclustersize,

the grain is believed to be an island grain *L

islandneinei = Table @

DeleteDuplicates @Flatten @neinoabgrains @@ islandnei @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @ islandnei D<D;

islandneineinei = Table @DeleteDuplicates @Flatten @neinoabgrains @@ islandneinei @@ i DDDDDD,

8 i, Length @ islandneinei D<D;

island = Table @ If @Length @ islandneineinei @@ i DDD £ islandclustersize, island @@ i DD, Null D,

8 i, Length @ islandneineinei D<D;

island = Cases@ island, Except @Null DD;

islpixlist = Table @grains @@ island @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

H* If multiple sides with potential poly grains need to be selec ted,
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just remove the If statement from the sections that need to be selected. For example,

if the poly grains boarder both the bottom and left side of the scan,

remove the if statements from H*bottom of scan borders poly *L and

H* left side of scan borders poly *L*L

H*bottom of scan borders poly *L

If @ islselector � 1,

islpixlist = Table @grains @@ island @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

islpixlist = Table @ If @ islpixlist @@ i, j DD £ stepx, Null, islpixlist @@ i, j DDD,

8 i, Length @ islpixlist D<, 8 j, Length @ islpixlist @@ i DDD<D;

islpixlist = Table @Cases@ islpixlist @@ i DD, Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @ islpixlist D<D;

islpixlist =

Table @ If @Length @ islpixlist @@ i DDD + xfactor < Length @grains @@ island @@ i DDDDD,

Null, island @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

island = Cases@ islpixlist, Except @Null DDD;

H* left side of scan borders poly *L

If @ islselector � 2,

islpixlist = Table @ If @Mod@ islpixlist @@ i, j DD, stepx D� 1, Null, islpixlist @@ i, j DDD,

8 i, Length @ islpixlist D<, 8 j, Length @ islpixlist @@ i DDD<D;

islpixlist = Table @Cases@ islpixlist @@ i DD, Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @ islpixlist D<D;

islpixlist =

Table @ If @Length @ islpixlist @@ i DDD + xfactor < Length @grains @@ island @@ i DDDDD,

Null, island @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

island = Cases@ islpixlist, Except @Null DDD;

H*top of scan borders poly *L

If @ islselector � 3,

islpixlist = Table @grains @@ island @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

islpixlist =

Table @ If @ islpixlist @@ i, j DD >= stepx * stepy - stepx, Null, islpixlist @@ i, j DDD,

8 i, Length @ islpixlist D<, 8 j, Length @ islpixlist @@ i DDD<D;

islpixlist = Table @Cases@ islpixlist @@ i DD, Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @ islpixlist D<D;

islpixlist =

Table @ If @Length @ islpixlist @@ i DDD + xfactor < Length @grains @@ island @@ i DDDDD,

Null, island @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

island = Cases@ islpixlist, Except @Null DDD;

H*right side of scan borders poly *L

If @ islselector � 4,

islpixlist = Table @grains @@ island @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

islpixlist = Table @ If @Mod@ islpixlist @@ i, j DD, stepx D� 0, Null, islpixlist @@ i, j DDD,

8 i, Length @ islpixlist D<, 8 j, Length @ islpixlist @@ i DDD<D;

islpixlist = Table @Cases@ islpixlist @@ i DD, Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @ islpixlist D<D;

islpixlist =

Table @ If @Length @ islpixlist @@ i DDD + xfactor < Length @grains @@ island @@ i DDDDD,

Null, island @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

island = Cases@ islpixlist, Except @Null DDD;

poly = Complement @Table @ i, 8 i, Length @grains D<D, Flatten @8 island, abgrains <DD;

H* identifying polycrystalline grains as all non -

island and non -ab grains in the scan *L
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H*colored map to show which grains are identified as island gra ins by this program *L

grainlist = DeleteDuplicates @Join @abgrains, island, poly DD;

grainlist = SortBy @grainlist, N D;

graincoloring = Boole @Table @MemberQ@ island, grainlist @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @grainlist D<DD;

pixisland = Table @graincoloring @@Flatten @Position @grains, strain0 @@ i, 1 DDDD@@1DDDD,

8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

islandmap = Graphics @Raster @Partition @Flatten @pixisland D, stepx D,

ColorFunction ® "IslandColors" DD;

m1= Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, 1 D<, ColorFunction ® "IslandColors" DD;

m2= Graphics @Text @Style @"Poly �Ab", Large, Bold D, 8-1, -0.5 <DD;

m3= Graphics @Text @Style @"Island", Large, Bold D, 83, -.5 <DD;

ISLANDmap=

Show@ islandmap, gbmap, Graphics @8Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<DD

ISLANDlegend = Show@m1, m2, m3D

H*end of island grain identifying section. The following code

in this sections is taken from the program written by Pedraza s. *L

H*determine neighbors that are both

abnormal: search neighbors of each known abnormal for other abnormals,

take all permutations of each match in case more than one neighbor found,

sort to get elements in same order for each pair and

delete duplicates. left with list of abnormal- abnormal pairs *L

abab = Partition @Flatten @Table @Table @Cases@Permutations @8abgrains @@ i DD,

Intersection @nei @@abgrains @@ i DDDD, abgrains D@@ j DD<, 2 D, 8 _, _ <D,

8 j, Length @ Intersection @nei @@abgrains @@ i DDDD, abgrains DD<D, 8 i,

Length @abgrains D<DD, 2 D;

abab = Sort @DeleteDuplicates @Table @Sort @abab @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @abab D<DDD;

H*determine neighbors with one abnormal and one island, same methos as abab *L

abisland = Partition @Flatten @Table @Table @Cases@Permutations @

8abgrains @@ i DD, Intersection @nei @@abgrains @@ i DDDD, island D@@ j DD<, 2 D, 8 _, _ <D,

8 j, Length @ Intersection @nei @@abgrains @@ i DDDD, island DD<D, 8 i,

Length @abgrains D<DD, 2 D;

abisland = Sort @DeleteDuplicates @Table @Sort @abisland @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @abisland D<DDD;

H*determine neighbors with one abnormal and one poly , same method as abab *L

abpoly = Partition @Flatten @Table @Table @Cases@

Permutations @8abgrains @@ i DD, Intersection @nei @@abgrains @@ i DDDD, poly D@@ j DD<, 2 D,

8 _, _ <D, 8 j, Length @ Intersection @nei @@abgrains @@ i DDDD, poly DD<D,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD, 2 D;

abpoly = Sort @DeleteDuplicates @Table @Sort @abpoly @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @abpoly D<DDD;

H*determine poly - poly neighbors, same method as abab *L

polypoly = Partition @Flatten @Table @Table @Cases@Permutations @

8poly @@ i DD, Intersection @nei @@poly @@ i DDDD, poly D@@ j DD<, 2 D, 8 _, _ <D,

8 j, Length @ Intersection @nei @@poly @@ i DDDD, poly DD<D, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD, 2 D;

polypoly = Sort @DeleteDuplicates @Table @Sort @polypoly @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @polypoly D<DDD;

H*determining pixel pairs for abab,

abpoly,... lists to use with csl characterization *L
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ababpix =

Partition @Flatten @Table @ Intersection @neipix @@abab @@ i, 1 DDDD, neipix @@abab @@ i, 2 DDDDD,

8 i, Length @abab D<DD, 2 D;

abislandpix = Partition @Flatten @Table @ Intersection @neipix @@abisland @@ i, 1 DDDD,

neipix @@abisland @@ i, 2 DDDDD, 8 i, Length @abisland D<DD, 2 D;

abpolypix = Partition @Flatten @Table @ Intersection @neipix @@abpoly @@ i, 1 DDDD,

neipix @@abpoly @@ i, 2 DDDDD, 8 i, Length @abpoly D<DD, 2 D;

polypolypix = Partition @Flatten @Table @ Intersection @neipix @@polypoly @@ i, 1 DDDD,

neipix @@polypoly @@ i, 2 DDDDD, 8 i, Length @polypoly D<DD, 2 D;

H*categorizing boundary types and properties: csl and general angles *L

ababcsl = csl @@Flatten @Table @Position @

Partition @Flatten @gbsingle D, 2 D, ababpix @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @ababpix D<DDDD;

abislandcsl = csl @@Flatten @Table @Position @Partition @Flatten @gbsingle D, 2 D,

abislandpix @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @abislandpix D<DDDD;

abpolycsl = csl @@Flatten @Table @Position @Partition @Flatten @gbsingle D, 2 D, abpolypix @@ i DDD,

8 i, Length @abpolypix D<DDDD;

polypolycsl = csl @@Flatten @Table @Position @Partition @Flatten @gbsingle D, 2 D,

polypolypix @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @polypolypix D<DDDD;

ababang = linec @@Flatten @Table @Position @Partition @Flatten @gbsingle D, 2 D, ababpix @@ i DDD,

8 i, Length @ababpix D<DDDD;

abislandang = linec @@Flatten @Table @Position @Partition @Flatten @gbsingle D, 2 D,

abislandpix @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @abislandpix D<DDDD;

abpolyang = linec @@Flatten @Table @Position @Partition @Flatten @gbsingle D, 2 D,

abpolypix @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @abpolypix D<DDDD;

polypolyang = linec @@Flatten @Table @Position @Partition @Flatten @gbsingle D, 2 D,

polypolypix @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @polypolypix D<DDDD;

H*determining length fraction of boundary types of grains *L

total3frac = N@Length @Cases@csl @@ ;; , 5 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @csl DD;

H*sigma 3 length fraction *L

total5frac = N@Length @Cases@csl @@ ;; , 4 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @csl DD;

H*sigma 5 length fraction *L

total7frac = N@Length @Cases@csl @@ ;; , 3 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @csl DD;

H*sigma 7 length fraction *L

total9frac = N@Length @Cases@csl @@ ;; , 2 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @csl DD;

H*sigma 9 length fraction *L

total11frac = N@Length @Cases@csl @@ ;; , 1 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @csl DD;

H*sigma 11 length fraction *L

total0to5frac = N@HLengthWhile @Sort @ linec D, ð £ 5 &DL� Length @ linec DD;

H*0 to 5 length fraction *L

total5to10frac =

N@HLengthWhile @Sort @ linec D, ð £ 10 & D + LengthWhile @Sort @ linec, Greater D, ð >= H5L & D -

Length @ linec DL� Length @ linec DD; H*5 to 10 length fraction *L

If @Length @ababcsl D > 0,

abab3frac = N@Length @Cases@ababcsl @@ ;; , 5 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @ababcsl DD;

H*sigma 3 length fraction *L

abab5frac = N@Length @Cases@ababcsl @@ ;; , 4 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @ababcsl DD;

H*sigma 5 length fraction *L

abab7frac = N@Length @Cases@ababcsl @@ ;; , 3 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @ababcsl DD;

H*sigma 7 length fraction *L
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abab9frac = N@Length @Cases@ababcsl @@ ;; , 2 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @ababcsl DD;

H*sigma 9 length fraction *L

abab11frac = N@Length @Cases@ababcsl @@ ;; , 1 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @ababcsl DD;

H*sigma 11 length fraction *L

abab0to5frac = N@HLengthWhile @Sort @ababang D, ð <= 5 & DL� Length @ababang DD;

H*0 to 5 length fraction *L

abab5to10frac = N@HLengthWhile @Sort @ababang D, ð <= H10L & D +

LengthWhile @Sort @ababang, Greater D, ð >= H5L & D - Length @ababang DL�

Length @ababang DDH*5 to 10 length fraction *L, abab3frac =

abab5frac = abab7frac = abab9frac = abab11frac = abab0to5frac = abab5to10frac = "n �a" D;

If @Length @abislandcsl D > 0,

abisland3frac =

N@Length @Cases@abislandcsl @@ ;; , 5 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @abislandcsl DD;

H*sigma 3 length fraction *L

abisland5frac = N@Length @Cases@abislandcsl @@ ;; , 4 DD, Except @Null DDD�

Length @abislandcsl DD; H*sigma 5 length fraction *L

abisland7frac = N@Length @Cases@abislandcsl @@ ;; , 3 DD, Except @Null DDD�

Length @abislandcsl DD; H*sigma 7 length fraction *L

abisland9frac = N@Length @Cases@abislandcsl @@ ;; , 2 DD, Except @Null DDD�

Length @abislandcsl DD; H*sigma 9 length fraction *L

abisland11frac = N@Length @Cases@abislandcsl @@ ;; , 1 DD, Except @Null DDD�

Length @abislandcsl DD; H*sigma 11 length fraction *L

abisland0to5frac = N@HLengthWhile @Sort @abislandang D, ð <= 5 & DL� Length @abislandang DD;

H*0 to 5 length fraction *L

abisland5to10frac = N@HLengthWhile @Sort @abislandang D, ð <= H10L & D + LengthWhile @Sort @

abislandang, Greater D, ð >= H5L & D - Length @abislandang DL� Length @abislandang DD

H*5 to 10 length fraction *L, abisland3frac = abisland5frac = abisland7frac =

abisland9frac = abisland11frac = abisland0to5frac = abisland5to10frac = "n �a" D;

If @Length @abpolycsl D > 0,

abpoly3frac = N@Length @Cases@abpolycsl @@ ;; , 5 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @abpolycsl DD;

H*sigma 3 length fraction *L

abpoly5frac = N@Length @Cases@abpolycsl @@ ;; , 4 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @abpolycsl DD;

H*sigma 5 length fraction *L

abpoly7frac = N@Length @Cases@abpolycsl @@ ;; , 3 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @abpolycsl DD;

H*sigma 7 length fraction *L

abpoly9frac = N@Length @Cases@abpolycsl @@ ;; , 2 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @abpolycsl DD;

H*sigma 9 length fraction *L

abpoly11frac = N@Length @Cases@abpolycsl @@ ;; , 1 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @abpolycsl DD;

H*sigma 11 length fraction *L

abpoly0to5frac = N@HLengthWhile @Sort @abpolyang D, ð <= 5 & DL� Length @abpolyang DD;

H*0 to 5 length fraction *L

abpoly5to10frac = N@HLengthWhile @Sort @abpolyang D, ð <= H10L & D +

LengthWhile @Sort @abpolyang, Greater D, ð >= H5L & D - Length @abpolyang DL�

Length @abpolyang DDH*5 to 10 length fraction *L

, abpoly3frac = abpoly5frac = abpoly7frac = abpoly9frac =

abpoly11frac = abpoly0to5frac = abpoly5to10frac = "n �a" D;

polypoly3frac =

N@Length @Cases@polypolycsl @@ ;; , 5 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @polypolycsl DD;

H*sigma 3 length fraction *L
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polypoly5frac =

N@Length @Cases@polypolycsl @@ ;; , 4 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @polypolycsl DD;

H*sigma 5 length fraction *L

polypoly7frac =

N@Length @Cases@polypolycsl @@ ;; , 3 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @polypolycsl DD;

H*sigma 7 length fraction *L

polypoly9frac =

N@Length @Cases@polypolycsl @@ ;; , 2 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @polypolycsl DD;

H*sigma 9 length fraction *L

polypoly11frac =

N@Length @Cases@polypolycsl @@ ;; , 1 DD, Except @Null DDD� Length @polypolycsl DD;

H*sigma 11 length fraction *L

polypoly0to5frac = N@HLengthWhile @Sort @polypolyang D, ð <= 5 & DL� Length @polypolyang DD;

H*0 to 5 length fraction *L

polypoly5to10frac = N@HLengthWhile @Sort @polypolyang D, ð <= H10L & D +

LengthWhile @Sort @polypolyang, Greater D, ð >= H5L & D - Length @polypolyang DL�

Length @polypolyang DD; H*5 to 10 length fraction *L

gbchartable =

MatrixForm @88" ", "Total Length", "Frac: Sigma 3", "Sigma 5", "Sigma 7",

"Sigma 9", "Sigma 11", "Low ang 0 -5", "Low ang 5 -10" <,

8"Total", Length @csl D, total3frac, total5frac, total7frac, total9frac, total1 1frac,

total0to5frac, total5to10frac <, 8"Abnormal -Abnormal", Length @ababcsl D, abab3frac,

abab5frac, abab7frac, abab9frac, abab11frac, abab0to5fr ac, abab5to10frac <,

8"Abnormal - Island", Length @abislandcsl D, abisland3frac, abisland5frac,

abisland7frac, abisland9frac, abisland11frac, abisland 0to5frac, abisland5to10frac <,

8"Abnormal -Normal", Length @abpolycsl D, abpoly3frac, abpoly5frac,

abpoly7frac, abpoly9frac, abpoly11frac, abpoly0to5frac , abpoly5to10frac <,

8"Normal -Normal", Length @polypolycsl D, polypoly3frac, polypoly5frac, polypoly7frac,

polypoly9frac, polypoly11frac, polypoly0to5frac, polyp oly5to10frac <<D

H*exporting variables and outputs *L

Export @"abgrains.txt", abgrains D;

Export @"gmchartable.xls", gbchartable D;

Export @"poly.txt", poly D;

Export @"island.txt", island D;

Export @"ISLANDlegend.pdf", ISLANDmap D;

Export @"ISLANDmap.pdf", ISLANDmap D;

Print @AbsoluteTime @D - time0, " seconds" D

H*******************************************L

H* Part 7: Determining grain size distribution *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs:which grains to choose:all,not boarder,not bo arder unless abnormal *L

H*variables needed:grains,xstep,abgrains,stepx,stepy *L

H*outputs:gshisto,gsize *L

H*******************************************L

H* Importing variables if needed: *L
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If @ValueQ @grains D, grains, grains = ToExpression @ Import @"grains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @xstep D, xstep, xstep = ToExpression @ Import @"xstep.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @abgrains D, abgrains, abgrains = ToExpression @ Import @"abgrains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepy D, stepy, stepy = ToExpression @ Import @"stepy.txt" DDD;

xybox = Flatten @Array @Hstepx L ð1 + Hð2 + 1L &, 8Hstepy - 2L, Hstepx - 2L<DD;

H* lists pixels not on edges,for comparison purposes *L

H*****Three options,include:all grains,all except grains touch ing boarder,

all except grains touching boarder unless they are abnormal grains *L

H*gsize =Table @Length @grains @@ i DDD, 8 i,Length @grains D<D; H*all grains *L*L

H*gsize =Table @ If @Length @Complement @grains @@ i DD,xybox DD=0,Length @grains @@ i DDD,0 D,

8 i,Length @grains D<D; H*wo boarder grains *L*L

gsize = Table @ If @Length @Complement @grains @@ i DD, xybox DD = 0, Length @grains @@ i DDD,

If @MemberQ@abgrains, i D, Length @grains @@ i DDD, 0 DD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

H*wo boarder grains,except includes abnormal grains *L

gsize = Cases@gsize, Except @0DD;

H*equivalent grain size,assuming circular grains *L

gsize = Table @N@Sqrt @H4 * xstep * xstep * gsize @@ i DDL� Pi DD, 8 i, Length @gsize D<D;

ticks = Range@0, Floor @Max@gsize, 100 DD, 50 D;

gshisto = Histogram @gsize, 20 H*8<bin width,

_ ð of bins *L, Frame ® True, FrameTicks ® 8ticks, Automatic <,

PlotRange ® 880, Automatic <, 80, Automatic <<, FrameLabel ® 8"Grain Size,

mm", "Frequency" <D

H*exporting variables and outputs *L

Export @"gshisto.bmp", gshisto D;

Export @"gsize.txt", gsize D;

H*******************************************L

H* Part 8: Mapping Schmid and Taylor factors HBCC only L *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs: This section uses the referece file for

determining taylor factor that was defined by Pedrazas in @2D. See

this work for the necessary data to generate this reference f ile *L

H*variables needed:grains,abgrains,poly,island,strain0 ,scalefactor,scaletext,stepx *L

H*outputs:taylortalbe,schmidscalemap,taylorcombmap,sc hmidcombmap,... *L

H*******************************************L

H* Importing variables if needed: *L

If @ValueQ @grains D, grains, grains = ToExpression @ Import @"grains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @abgrains D, abgrains, abgrains = ToExpression @ Import @"abgrains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @poly D, poly, poly = ToExpression @ Import @"poly.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @ island D, island, island = ToExpression @ Import @"island.txt", "List" DDD;

strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;

H*redefine variables since they now include corrected pixels *L

g0x = Transpose @Table @strain0 @@All, i DD, 8 i, 4, 6, 1 <DD;

g0y = Transpose @Table @strain0 @@All, i DD, 8 i, 7, 9, 1 <DD;
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g0z = Transpose @Table @strain0 @@All, i DD, 8 i, 10, 12, 1 <DD;

dir = g0x; H*choose direction to look at *L

H*defining slip systems for bcc *L

H*8110<<-111>*L

s110 = 8881, 1, 0 <, 8-1, 1, 1 <<, 881, 1, 0 <, 81, -1, 1 <<, 881, 0, 1 <, 8-1, 1, 1 <<,

881, 0, 1 <, 81, 1, -1<<, 880, 1, 1 <, 81, -1, 1 <<, 880, 1, 1 <, 81, 1, -1<<,

88-1, 1, 0 <, 81, 1, 1 <<, 88-1, 1, 0 <, 81, 1, -1<<, 88-1, 0, 1 <, 81, 1, 1 <<,

88-1, 0, 1 <, 81, -1, 1 <<, 880, -1, 1 <, 81, 1, 1 <<, 880, -1, 1 <, 8-1, 1, 1 <<<;

s110 = Table @8Normalize @s110 @@ i, 1 DDD, Normalize @s110 @@ i, 2 DDD<, 8 i, Length @s110 D<D;

H*8112<<11-1>*L

s112 = 8881, 1, 2 <, 81, 1, -1<<, 88-1, 1, 2 <, 81, -1, 1 <<, 881, -1, 2 <, 8-1, 1, 1 <<,

881, 1, -2<, 81, 1, 1 <<, 881, 2, 1 <, 81, -1, 1 <<, 88-1, 2, 1 <, 81, 1, -1<<,

881, -2, 1 <, 81, 1, 1 <<, 881, 2, -1<, 8-1, 1, 1 <<, 882, 1, 1 <, 8-1, 1, 1 <<,

88-2, 1, 1 <, 81, 1, 1 <<, 882, -1, 1 <, 81, 1, -1<<, 882, 1, -1<, 81, -1, 1 <<<;

s112 = Table @8Normalize @s112 @@ i, 1 DDD, Normalize @s112 @@ i, 2 DDD<, 8 i, Length @s112 D<D;

H*8123<<11-1>*L

s123 = 8881, 2, 3 <, 81, 1, -1<<, 88-1, 2, 3 <, 81, -1, 1 <<, 881, -2, 3 <, 8-1, 1, 1 <<,

881, 2, -3<, 81, 1, 1 <<, 882, 1, 3 <, 81, 1, -1<<, 88-2, 1, 3 <, 81, -1, 1 <<,

882, -1, 3 <, 8-1, 1, 1 <<, 882, 1, -3<, 81, 1, 1 <<, 882, 3, 1 <, 81, -1, 1 <<,

88-2, 3, 1 <, 81, 1, -1<<, 882, -3, 1 <, 81, 1, 1 <<, 882, 3, -1<, 8-1, 1, 1 <<,

883, 2, 1 <, 8-1, 1, 1 <<, 88-3, 2, 1 <, 81, 1, 1 <<, 883, -2, 1 <, 81, 1, -1<<,

883, 2, -1<, 81, -1, 1 <<, 883, 1, 2 <, 8-1, 1, 1 <<, 88-3, 1, 2 <, 81, 1, 1 <<,

883, -1, 2 <, 81, 1, -1<<, 883, 1, -2<, 81, -1, 1 <<, 881, 3, 2 <, 81, -1, 1 <<,

88-1, 3, 2 <, 81, 1, -1<<, 881, -3, 2 <, 81, 1, 1 <<, 881, 3, -2<, 8-1, 1, 1 <<<;

s123 = Table @8Normalize @s123 @@ i, 1 DDD, Normalize @s123 @@ i, 2 DDD<, 8 i, Length @s123 D<D;

H*schmid factor in direction’dir ’ for 8110<<111>slip system *L

schmid110 = Table @

Max@Table @Abs@N@Hdir @@ i DD.s110 @@ j, 1 DDL�HNorm@dir @@ i DDD *Norm@s110 @@ j, 1 DDDLDD *

Abs@N@Hdir @@ i DD.s110 @@ j, 2 DDL�HNorm@dir @@ i DDD *Norm@s110 @@ j, 2 DDDLDD,

8 j, Length @s11 0 D<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

schmid110map = Graphics @8Raster @Partition @Hschmid110 - .3 L�0.2, Round @stepx DDD,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D

H*schmid factor in direction’dir ’ for 8112<<111>slip system *L

schmid112 = Table @

Max@Table @Abs@N@Hdir @@ i DD.s112 @@ j, 1 DDL�HNorm@dir @@ i DDD *Norm@s112 @@ j, 1 DDDLDD *

Abs@N@Hdir @@ i DD.s112 @@ j, 2 DDL�HNorm@dir @@ i DDD *Norm@s112 @@ j, 2 DDDLDD,

8 j, Length @s11 2 D<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

schmid112map = Graphics @8Raster @Partition @Hschmid112 - .3 L�0.2, Round @stepx DDD,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D
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H*schmid factor in direction’dir ’ for 8123<<111>slip system *L

schmid123 = Table @

Max@Table @Abs@N@Hdir @@ i DD.s123 @@ j, 1 DDL�HNorm@dir @@ i DDD *Norm@s123 @@ j, 1 DDDLDD *

Abs@N@Hdir @@ i DD.s123 @@ j, 2 DDL�HNorm@dir @@ i DDD *Norm@s123 @@ j, 2 DDDLDD,

8 j, Length @s12 3 D<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

schmid123map = Graphics @8Raster @Partition @Hschmid123 - .3 L�0.2, Round @stepx DDD,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D

H*schmid factor presented as minumum from each slip system at e ach point *L

schmidcomb =

Table @Max@8schmid110 @@ i DD, schmid112 @@ i DD, schmid123 @@ i DD<D, 8 i, Length @schmid123 D<D;

schmidcombmap = Graphics @8Raster @Partition @Hschmidcomb - .3 L�0.2, Round @stepx DDD,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D

H*schmid factor scale *L

schmidscalemap = Show@Graphics @Rectangle @8-0.02, -0.02 <, 810.02, 1.03 <DD,

Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, 1 � 9D<DD,

Graphics @Text @Style @"0.3", Large, Bold D, 80.5, -0.5 <DD,

Graphics @Text @Style @"0.5", Large, Bold D, 89.5, -.5 <DDD

H*determine average schmid factor in various regions:abnorm al,

island,and polycrystalline region grains *L

schmid110ab =

Flatten @Table @schmid110 @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD;

schmid110poly = Flatten @Table @schmid110 @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD;

schmid110island =

Flatten @Table @schmid110 @@grains @@ island @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<DD;

schmid112ab = Flatten @Table @schmid112 @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD;

schmid112poly = Flatten @Table @schmid112 @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD;

schmid112island =

Flatten @Table @schmid112 @@grains @@ island @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<DD;

schmid123ab = Flatten @Table @schmid123 @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD;

schmid123poly = Flatten @Table @schmid123 @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD;

schmid123island =

Flatten @Table @schmid123 @@grains @@ island @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<DD;

schmidcombab = Flatten @Table @schmidcomb @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD;

schmidcombpoly = Flatten @Table @schmidcomb @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD;

schmidcombisland =

Flatten @Table @schmidcomb @@grains @@ island @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<DD;

schmidtable = MatrixForm @88"

", "Fraction of total area", "Average Schmid Factor

110", "std 110", "Average Schmid Factor 112", "std 112", "Av erage Schmid Factor

123", "std 123", "Average Combined Schmid Factor H110,112,123 L", "std all" <, 8"All

grains", "1", Mean @schmid110 D, StandardDeviation @schmid110 D, Mean @schmid112 D,
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StandardD eviation @schmid112 D, Mean @schmid123 D, StandardDeviation @schmid123 D,

Mean@schmidcomb D, StandardDeviation @schmidcomb D<, 8"Abnormal

grains", N @Length @schmidcombab D� Length @schmidcomb DD,

If @Length @schmidcombab D > 0, Mean @schmid110ab D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombab D > 2, StandardDeviation @schmid110ab D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombab D > 0, Mean @schmid112ab D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombab D > 2, Sta ndardDeviation @schmid112ab D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombab D > 0, Mean @schmid123ab D, "n �

a" D, If @Length @schmidcombab D > 2, StandardDeviation @schmid123ab D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schm idcombab D > 0, Mean @schmidcombab D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombab D > 2, StandardDeviation @schmidcombab D, "n �a" D<, 8"Polycrystalli

ne", N @Length @schmidcombpoly D� Length @schmidcomb DD, Mean @schmid110poly D,

StandardDevia tion @schmid110poly D, Mean @schmid112poly D, StandardDeviation @

schmid112poly D, Mean @schm id123poly D, StandardDeviation @schmid123poly D,

Mean@schmidcombpoly D, StandardDeviation @schmidcombpoly D<, 8"Island

grains", N @Length @schmidcombisland D� Length @schmidcomb DD,

If @Length @schmidcombisland D > 0, Mean @schmid110island D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombisland D > 0, StandardDeviation @schmid110island D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombisland D > 0, Mean @schmid112island D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombisland D > 0, StandardDeviation @schmid112island D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombisland D > 0, Mean @schmid123island D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombisland D > 0, StandardDeviation @schmid123island D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombisland D > 0, Mean @schmidcombisland D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @schmidcombisland D > 0, StandardDeviation @schmidcombisland D, "n �a" D<<D

H* import referece file for determining taylor factor.Taylor factor was determined

at 0.5 degree increments for a standard stereographic trian gle.The values

here are interpolated from that data set to reduce computati on time *L

taylorcombstd = Import @"C: �Users �user �Desktop �taylormixed.txt", "List" D;

H*defining points at 0.5 degree increments on standard triang le *L

tp =

Partition @Flatten @Table @Table @8theta, phi <, 8phi, 0, ArcTan @Sin @theta DD, .5 Degree <D,

8theta, 0, 45 Degree, .5 Degree <DD, 2 D;

H* interpolating to obtain taylor factor *L

taylorcomb = Flatten @Table @8bp = move@dir @@ i DDD; If @bp@@1DD = 0, bp @@1DD = 0.000001 D;

If @bp@@2DD = 0, b p @@2DD = 0.000001 D; If @bp@@3DD = 0, bp @@3DD = 0.000001 D;

bp = bp �Norm@bpD; theta = N@ArcTan @bp@@1DD� bp@@3DDDD;

phi = N@ArcTan @bp@@2DD� Sqrt @bp@@3DD ^ 2 + bp@@2DD ^ 2 DDD;

corners = Sort @Neares t @tp, 8theta, phi <, 3 DD; H*the nearest 3 points are found,

then the fourth point is determined.if the nearest 4 points a re used,

the 4 points often do not make a box *L

corners = Sort @DeleteDuplicates @Partition @Flatten @8corners, 8corners @@3, 1 DD,

corners @@2, 2 DD<, 8corners @@3, 1 DD, corners @@1, 2 DD<, 8corners @@1, 1 DD,

corners @@2, 2 DD<, 8corners @@1, 1 DD, corners @@3, 2 DD<<D, 2 DDD;

If @Length @ Intersection @corners, tp DD > 3, ct = Table @

taylorcombstd @@Flatten @Position @tp, corners @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, 4 <D;

If @Length @DeleteCases @ct, 8<DD > 3, dx = Htheta - corners @@1, 1 DDL�

Hcorners @@3, 1 DD - corners @@1, 1 DDL;

dy = Hphi - corners @@1, 2 DDL�Hcorners @@2, 2 DD - corners @@1, 2 DDL;

Hct @@3DD *Clip @dy D + ct @@4DD *H1 - Clip @dy DLL *Clip @dx D +
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Hct @@1DD *Clip @dy D + ct @@2DD *H1 - Clip @dy DLL *H1 - Clip @dx DL,

taylorcombstd @@Flatten @Position @tp, Flatten @Nearest @tp, 8theta, phi <DDDDDDD,

taylorcombstd @@Flatten @Position @tp, Flatten @Nearest @tp, 8theta, phi <DDDDDDD<, 8 i,

Length @dir D<DD;

H*plotting taylor factor *L

taylorcombmap = Graphics @

8Raster @Partition @1 - Htaylorcomb - 2.121 L�H3.182 - 2.121 L, Round @stepx DDD, Thick, Black,

Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D, Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D,

Black, Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<D

H* lower taylor factor is white,slips easier *L

taylorscale = Show@Graphics @Rectangle @8-0.02, -0.02 <, 810.02, 1.03 <DD,

Graphics @Raster @8Range@1, 0, -1� 9D<DD,

Graphics @Text @Style @SetPrecision @2.121, 3 D, Large, Bold D, 80.5, -0.5 <DD,

Graphics @Text @Style @SetPrecision @3.182, 3 D, Large, Bold D, 89.5, -.5 <DDD

H*determine average taylor factor in various regions:abnorm al,

island,and polycrystalline region grains *L

taylorab = Flatten @Table @taylorcomb @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD;

taylorpoly = Flatten @Table @taylorcomb @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD;

taylorisland = Flatten @Table @taylorcomb @@grains @@ island @@ i DDDDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<DD;

taylortable = MatrixForm @88"

", "Fraction of total area", "Average Taylor

Factor", "stdev" <, 8"All

grains", "1", Mean @taylorcomb D, StandardDeviation @taylorcomb D<, 8"Abnormal

grains", N @Length @taylorab D� Length @taylorcomb DD, If @Length @taylorab D > 0, Mean @taylorab D,

"n �a" D, If @Length @taylorab D > 0, StandardDeviation @taylorab D, "n �a" D<,

8"Polycrystalline", N @Length @taylorpoly D� Length @taylorcomb DD,

Mean@taylorpoly D, Stand ardDeviation @taylorpoly D<, 8"Island

grains", N @Length @taylorisland D� Length @taylorcomb DD,

If @Length @taylorisland D > 0, Mean @taylorisland D, "n �a" D,

If @Length @taylorisland D > 0, StandardDeviation @taylorisland D, "n �

a" D<<D

H*exporting variables and outputs *L

Export @"schmid110map.bmp", schmid110map, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"schmid112map.bmp", schmid112map, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"schmid123map.bmp", schmid123map, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"schmid110.txt", schmid110 D;

Export @"schmid112.txt", schmid112 D;

Export @"schmid123.txt", schmid123 D;

Export @"schmidcombmap.bmp", schmidcombmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"schmidscalemap.bmp", schmidscalemap D;

Export @"schmidtable.xls", schmidtable D;

Export @"taylorcomb.txt", taylorcomb D;

Export @"taylorcombmap.bmp", taylorcombmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"taylorscale.bmp", taylorscale D;

Export @"taylortable.xls", taylortable D;

Print @AbsoluteTime @D - timetotal0, " seconds total" D;
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H*******************************************L

H* Part 9: Mapping inverse pole and pole figures *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs: make sure labels for inverse poles x,y,

and z are correct for specimen orientation,and for pole figu res wrt TD,RD,and ND *L

H*variables needed: abgrains,strain0,gmsiavg *L

H*outputs: ipolex, ipoley, ipolez, ipolexwab, ipoleywab,

ipolezwab, pole100, pole110, pole112, pole111 *L

H*******************************************L

H* Importing variables if needed: *L

If @ValueQ @gmisavgq D, gmisavgq, gmisavgq = ToExpression @ Import @"gmisavgq.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @abgrains D, abgrains, abgrains = ToExpression @ Import @"abgrain.s.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

g0x = Transpose @Table @strain0 @@All, i DD, 8 i, 4, 6, 1 <DD;

g0y = Transpose @Table @strain0 @@All, i DD, 8 i, 7, 9, 1 <DD;

g0z = Transpose @Table @strain0 @@All, i DD, 8 i, 10, 12, 1 <DD;

H*Plotting inverse pole figures *L

H*setting up triangle *L

step = 100;

c = Range@0, 1, 1 � step D;

c0 = ConstantArray @0, step D;

c1 = ConstantArray @1, step D;

L001101 = 8c, c0, c1 <;

L1 =

Table @N@stereo1 @8L001101 @@1, m DD, L001101 @@2, m DD, L001101 @@3, m DD<DD, 8m, step <D;

L001111 = 8c, c, c1 <;

L2 =

Table @N@stereo1 @8L001111 @@1, m DD, L001111 @@2, m DD, L001111 @@3, m DD<DD, 8m, step <D;

L101111 = 8c1, c, c1 <;

L3 =

Table @N@stereo1 @8L101111 @@1, m DD, L101111 @@2, m DD, L101111 @@3, m DD<DD, 8m, step <D;

H*plot formation of stereo pole figure border lines *L

pstereo =

Graphics @ListLinePlot @8L1, L2, L3 <, PlotStyle ® Directive @Black D, Axes ® False DD;

dir = g0x; H*direction for inverse pole figure reference *L

H*points to be plotted on inv pole figure *L

dir = Table @N@move@8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

ps = Table @N@stereo1 @8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

px = ListPlot @ps, PlotStyle ® Directive @Opacity @0.10 D, PointSize @0.005 D, Black DD;

H*change opacity and pointsize here **************L

dir = g0y; H*direction for inverse pole figure reference *L

H*points to be plotted on inv pole figure *L

dir = Table @N@move@8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

ps = Table @N@stereo1 @8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

py = ListPlot @ps, PlotStyle ® Directive @Opacity @0.10 D, PointSize @0.005 D, Black DD;

H*change opacity and pointsize here **************L
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dir = g0z; H*direction for inverse pole figure reference *L

H*points to be plotted on inv pole figure *L

dir = Table @N@move@8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

ps = Table @N@stereo1 @8dir @@ i, 1 DD, dir @@ i, 2 DD, dir @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir D<D;

pz = ListPlot @ps, PlotStyle ® Directive @Opacity @0.10 D, PointSize @0.005 D, Black DD;

H*change opacity and pointsize here **************L

H* for plotting single points for single crystals

using gmisavg Haverage misorientation for the grain L*L

If @Length @abgrains D = 1, g0x2 = Flatten @quattomat @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@1DDDDDD@@1 ;; 3 DD;

g0y2 = Flatten @quattomat @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@1DDDDDD@@4 ;; 6 DD;

g0z2 = Flatten @quattomat @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@1DDDDDD@@7 ;; 9 DD;

dir2 = g0x2; H*direction ********Ldir2 = N@move@dir2 DD;

H*points to be plotted on inv pole figure *Lps2 = N@stereo1 @dir2 DD;

px2 = Graphics @8PointSize @0.03 D, Red, Point @ps2 D<D;

dir2 = g0y2; H*direction ********Ldir2 = N@move@dir2 DD;

ps2 = N@stereo1 @dir2 DD;

py2 = Graphics @8PointSize @0.03 D, Red, Point @ps2 D<D;

dir2 = g0z2; H*direction *******Ldir2 = N@move@dir2 DD;

ps2 = N@stereo1 @dir2 DD;

pz2 = Graphics @8PointSize @0.03 D, Red, Point @ps2 D<DD;

If @Length @abgrains D > 1, g0x2 = Table @Flatten @quattomat @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<D@@All, 1 ;; 3 DD;

g0y2 = Table @Flatten @quattomat @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<D@@All, 4 ;; 6 DD;

g0z2 = Table @Flatten @quattomat @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<D@@All, 7 ;; 9 DD;

dir2 = g0x2; H*direction ***********Ldir2 =

Table @N@move@8dir2 @@ i, 1 DD, dir2 @@ i, 2 DD, dir2 @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir2 D<D;

H*points to be plotted on inv pole figure *Lps2 =

Table @N@stereo1 @8dir2 @@ i, 1 DD, dir2 @@ i, 2 DD, dir2 @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir2 D<D;

px2 = ListPlot @ps2, PlotStyle ® Directive @PointSize @0.03 D, Red DD;

dir2 = g0y2; H*direction ***********Ldir2 =

Table @N@move@8dir2 @@ i, 1 DD, dir2 @@ i, 2 DD, dir2 @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir2 D<D;

ps2 = Table @N@stereo1 @8dir2 @@ i, 1 DD, dir2 @@ i, 2 DD, dir2 @@ i, 3 DD<DD,

8 i, Length @dir2 D<D;

py2 = ListPlot @ps2, PlotStyle ® Directive @PointSize @0.03 D, Red DD;

dir2 = g0z2; H*direction ***********Ldir2 =

Table @N@move@8dir2 @@ i, 1 DD, dir2 @@ i, 2 DD, dir2 @@ i, 3 DD<DD, 8 i, Length @dir2 D<D;

ps2 = Table @N@stereo1 @8dir2 @@ i, 1 DD, dir2 @@ i, 2 DD, dir2 @@ i, 3 DD<DD,

8 i, Length @dir2 D<D;

pz2 = ListPlot @ps2, PlotStyle ® Directive @PointSize @0.03 D, Red DDD;

text111 = Graphics @Text @Style @"111", Large, Bold D, 8.395, .355 <DD;

text101 = Graphics @Text @Style @"101", Large, Bold D, 8.40, -0.017 <DD;

text001 = Graphics @Text @Style @"001", Large, Bold D, 80.015, -.017 <DD;

text = Graphics @Text @Style @"TD", Large, Bold D, 80.1, 0.35 <DD;

H***** label for X direction inv pole figure *****************************L

ipolex = Show@8pstereo, px, text111, text101, text001, text <,

PlotRange ® 88-0.01, 0.425 <, 8-0.05, .39 <<, AspectRatio ® .92 D

text = Graphics @Text @Style @"LTD", Large, Bold D, 80.1, 0.35 <DD;

H***** label for Y direction inv pole figure *****************************L
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ipoley = Show@8pstereo, py, text111, text101, text001, text <,

PlotRange ® 88-0.01, 0.425 <, 8-0.05, .39 <<, AspectRatio ® .92 D

text = Graphics @Text @Style @"STD", Large, Bold D, 80.1, 0.35 <DD;

H***** label for Z direction inv pole figure *****************************L

ipolez = Show@8pstereo, pz, text111, text101, text001, text <,

PlotRange ® 88-0.01, 0.425 <, 8-0.05, .39 <<, AspectRatio ® .92 D

H* inv poles with abgrains highlighted *L

If @Length @abgrains D > 0, text = Graphics @Text @Style @"TD", Large, Bold D, 80.1, 0.35 <DD;

H***** label for X direction inv pole figure *****************************L

ipolexwab = Show@8pstereo, px, px2, text111, text101, text001, text <,

PlotRange ® 88-0.01, 0.425 <, 8-0.05, .39 <<, AspectRatio ® .92 D;

text = Graphics @Text @Style @"LTD", Large, Bold D, 80.1, 0.35 <DD;

H***** label for Y direction inv pole figure *****************************L

ipoleywab = Show@8pstereo, py, py2, text111, text101, text001, text <,

PlotRange ® 88-0.01, 0.425 <, 8-0.05, .39 <<, AspectRatio ® .92 D;

text = Graphics @Text @Style @"STD", Large, Bold D, 80.1, 0.35 <DD;

H***** label for Z direction inv pole figure *****************************L

ipolezwab = Show@8pstereo, pz, pz2, text111, text101, text001, text <,

PlotRange ® 88-0.01, 0.425 <, 8-0.05, .39 <<, AspectRatio ® .92 DD;

ipolexwab

ipoleywab

ipolezwab

H*plotting pole figure *L

H*stereographic projection background image *L

bound1 = ListLinePlot @881, 0 <, 8-1, 0 <<, DisplayFunction ® Identity, PlotStyle -

> Directive @Black DD;

bound2 = ListLinePlot @880, 1 <, 80, -1<<, DisplayFunction ® Identity, PlotStyle -

> Directive @Black DD;

boundc = Circle @80, 0 <, 1 D;

boundc1 = 8Circle @8-1, 0 <, 1.4142, 8-45 *Degree, 45 *Degree <D,

Circle @81, 0 <, 1.4142, 8135 *Degree, 225 *Degree <D,

Circle @80, 1 <, 1. ´ 4142, 8225 *Degree, 315 *Degree <D,

Circle @80, -1<, 1.4142, 845 *Degree, 135 *Degree <D<;

boundl1 = ListLinePlot @88Cos@45 *Degree D, Sin @45 *Degree D<,

8-Cos@45 *Degree D, -Sin @45 *Degree D<<,

DisplayFunction ® Identity, PlotStyle ® Directive @Black DD;

boundl2 = ListLinePlot @88-Cos@45 *Degree D, Sin @45 *Degree D<,

8Cos@45 *Degree D, -Sin @45 *Degree D<<,

DisplayFunction ® Identity, PlotStyle ® Directive @Black DD;

H*parts of g -matrix as shown in inv -pole script.a11,a12,a13;a21,...;...a33 *L

g0 = Table @Transpose @88strain0 @@ i, 4 DD, strain0 @@ i, 5 DD, strain0 @@ i, 6 DD<,

8strain0 @@ i, 7 DD, strain0 @@ i, 8 DD, strain0 @@ i, 9 DD<,

8strain0 @@ i, 10 DD, strain0 @@ i, 11 DD, strain0 @@ i, 12 DD<<D, 8 i, Length @stra in0 D<D;

H*columns 1 and 2 are x and y coordinates of the EBSD maps *L

spacing = strain0 @@2, 1 DD - strain0 @@1, 1 DD;

columns = HLast @strain0 D@@1DD� spacing L + 1;

H*rotating data from ebsd measurement orientation to actual *L

g0 = Table @g0@@ i DD, 8 i, Length @g0D<D;
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p100g0 =

Partition @Flatten @Table @8Vnorm@81., 0, 0 <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @80, 1., 0 <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@80, 0, 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD<, 8 i, Length @g0D<DD, 3 D;

p110g0 = Partition @Flatten @Table @8Vnorm@8-1., 0, 1 <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @81., 0, 1. <D.

g0@@ i DD, Vnorm @80, 1., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @80, -1., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@81., 1., 0 <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @8-1., 1., 0 <D.g0 @@ i DD<, 8 i, Length @g0D<DD, 3 D;

p111g0 = Partition @Flatten @Table @8Vnorm@8-1., -1., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@8-1., 1., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @81., 1., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@81., -1., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD<, 8 i, Length @g0D<DD, 3 D;

p112g0 = Partition @Flatten @Table @8Vnorm@81., 1., 2. <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@81., 2., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @82., 1., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@81., -1., 2. <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @8-1., 1., 2. <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@81., 1., -2. <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @81., -2., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@8-1., 2., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @81., 2., -1. <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@8-2., 1., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD, Vnorm @82., -1., 1. <D.g0 @@ i DD,

Vnorm@82., 1., -1. <D.g0 @@ i DD<, 8 i, Length @g0D<DD, 3 D;

H*100 pole figure *L

xy1 = Table @N@8p100g0 @@ i, 2 DD�Hp100g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L,

-p100g0 @@ i, 1 DD�Hp100g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L<D, 8 i, Length @p100g0 D<D;

xy2 = Table @N@8-p100g0 @@ i, 2 DD�H-p100g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L,

p100g0 @@ i, 1 DD�H-p100g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L<D, 8 i, Length @p100g0 D<D;

xy100g0 = Table @Which @xy1 @@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + xy1 @@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 < 1, xy1 @@ i DD,

xy2 @@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + xy2 @@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 < 1, xy2 @@ i DD, True, xy1 @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @xy1 D<D;

boundxy100g0 = ListPlot @xy100g0, DisplayFunction ® Identity,

PlotStyle ® Directive @Opacity @0.10 D, PointSize @0.005 D, Black DD;

text = Graphics @Text @Style @"100", Large, Bold D, 8-1, 1 <DD;

toplab = Graphics @Text @Style @" ", Medium, Bold D, 80, 1.06 <DD;

botlab = Graphics @Text @Style @" ", Medium, Bold D, 81.1, 0 <DD;

pole100 = Show@8Graphics @boundc D, Graphics @8boundc1 <D,

bound1, bound2, boundl1, boundl2, boundxy100g0, text, top lab, botlab <,

AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® All, DisplayFunction ® $DisplayFunction D

H*110 pole figure *L

xy1 = Table @N@8p110g0 @@ i, 2 DD�Hp110g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L,

-p110g0 @@ i, 1 DD�Hp110g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L<D, 8 i, Length @p110g0 D<D;

xy2 = Table @N@8-p110g0 @@ i, 2 DD�H-p110g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L,

p110g0 @@ i, 1 DD�H-p110g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L<D, 8 i, Length @p110g0 D<D;

xy110g0 = Table @Which @xy1 @@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + xy1 @@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 < 1, xy1 @@ i DD,

xy2 @@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + xy2 @@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 < 1, xy2 @@ i DD, True, xy1 @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @xy1 D<D;

boundxy110g0 = ListPlot @xy110g0, DisplayFunction ® Identity,

PlotStyle -> Directive @Opacity @0.10 D, PointSize @0.005 D, Black DD;

text = Graphics @Text @Style @"110", Large, Bold D, 8-1, 1 <DD;

toplab = Graphics @Text @Style @" ", Medium, Bold D, 80, 1.06 <DD;

botlab = Graphics @Text @Style @" ", Medium, Bold D, 81.1, 0 <DD;

pole110 = Show@8Graphics @boundc D, Graphics @8boundc1 <D,

bound1, bound2, boundl1, boundl2, boundxy110g0, text, top lab, botlab <,

AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® All, DisplayFunction ® $DisplayFunction D

H*111 pole figure *Lxy1 = Table @

N@8p111g0 @@ i, 2 DD�Hp111g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L, -p111g0 @@ i, 1 DD�Hp111g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L<D,

8 i, Length @p111g0 D<D;

xy2 = Table @N@8-p111g0 @@ i, 2 DD�H-p111g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L,
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p111g0 @@ i, 1 DD�H-p111g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L<D, 8 i, Length @p111g0 D<D;

xy111g0 = Table @Which @xy1 @@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + xy1 @@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 < 1, xy1 @@ i DD,

xy2 @@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + xy2 @@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 < 1, xy2 @@ i DD, True, xy1 @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @xy1 D<D;

boundxy111g0 = ListPlot @xy111g0, DisplayFunction ® Identity,

PlotStyle ® Directive @Opacity @0.10 D, PointSize @0.005 D, Black DD;

text = Graphics @Text @Style @"111", Large, Bold D, 8-1, 1 <DD;

toplab = Graphics @Text @Style @" ", Medium, Bold D, 80, 1.06 <DD;

botlab = Graphics @Text @Style @" ", Medium, Bold D, 81.1, 0 <DD;

pole111 = Show@8Graphics @boundc D, Graphics @8boundc1 <D,

bound1, bound2, boundl1, boundl2, boundxy111g0, text, top lab, botlab <,

AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® All, DisplayFunction ® $DisplayFunction D

H*112 pole figure *L

xy1 = Table @N@8p112g0 @@ i, 2 DD�Hp112g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L,

-p112g0 @@ i, 1 DD�Hp112g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L<D, 8 i, Length @p112g0 D<D;

xy2 = Table @N@8-p112g0 @@ i, 2 DD�H-p112g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L,

p112g0 @@ i, 1 DD�H-p112g0 @@ i, 3 DD + 1L<D, 8 i, Length @p112g0 D<D;

xy112g0 = Table @Which @xy1 @@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + xy1 @@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 < 1, xy1 @@ i DD,

xy2 @@ i, 1 DD ^ 2 + xy2 @@ i, 2 DD ^ 2 < 1, xy2 @@ i DD, True, xy1 @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @xy1 D<D;

boundxy112g0 = ListPlot @xy112g0, DisplayFunction ® Identity,

PlotStyle ® Directive @Opacity @0.10 D, PointSize @0.005 D, Black DD;

text = Graphics @Text @Style @"112", Large, Bold D, 8-1, 1 <DD;

toplab = Graphics @Text @Style @" ", Medium, Bold D, 80, 1.06 <DD;

botlab = Graphics @Text @Style @" ", Medium, Bold D, 81.1, 0 <DD;

pole112 = Show@8Graphics @boundc D, Graphics @8boundc1 <D,

bound1, bound2, boundl1, boundl2, boundxy112g0, text, top lab, botlab <,

AspectRatio ® 1, PlotRange ® All, DisplayFunction ® $DisplayFunction D

H*exporting variables and outputs *L

Export @"ipolex.bmp", ipolex, ImageResolution ® 600D;

Export @"ipoley.bmp", ipoley D;

Export @"ipolez.bmp", ipolez D;

If @Length @abgrains D > 0, Export @"ipolexwab.bmp", ipolexwab D;

Export @"ipoleywab.bmp", ipoleywab D;

Export @"ipolezwab.bmp", ipolezwab DD;

Export @"pole100.bmp", pole100 D;

Export @"pole110.bmp", pole110 D;

Export @"pole111.bmp", pole111 D;

Export @"pole112.bmp", pole112 D;

time1 = AbsoluteTime @D;

Print @time1 - time0, " seconds" D

H*******************************************L

H* Part 10:
Mapping grain orientation spread HGOS, Kunze et al 1993 L *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs: *L

H*variables needed: abgrains, poly, gmsiavgq, scalefactor, scaletext, gbmap *L

H*outputs: Gosmap, Goslegend, gostable, daggorients, simil arabpoly *L

H*******************************************L

time0 = AbsoluteTime @D;
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H* Importing variables if needed: *L

If @ValueQ @gmisavgq D, gmisavgq, gmisavgq = ToExpression @ Import @"gmisavgq.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @abgrains D, abgrains, abgrains = ToExpression @ Import @"abgrains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @grains D, grains, grains = ToExpression @ Import @"grains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gbD, gb, gb = ToExpression @ Import @"gb.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @poly D, poly, poly = ToExpression @ Import @"poly.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gmcD, gmc, gmc = ToExpression @ Import @"gmc.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;

gbmap = Graphics @Line @gbDD;

H* for each pixel,compare its orientation to the average orien tation

of the grain it belongs *LH*symmerty has already been corrected,

so dont need to compare with symetrically equivalent orient ations as well *L

H*averaging within each grain *L

graingos = Table @Mean@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDDD , 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

H* list of grains, with number corresponding to its average mis orientation *L

pixgos = Table @

graingos @@Flatten @Position @grains, strain0 @@ i, 1 DDDD@@1DDDD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

pixgos = pixgos �Max@pixgos D;

H* plotting *L

maxdeg = Max@graingos D; H*scaling parameter *L

Table @graingos @@ i DD = graingos @@ i DD�maxdeg, 8 i, Length @graingos D<D;

gosmap =

Graphics @Raster @Partition @Flatten @pixgos D, stepx D, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m1= Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, .1 D<, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m2= Graphics @Text @Style @"0", Large, Bold D, 80, -0.5 <DD;

m3= Graphics @Text @Style @SetPrecision @maxdeg, 3 D " degrees", Large, Bold D, 813, -.5 <DD;

Gosmap=

Show@gosmap, gbmap, Graphics @8Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<DD

Goslegend = Show@m1, m2, m3D

H*weighted average of poly grain gos *L

plengths = Table @Length @grains @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

pwavggos =

Total @Table @Mean@gmc@@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDDD * plengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD�

Total @plengths D;

H*determining GOS of grains oriented similarly Hwithin 5 degrees L

to an abnormal grain. this part only runs if abnormal grain ex ists *L

If @Length @abgrains D > 0, If @Length @abgrains D� 1,

H*weighted average of abnormal grain gos *L
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ablengths = Length @grains @@abgrains DDD;

abwavggos = Mean@gmc@@Flatten @grains @@abgrains DDDDDD;

H* finding grains in poly region that

are similar in orientation to the abnormal grain HsL*L

similarabpoly = Table @quatmiso @Flatten @gmisavgq @@abgrains DDD,

gmisavgq @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

Table @ If @similarabpoly @@ i DD < 5, similarabpoly @@ i DD = 1, similarabpoly @@ i DD = 0D,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD > 0, If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD� 1,

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain gos,

with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Length @grains @@similarabpoly DDD;

simwavggos = Mean@gmc@@Flatten @grains @@similarabpoly DDDDDD,

similarabpoly =

poly @@Partition @Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD, 2 D@@All, 2 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain gos, with similar

orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Table @Length @grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDD,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simwavggos = Total @Table @Mean@gmc@@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDDD *

simabplengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<DD�

Total @simabplengths DD, simwavggos = "n �a" D;

maxmisindagg = Max@gmc@@Flatten @grains @@abgrains DDDDDD,

H*weighted average of abnormal grain gos *L

ablengths = Table @Length @grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<D;

abwavggos = Total @Table @Mean@gmc@@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDDD * ablengths @@ i DD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD� Total @ablengths D;

H* finding grains in poly region that are similar in

orientation to the abnormal grain HsL*L

similarabpoly = Table @Table @quatmiso @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@ j DDDD,

gmisavgq @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D, 8 j, Length @abgrains D<D;

Table @Table @ If @similarabpoly @@ j, i DD < 5, similarabpoly @@ j, i DD = 1,

similarabpoly @@ j, i DD = 0D,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly @@ j DDD<D, 8 j, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD > 0, If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD� 1,

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain gos,

with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Length @grains @@similarabpoly DDD;

simwavggos = Mean@gmc@@Flatten @grains @@similarabpoly DDDDDD,

similarabpoly =

poly @@Partition @Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD, 2 D@@All, 2 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain gos, with similar

orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Table @Length @grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDD,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simwavggos = Total @Table @Mean@gmc@@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDDD *

simabplengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<DD�

Total @simabplengths DD, simwavggos = "n �a" D;
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maxmisindagg = Table @Max@gmc@@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDDD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD,

abwavggos = simwavggos = maxmisindagg = "n �a" D;

H*runs if island grains exists; summarizes their GOS details *L

Quiet @ If @Length @ island D > 0,

H*weighted average of poly grain GOS *L

isllengths = Table @Length @grains @@ island @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

islwavggos = Total @Table @Mean@gmc@@grains @@ island @@ i DDDDDDD * isllengths @@ i DD,

8 i, Length @ island D<DD� Total @ isllengths DDD;

Export @"islwavggos.txt", islwavggos D;

gostable =

MatrixForm @88"Mean GOS for abnormal grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", abwavggos <,

8"Mean GOS for grains oriented within 5 degrees of

a DAGG grain Hweighted by grain size L: ", simwavggos <,

8"Mean GOS for polycrystalline grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", pwavggos <,

8"Mean GOS for island grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", islwavggos @@1DD<,

8"Max misorientation within DAGG grains: ", maxmisindagg <<D

daggorients = Table @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<D;

Export @"Gosmap.bmp", Gosmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"Goslegend.bmp", Goslegend D;

Export @"gostable.xls", gostable D;

Export @"daggorients.txt", daggorients D;

Export @"similarabpoly.txt", similarabpoly D;

time1 = AbsoluteTime @D;

Print @time1 - time0, " seconds" D

H* The following three sections evaluate the grain average mis orientation, L*

grain curvaturem, and image quality. All three of these

sections are original contributions to this program *L

H*******************************************L

H* Part 11: Plotting pixel -

pixel misorientations HKACM & GAM, Wright et al. 2011 L *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs: gammisdeg, maxdeg *L

H*variables needed: strain0, xstep, stepx, stepy, scalefact or, scaltext, dir ,

gmisavgq, abgrains, strain0, scalefactor, scaletext, gra ins, gb, poly, gmc, island *L

H*outputs: Gammap, Gamlegend, gamtable, stepfactor,

misgrad1, KACMmapwgbmap1, KACMlegend1, KACMmap1, gammis deg *L

H*******************************************L

time0 = AbsoluteTime @D;

H* Importing variables if needed: *L

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @xstep D, xstep, xstep = ToExpression @ Import @"xstep.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;
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If @ValueQ @stepy D, stepy, stepy = ToExpression @ Import @"stepy.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @dir D, dir , dir = ToExpression @ Import @"dir .txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gmisavgq D, gmisavgq, gmisavgq = ToExpression @ Import @"gmisavgq.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @abgrains D, abgrains, abgrains = ToExpression @ Import @"abgrains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @grains D, grains, grains = ToExpression @ Import @"grains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gbD, gb, gb = ToExpression @ Import @"gb.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @poly D, poly, poly = ToExpression @ Import @"poly.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gmcD, gmc, gmc = ToExpression @ Import @"gmc.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @ island D, island, island = ToExpression @ Import @"island.txt", "List" DDD;

gbmap = Graphics @Line @gbDD;

H* mappimg misorientation *L

H*define pixel- pixel misorientation threshold for grain

ID ----------------------------------------------------- variable------ *L

stepfactor = 1;

gammisdeg = 2.5;

H*the maximum a nearest neighbor can be misoriented from the ce ntral point *L

H* map using misorientation gradient*L

misgradR = Flatten @Table @ If @Mod@ i, stepx D ¹ H stepfactor - 1L,

m= Min @Table @miso @Partition @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 D.mtest @@k DD,

Partition @strain0 @@ i + stepfactor, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 DD, 8k, Length @mtest D<DD;

If @m£ gammisdeg, m DD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<DDH*looks to right*L;

misgradL = Flatten @Table @ If @Mod@ i, stepx D > 1,

m= Min @symmis = Table @miso @Partition @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 D.mtest @@k DD,

Partition @strain0 @@ i - stepfactor, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 DD, 8k, Length @mtest D<DD;

If @m£ gammisdeg, m DD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<DD ;

H*looks to left*L

misgradU = Flatten @Table @ If @H i + stepx * stepfactor L < Length @dir D,

m= Min @Table @miso @Partition @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 D.mtest @@k DD,

Partition @strain0 @@ i + stepx * stepfactor, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 DD, 8k, Length @mtest D<DD;

If @m£ gammisdeg, m DD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<DD;

H*looks up *L

misgradD = Flatten @Table @ If @ i > Hstepx * stepfactor L ,

m= Min @Table @miso @Partition @strain0 @@ i, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 D.mtest @@k DD,

Partition @strain0 @@ i - stepx * stepfactor, 4 ;; 12 DD, 3 DD, 8k, Length @mtest D<DD;

If @m£ gammisdeg, m DD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<DD; H*looks down *L

misgrad = Table @Mean@Cases@8misgradR @@ i DD, misgradL @@ i DD, misgradU @@ i DD, misgradD @@ i DD<,

Except @Null DDD, 8 i, Length @misgradR D<D;

misgrad1 = misgrad;

H*misgrad0 =misgrad;

Table @ If @Hmisgrad0 @@ i DD===Mean@8<DL, misgrad0 @@ i DD=15D, 8 i, Length @misgrad0 D<D; *L

Table @ If @Hmisgrad @@ i DD === Mean@8<DL, misgrad @@ i DD = Null D, 8 i, Length @misgrad D<D;

Table @ If @Hmisgrad1 @@ i DD === Null L, misgrad1 @@ i DD = Mean@8<DD, 8 i, Length @misgrad D<D;
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maxdeg = 2.5; H*designates maximum on scale *L

H*scaled to make maxdeg and above at max *L

scaledmisgrad = Flatten @Table @misgrad @@ i DD�maxdeg, 8 i, Length @misgrad D<DD;

H* misgrad scaled to make 15 degrees 1,

since plot scales from 0 to 1. Values > 5 remain but are clipped on plot*L

scaledmisgrad = Partition @scaledmisgrad, Round @stepx DD;

gbmap = Graphics @Line @gbDD;

KACMmap= Graphics @8Raster @scaledmisgrad, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" D<D;

KACMmapwgbmap=

Show@KACMmap, gbmap, Graphics @8Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<DD

m1= Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, .1 D<, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m2= Graphics @Text @Style @"0", Large, Bold D, 80, -0.5 <DD;

m3= Graphics @Text @Style @maxdeg " degrees", Large, Bold D, 813, -.5 <DD;

KACMlegend = Show@m1, m2, m3D

H* for each grain, average all the KACM values; this gives the GA M for each grain *L

graingam =

N@Table @Mean@Cases@misgrad @@grains @@ i DDDD, Except @Null DDD, 8 i, Length @grains D<DD;

H* list of grains,

with number corrcesponding to its average GAM *L

H*Table @ If @Hgraingam @@ i DD===Mean@8<DL, graingam @@ i DD=0D, 8 i, Length @graingam D<D; *L

pixgam = Table @

graingam @@Flatten @Position @grains, strain0 @@ i, 1 DDDD@@1DDDD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

pixgam = pixgam �Max@pixgam D;

H* plotting *L

maxdegscale = Max@graingam D; H*scaling parameter *L

Table @graingam @@ i DD = graingam @@ i DD�maxdegscale, 8 i, Length @graingam D<D;

gammap=

Graphics @Raster @Partition @Flatten @pixgam D, stepx D, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m1= Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, .1 D<, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m2= Graphics @Text @Style @"0", Large, Bold D, 80, -0.5 <DD;

m3= Graphics @Text @Style @maxdegscale " degrees", Large, Bold D, 813, -.5 <DD;

Gammap=

Show@gammap, gbmap, Graphics @8Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<DD

Gamlegend = Show@m1, m2, m3D

H*weighted average of poly grain gam *L

plengths = Table @Length @grains @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

polygam = Table @

Mean@Cases@misgrad @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDD, Except @Null DDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

lengthsandgam = Table @Append @8plengths @@ i DD<, polygam @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @plengths D<D;
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Table @ If @ lengthsandgam @@ i, 2 DD === Mean@8<D, lengthsandgam = Drop @ lengthsandgam, 8 i <DD,

8 i, Length @ lengthsandgam D, 1, -1<D;

editedpolygam = Flatten @Drop @ lengthsandgam, None, 81<DD;

editedplengths = Flatten @Drop @ lengthsandgam, None, 82<DD;

pwavggam =

Total @Table @editedpolygam @@ i DD * editedplengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @editedplengths D<DD�

Total @editedplengths D;

H*determining GOS of grains oriented similarly Hwithin 5 degrees L

to an abnormal grain. this part only runs if abnormal grain ex ists *L

If @Length @abgrains D > 0, If @Length @abgrains D� 1,

H*weighted average of abnormal grain gos *L

ablengths = Length @grains @@abgrains DDD;

abwavggam = Mean@Cases@misgrad @@Flatten @grains @@abgrains DDDDD, Except @Null DDD;

H* finding grains in poly region that

are similar in orientation to the abnormal grain HsL*L

similarabpoly = Table @quatmiso @Flatten @gmisavgq @@abgrains DDD,

gmisavgq @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

Table @ If @similarabpoly @@ i DD < 5, similarabpoly @@ i DD = 1, similarabpoly @@ i DD = 0D,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD > 0, If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD� 1,

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain gam,

with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Length @grains @@similarabpoly DDD;

simwavggam = Mean@misgrad @@Flatten @grains @@similarabpoly DDDDDD,

similarabpoly =

poly @@Partition @Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD, 2 D@@All, 2 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain gam, with similar

orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Table @Length @grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDD,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simpolygam = Table @Mean@Cases@misgrad @@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDD,

Except @Null DDD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simablengthsandgam = Table @Append @8simabplengths @@ i DD<, simpolygam @@ i DDD,

8 i, Length @simabplengths D<D;

Table @ If @simablengthsandgam @@ i, 2 DD === Mean@8<D, simablengthsandgam =

Drop @simablengthsandgam, 8 i <DD, 8 i, Length @simablengthsandgam D, 1, -1<D;

editedsimpolygam = Flatten @Drop @simablengthsandgam, None, 81<DD;

editedsimabplengths = Flatten @Drop @simablengthsandgam, None, 82<DD;

simwavggam =

Total @Table @editedsimpolygam @@ i DD * editedsimabplengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @

editedsimabplengths D<DD� Total @editedsimabplengths DD, simwavggam = "n �a" D;

maxgamdagg = Max@Table @Max@Cases@misgrad @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD, Except @Null DDD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD,

H*weighted average of abnormal grain gam *L

ablengths = Table @Length @grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<D;

abwavggam =

Total @Table @Mean@Cases@misgrad @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD, Except @Null DDD *

ablengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD� Total @ablengths D;

H* finding grains in poly region that are similar in
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orientation to the abnormal grain HsL*L

similarabpoly = Table @Table @quatmiso @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@ j DDDD,

gmisavgq @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D, 8 j, Length @abgrains D<D;

Table @Table @ If @similarabpoly @@ j, i DD < 5, similarabpoly @@ j, i DD = 1,

similarabpoly @@ j, i DD = 0D,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly @@ j DDD<D, 8 j, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD > 0, If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD� 1,

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain gos,

with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Length @grains @@similarabpoly DDD;

simwavggam =

Mean@Cases@misgrad @@Flatten @grains @@similarabpoly DDDDD, Except @Null DDD,

similarabpoly =

poly @@Partition @Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD, 2 D@@All, 2 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain gos, with similar

orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Table @Length @grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDD,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simpolygam = Table @Mean@Cases@misgrad @@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDD,

Except @Null DDD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simablengthsandgam = Table @Append @8simabplengths @@ i DD<, simpolygam @@ i DDD,

8 i, Length @simabplengths D<D;

Table @ If @simablengthsandgam @@ i, 2 DD === Mean@8<D, simablengthsandgam =

Drop @simablengthsandgam, 8 i <DD, 8 i, Length @simablengthsandgam D, 1, -1<D;

editedsimpolygam = Flatten @Drop @simablengthsandgam, None, 81<DD;

editedsimabplengths = Flatten @Drop @simablengthsandgam, None, 82<DD;

simwavggam =

Total @Table @editedsimpolygam @@ i DD * editedsimabplengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @

editedsimabplengths D<DD� Total @editedsimabplengths DD, simwavggam = "n �a" D;

maxgamdagg = Table @Max@Cases@misgrad @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDD, Except @Null DDD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD,

abwavggam = simwavggam = maxgamdagg = "n �a" D;

H*this part only runs if island grains exists *L

If @Length @ island D > 0,

islandlengths = Table @Length @grains @@ island @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

islandgam = Table @Mean@Cases@misgrad @@grains @@ island @@ i DDDDDD, Except @Null DDD,

8 i, Length @ island D<D;

islandlengthsandgam = Table @Append @8 islandlengths @@ i DD<, islandgam @@ i DDD,

8 i, Length @ islandlengths D<D;

Table @ If @ islandlengthsandgam @@ i, 2 DD === Mean@8<D, islandlengthsandgam =

Drop @ islandlengthsandgam, 8 i <DD, 8 i, Length @ islandlengthsandgam D, 1, -1<D;

editedislandgam = Flatten @Drop @ islandlengthsandgam, None, 81<DD;

editedislandlengths = Flatten @Drop @ islandlengthsandgam, None, 82<DD;

wavggamislands = Total @Table @editedislandgam @@ i DD * editedislandlengths @@ i DD,

8 i, Length @editedislandlengths D<DD� Total @editedislandlengths D;,

wavggamislands = "n �a" D;

gamtable =

MatrixForm @88"Mean GAM for abnormal grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", abwavggam <,
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8"Mean GAM for grains oriented within 5 degrees

of a DAGG grain Hweighted by grain size L: ",

simwavggam <, 8"Mean GAM for polycrystalline grains: ", pwavggam <,

8"Mean GAM for island grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", wavggamislands <,

8"Max Nearest -Neighbor Misorientation within DAGG grains HFrom

largest DAGG Grain to Smallest DAGG Grain L: ", maxgamdagg <<D

time1 = AbsoluteTime @D;

Print @time1 - time0, " seconds" D

H*Exporting variables and outputs *L

Export @"Gammap.bmp", Gammap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"Gamlegend.bmp", Gamlegend D;

Export @"gamtable.xls", gamtable D;

Export @"stepfactor.txt", stepfactor D;

Export @"misgrad1.txt", misgrad1 D;

Export @"KACMmapwgbmap1.bmp", KACMmapwgbmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"KACMlegend1.bmp", KACMlegend, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"KACMmap1.bmp", KACMmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"gammisdeg.txt", gammisdeg D;

H*******************************************L

H* Part 12: Mapping the grain radius of curvature,
the inverse of the grain curvature *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs: *L

H*variables needed: gmisavgq, grains, gmc, stepx,

scalefactor, scaletext, strain0, abgrains, poly, island, gb *L

H*outputs: ROCmap, ROClegend, polytable, islandroctable,

simabtable, simabpolypixcount, roctotaltable *L

H*******************************************L

If @ValueQ @gmisavgq D, gmisavgq, gmisavgq = ToExpression @ Import @"gmisavgq.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @grains D, grains, grains = ToExpression @ Import @"grains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gmcD, gmc, gmc = ToExpression @ Import @"gmc.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @abgrains D, abgrains, abgrains = ToExpression @ Import @"abgrains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @poly D, poly, poly = ToExpression @ Import @"poly.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @ island D, island, island = ToExpression @ Import @"island.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gbD, gb, gb = ToExpression @ Import @"gb.txt", "List" DDD;

gbmap = Graphics @Line @gbDD;

time0 = AbsoluteTime @D;

H*set the "box" size for the grains. Grains less than smallbox a re ignored,

since they have too few pixels to accurately calculate the ra dius of curvature. Grains

less than midbox have their four largest misorientations fr om average averaged,

less than abgrain box their six largest misorientations fro m average averaged,
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and greater than abgrain box their eight largest misorienta tions

averaged. This variation in how many misorientations avera ged will

hopefully smoothe out outliers in each grain. Since larger g rains

will most likely have more outliers, they are more heavily av eraged *L

smallbox = 10;

midbox = 100;

abgrainlengths = Sort @Table @Length @grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD;

grainlengths = Table @Length @grains @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

H*abgrainbox = If @abgrainlengths @@1DD-1>5.3333 *midbox,800,abgrainlengths @@1DDD*L

abgrainbox = 800;

maxgraingmc = Table @Max@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

maxgraingmc2 = Table @RankedMax@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDD, 2 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

maxgraingmc3 = Quiet @Table @RankedMax@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDD, 3 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<DD;

maxgraingmc4 = Quiet @Table @RankedMax@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDD, 4 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<DD;

maxgraingmc5 = Quiet @Table @RankedMax@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDD, 5 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<DD;

maxgraingmc6 = Quiet @Table @RankedMax@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDD, 6 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<DD;

maxgraingmc7 = Quiet @Table @RankedMax@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDD, 7 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<DD;

maxgraingmc8 = Quiet @Table @RankedMax@gmc@@grains @@ i DDDD, 8 D, 8 i, Length @grains D<DD;

phimax = Flatten @Table @ If @grainlengths @@ i DD < smallbox, Null,

If @grainlengths @@ i DD ³ smallbox && grainlengths @@ i DD £ midbox,

Mean@

8maxgraingmc @@ i DD, maxgraingmc2 @@ i DD, maxgraingmc3 @@ i DD, maxgraingmc4 @@ i DD<D,

If @grainlengths @@ i DD > midbox && grainlengths @@ i DD £ abgrainbox,

Mean@8maxgraingmc @@ i DD, maxgraingmc2 @@ i DD, maxgraingmc3 @@ i DD,

maxgraingmc4 @@ i DD, maxgraingmc5 @@ i DD, maxgraingmc6 @@ i DD<D,

Mean@8maxgraingmc @@ i DD, maxgraingmc2 @@ i DD, maxgraingmc3 @@ i DD,

maxgraingmc4 @@ i DD, maxgraingmc5 @@ i DD, maxgraingmc6 @@ i DD,

maxgraingmc7 @@ i DD, maxgraingmc8 @@ i DD<DDDD, 8 i, Length @grainlengths D<DD;

phimax = Flatten @Table @ If @phimax @@ i DD === Null, Null, phimax @@ i DD Degree D,

8 i, Length @phimax D<DD;

radofcurve = Table @ If @phimax @@ i DD === Null, Null,

H1�HSin @phimax @@ i DDDL * Sqrt @Hgrainlengths @@ i DDLDLD, 8 i, Length @grainlengths D<D;

polyroc = Table @radofcurve @@poly @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

polyglengths = Table @grainlengths @@poly @@ i DDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

polyglengths = Table @

If @polyglengths @@ i DD < smallbox, Null, polyglengths @@ i DDD, 8 i, Length @polyglengths D<D;

maxroc = Cases@Max@radofcurve D, Except @Null DD;

scaledroc =

Flatten @Table @ If @radofcurve @@ i DD === Null, Null, 1 - radofcurve @@ i DD�maxroc D,

8 i, Length @radofcurve D<DD;

pixroc = Table @scaledroc @@Flatten @Position @grains, strain0 @@ i, 1 DDDD@@1DDDD,

8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

pixradofcurve = Table @radofcurve @@Flatten @Position @grains, strain0 @@ i, 1 DDDD@@1DDDD,

8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

rocmap = Graphics @Raster @Partition @Flatten @pixroc D, stepx D,

ColorFunction ® "AvocadoColors" DD;

m1= Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, .1 D<, ColorFunction ® "AvocadoColors" DD;

m2= Graphics @Text @Style @"Largest ROC", Large, Bold D, 80, -0.5 <DD;

m3= Graphics @Text @Style @"Smallest ROC", Large, Bold D, 813, -.5 <DD;
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ROCmap=

Show@rocmap, gbmap, Graphics @8Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<DD

ROClegend = Show@m1, m2, m3D

H*data for polycrystalline ROC. Grains are "sorted" into two c amps

Hareas less than midbox and greater than midbox L, and their details are presented *L

cleanproc = Flatten @Table @

Cases@pixradofcurve @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDD, Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD;

pavgroc = Mean@cleanproc D;

plengths = Table @Length @grains @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

plengthsmean = N@Mean@plengths DD;

plengthstd = N@StandardDeviation @plengths DD;

shortestroc =

Cases@Flatten @Table @ If @plengths @@ i DD ³ smallbox && plengths @@ i DD £ midbox, m = Mean@

pixradofcurve @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD, Except @Null DD;

longestroc = Cases@Flatten @Table @ If @plengths @@ i DD > midbox, m = Mean@

pixradofcurve @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<DD, Except @Null DD;

shortlength = Length @shortestroc D;

longlength = Length @ longestroc D;

shortmean = If @shortlength > 0, Mean @shortestroc D, "n �a" D;

longmean = If @ longlength > 0, Mean @ longestroc D, "n �a" D;

shortstd = If @shortlength > 0, StandardDeviation @shortestroc D, "n �a" D;

longstd = If @ longlength > 0, StandardDeviation @ longestroc D, "n �a" D;

H*runs if island grains exists; summarizes their ROC details *L

Quiet @ If @Length @ island D > 0,

islandroc = Table @Cases@pixradofcurve @@grains @@ island @@ i DDDDDD, Except @Null DD,

8 i, Length @ island D<D;

islandroc = Cases@ islandroc, Except @8<DD;

islandbiggerthansmallboxlength = Length @ islandroc D;

islandrocmean = Mean@Flatten @ islandroc DD;

islandrocstd = StandardDeviation @Flatten @ islandroc DD;

islandrocmax = Max@Flatten @ islandroc DD;

islandlength = Length @ island D,

islandrocmean = islandrocstd = islandrocmax = "n �a"; islandlength = 0DD;

If @ islandbiggerthansmallboxlength � 1, islandrocstd = "n �a" D;

If @ islandrocmean === Mean@8<D,

islandrocmean = "n �a, since all island grains are too small to have an ROC";

islandrocstd = islandrocmax = islandbiggerthansmallboxlength = islandlength = "n �a" D;

H*determining ROC of grains oriented similarly Hwithin 5 degrees L

to an abnormal grain.this part only runs if abnormal grain ex ists *L
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Quiet @ If @Length @abgrains D > 0,

If @Length @abgrains D� 1, H*weighted average of abnormal grain ROC *L

H* for the case of 1 abgrain *L

ablengths = Length @grains @@abgrains @@1DDDDD;

abwavgroc = Mean@pixradofcurve @@grains @@abgrains @@1DDDDDDD;

H* finding grains in poly region that are similar in

orientation to the abnormal grain HsL*Lsimilarabpoly = Table @quatmiso @

Flatten @gmisavgq @@abgrains DDD, gmisavgq @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

Table @ If @similarabpoly @@ i DD < 5, similarabpoly @@ i DD = 1, similarabpoly @@ i DD = 0D,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD > 0,

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD� 1,

H* for the case of one simabpoly grain *L

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*average of poly grain roc,

with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabroc = Table @Cases@pixradofcurve @@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDD,

Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simabroc = Cases@simabroc, Except @8<DD;

simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength = Length @simabroc D;

simabprocmean = Mean@Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabprocstd = StandardDeviation @Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabprocmax = Max@Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabplength = Length @similarabpoly D;

,

H* for the case of more than one simabpoly grain *L

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*average of poly grain roc,

with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabroc = Table @Cases@pixradofcurve @@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDD,

Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simabroc = Cases@simabroc, Except @8<DD;

simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength = Length @simabroc D;

simabprocmean = Mean@Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabprocstd = StandardDeviation @Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabprocmax = Max@Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabplength = Length @similarabpoly DD;

,

simabprocmax = simabprocmean =

simabprocstd = simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength = simabplength = "n �a" D;

,

H* for the case of more than 1 abgrain *L

ablengths = Table @Length @grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<D;

abwavgroc = Total @Table @Mean@pixradofcurve @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDDD *

ablengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD� Total @ablengths D;

H* finding grains in poly region that are similar in orientatio n to the abnormal

grain HsL*Lsimilarabpoly = Table @Table @quatmiso @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@ j DDDD,

gmisavgq @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D, 8 j, Length @abgrains D<D;

Table @Table @ If @similarabpoly @@ j, i DD < 5, similarabpoly @@ j, i DD = 1,
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similarabpoly @@ j, i DD = 0D,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly @@ j DDD<D, 8 j, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD > 0,

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD� 1,

H* for the case of one simabpoly grain *L

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*average of poly grain roc,

with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabroc = Table @Cases@pixradofcurve @@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDD,

Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simabroc = Cases@simabroc, Except @8<DD;

simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength = Length @simabroc D;

simabprocmean = Mean@Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabprocstd = StandardDeviation @Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabprocmax = Max@Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabplength = Length @similarabpoly D;

,

H* for the case of more than one simabpoly grain *L

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*average of poly grain roc,

with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabroc = Table @Cases@pixradofcurve @@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDD,

Except @Null DD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simabroc = Cases@simabroc, Except @8<DD;

simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength = Length @simabroc D;

simabprocmean = Mean@Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabprocstd = StandardDeviation @Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabprocmax = Max@Flatten @simabroc DD;

simabplength = Length @similarabpoly DD;

,

simabprocmax = simabprocmean =

simabprocstd = simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength = simabplength = "n �a" D;

If @simabprocmean === Mean@8<D, simabprocmean =

"n �a, since all simab grains are too small to have an ROC";

simabprocstd = simabprocmax = simabplength = simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength = "n �a" DD

,

abwavgroc = simabprocmax = simabprocmean =

simabprocstd = simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength = simabplength = "n �a" DD;

If @Length @similarabpoly D > 0,

simabpolylength =

Table @Length @grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simabpolylengthmean = N@Mean@simabpolylength DD;

If @Length @similarabpoly D > 1, simabpolylengthstd =

N@StandardDeviation @simabpolylength DD, simabpolylengthstd = "n �a" D,

simabpolylengthmean = "no simab grains"; simabpolylengthstd = "n �a" D;

If @simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength � 1, simabprocstd = "n �a" D;

simabplength = Length @similarabpoly D

polytable =

MatrixForm @88"Minimum size of small grains: ", smallbox <,
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8"Minimum size of large grains: ", midbox <,

8"Mean ROC for small polycrystalline grains: ", shortmean <,

8"Standard Deviation of ROC for small polycrystalline grain s: ", shortstd <,

8"Number of small polycrystalline grains: ", shortlength <,

8"Mean ROC for large polycrystalline grains: ", longmean <,

8"Standard Deviation of ROC for large polycrystalline grain s: ", longstd <,

8"Number of large polycrystalline grains: ", longlength <,

8"Average pixel count of polycrystalline grains: ", plength smean<,

8"Standard Deviation of pixel count of polycrystalline grai ns: ", plengthstd <<D;

islandroctable =

MatrixForm @8

8"Mean ROC for island grains: ", islandrocmean <,

8"Standard Deviation of ROC for island grains: ", islandrocs td <,

8"Max ROC for island grains: ", islandrocmax <,

8"Number of island grains: ", islandlength <,

8"Number of island grains large enough to have an ROC: ",

islandbiggerthansmallboxlength <

<D;

simabtable =

MatrixForm @8

8"Mean ROC for simab grains: ", simabprocmean <,

8"Standard Deviation of ROC for simab grains: ", simabprocst d<,

8"Max ROC for simab grains: ", simabprocmax <,

8"Number of simab grains: ", simabplength <,

8"Number of simab grains large enough to have an ROC: ",

simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength <,

8"Average pixel count of simab grains: ", simabpolylengthme an <,

8"Standard Deviation of pixel count of simab grains: ", simab polylengthstd <

<D;

roctable =

MatrixForm @88"Mean ROC for abnormal grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", abwavgroc <,

8"Mean ROC for grains oriented within 5 degrees of a

DAGG grain Hweighted by grain size L: ", simabprocmean <,

8"Mean ROC for polycrystalline grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", pavgroc <,

8"Mean ROC for island grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", islandrocmean <<D;

roctotaltable = MatrixForm @88"Minimum size of small grains: ", smallbox <,

8"Minimum size of large grains: ", midbox <,

8"Mean ROC for small polycrystalline grains: ", shortmean <,

8"Standard Deviation of ROC for small polycrystalline grain s: ", shortstd <,

8"Number of small polycrystalline grains: ", shortlength <,

8"Mean ROC for large polycrystalline grains: ", longmean <,

8"Standard Deviation of ROC for large polycrystalline grain s: ", longstd <,

8"Number of large polycrystalline grains: ", longlength <,

8"Average pixel count of polycrystalline grains: ", plength smean<,

8"Standard Deviation of pixel count of polycrystalline grai ns: ", plengthstd <,

8"Mean ROC for island grains: ", islandrocmean <,

8"Standard Deviation of ROC for island grains: ", islandrocs td <,

8"Max ROC for island grains: ", islandrocmax <,
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8"Number of island grains: ", islandlength <,

8"Number of island grains large enough to have an ROC: ",

islandbiggerthansmallboxlength <,

8"Mean ROC for simab grains: ", simabprocmean <,

8"Standard Deviation of ROC for simab grains: ", simabprocst d<,

8"Max ROC for simab grains: ", simabprocmax <,

8"Number of simab grains: ", simabplength <,

8"Number of simab grains large enough to have an ROC: ",

simabpolybiggerthansmallboxlength <,

8"Average pixel count of simab grains: ", simabpolylengthme an <,

8"Standard Deviation of pixel count of simab grains: ", simab polylengthstd <,

8"Mean ROC for abnormal grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", abwavgroc <,

8"Mean ROC for grains oriented within 5 degrees of a

DAGG grain Hweighted by grain size L: ", simabprocmean <,

8"Mean ROC for polycrystalline grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", pavgroc <,

8"Mean ROC for island grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", islandrocmean <<D

Export @"ROCmap.pdf", ROCmap, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"ROClegend.pdf", ROClegend D;

Export @"pixcountvsroc.pdf", pixcountvsroc, ImageSize ® 2 * stepx D;

Export @"polytable.xls", polytable D;

Export @"islandroctable.xls", islandroctable D;

Export @"simabtable.xls", simabtable D;

Export @"roctable.xls", roctable D;

Export @"simabpolypixcount.txt", simabpolylength D;

Export @"roctotaltable.xls", roctotaltable D;

time1 = AbsoluteTime @D;

Print @time1 - time0, " seconds" D;

H*******************************************L

H* Part 13: Plotting the Image Quality Map *L

H*******************************************L

H*user inputs: *L

H*variables needed: strain0, xstep, indexed, stepx, stepy, i q0, scalefactor, scaletext,

dir , gmisavgq, abgrains, scalefactor, scaletext, grains, gb, poly, island *L

H*outputs: IQmap, iqscaled, avgIQmap, grainiq, IQtable *L

H*******************************************L

time0 = AbsoluteTime @D;

H*The Oxforrd HKL and Aztec softwares output an image quality

number for each point in the EBSD scan. This section of the cod e

imports that number for each point and averages it for each gr ain *L

If @ValueQ @strain0 D, strain0, strain0 = ToExpression @ Import @"strain0.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @xstep D, xstep, xstep = ToExpression @ Import @"xstep.txt" DDD;
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If @ValueQ @ indexed D, indexed, indexed = ToExpression @ Import @"indexed.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepx D, stepx, stepx = ToExpression @ Import @"stepx.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @stepy D, stepy, stepy = ToExpression @ Import @"stepy.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @ iq0 D, iq0, iq0 = ToExpression @ Import @"iq0.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @dir D, dir , dir = ToExpression @ Import @"dir .txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gmisavgq D, gmisavgq, gmisavgq = ToExpression @ Import @"gmisavgq.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @abgrains D, abgrains, abgrains = ToExpression @ Import @"abgrains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scalefactor D, scalefactor,

scalefactor = ToExpression @ Import @"scalefactor.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @scaletext D, scaletext, scaletext = ToExpression @ Import @"scaletext.txt" DDD;

If @ValueQ @grains D, grains, grains = ToExpression @ Import @"grains.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @gbD, gb, gb = ToExpression @ Import @"gb.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @poly D, poly, poly = ToExpression @ Import @"poly.txt", "List" DDD;

If @ValueQ @ island D, island, island = ToExpression @ Import @"island.txt", "List" DDD;

gbmap = Graphics @Line @gbDD;

H*mapping the image quality of each pixel. the IQ values are sca led *L

lenthstrain0 = Length @strain0 @@All, 1 DDD;

iqmax = Max@ iq0 @@All, 1 DDD;

iqmin = Min @ iq0 @@All, 1 DDD;

iqdenominator = iqmax - iqmin;

iqscaled = Partition @

Flatten @Table @8H1 - H iq0 @@ i DD - iqmin L�H iqdenominator LL<, 8 i, lenthstrain0 <DD, 1 D;

iqmap = Graphics @Raster @Partition @Flatten @ iqscaled D, stepx D,

ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD

m1= Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, .1 D<, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m2= Graphics @Text @Style @"Best IQ", Large, Bold D, 80, -0.5 <DD;

m3= Graphics @Text @Style @"Worst IQ", Large, Bold D, 811, -.5 <DD;

IQmap =

Show@ iqmap, gbmap, Graphics @8Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,

Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<DD

IQlegend = Show@m1, m2, m3D

H* list of grains, with number corresponding to its average IQ *L

grainiq = Table @Mean@ iqscaled @@grains @@ i DDDDD , 8 i, Length @grains D<D;

pixiq = Table @

grainiq @@Flatten @Position @grains, strain0 @@ i, 1 DDDD@@1DDDD, 8 i, Length @strain0 D<D;

pixiq = pixiq �Max@pixiq D;

avgiqmap =

Graphics @Raster @Partition @Flatten @pixiq D, stepx D, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m1= Graphics @Raster @8Range@0, 1, .1 D<, ColorFunction ® "TemperatureMap" DD;

m2= Graphics @Text @Style @"0 -Best IQ", Large, Bold D, 80, -0.5 <DD;

m3= Graphics @Text @Style @"1 -Worst IQ", Large, Bold D, 811, -.5 <DD;

avgIQmap =

Show@avgiqmap, gbmap, Graphics @8Thick, Black, Line @8820, -9<, 8scalefactor + 20, -9<<D,

Thick, Black, Line @8820, -13<, 820, -5<<D, Thick, Black,
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Line @88scalefactor + 20, -13<, 8scalefactor + 20, -5<<D, Black,

Text @Style @scaletext, 40 D, 8scalefactor � 2 + 20, -20<D<DD

IQlegend = Show@m1, m2, m3D

H*weighted average of poly grain IQ *L

plengths = Table @Length @grains @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

pwavgiq = Total @Table @Mean@ iqscaled @@grains @@poly @@ i DDDDDDD * plengths @@ i DD,

8 i, Length @poly D<DD� Total @plengths D;

H*determining IQ of grains oriented similarly Hwithin 5 degrees L

to an abnormal grain.this part only runs if abnormal grain ex ists *L

If @Length @abgrains D > 0, If @Length @abgrains D� 1,

H*weighted average of abnormal grain IQ *L

ablengths = Length @grains @@abgrains DDD;

abwavgiq = Mean@ iqscaled @@Flatten @grains @@abgrains DDDDDD;

H* finding grains in poly region that

are similar in orientation to the abnormal grain HsL*L

similarabpoly = Table @quatmiso @Flatten @gmisavgq @@abgrains DDD,

gmisavgq @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D;

Table @ If @similarabpoly @@ i DD < 5, similarabpoly @@ i DD = 1, similarabpoly @@ i DD = 0D,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD > 0, If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD� 1,

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain IQ,

with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Length @grains @@similarabpoly DDD;

simwavgiq = Mean@ iqscaled @@Flatten @grains @@similarabpoly DDDDDD,

similarabpoly =

poly @@Partition @Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD, 2 D@@All, 2 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain IQ, with similar

orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Table @Length @grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDD,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simwavgiq = Total @Table @Mean@ iqscaled @@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDDD *

simabplengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<DD�

Total @simabplengths DD, simwavgiq = "n �a" D,

H*weighted average of abnormal grain IQ *L

ablengths = Table @Length @grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @abgrains D<D;

abwavgiq = Total @Table @Mean@ iqscaled @@grains @@abgrains @@ i DDDDDDD * ablengths @@ i DD,

8 i, Length @abgrains D<DD� Total @ablengths D;

H* finding grains in poly region that are similar in

orientation to the abnormal grain HsL*L

similarabpoly = Table @Table @quatmiso @gmisavgq @@abgrains @@ j DDDD,

gmisavgq @@poly @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @poly D<D, 8 j, Length @abgrains D<D;

Table @Table @ If @similarabpoly @@ j, i DD < 5, similarabpoly @@ j, i DD = 1,

similarabpoly @@ j, i DD = 0D,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly @@ j DDD<D, 8 j, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD > 0, If @Length @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD� 1,

similarabpoly = poly @@Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain IQ,
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with similar orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Length @grains @@similarabpoly DDD;

simwavgiq = Mean@ iqscaled @@Flatten @grains @@similarabpoly DDDDDD,

similarabpoly =

poly @@Partition @Flatten @Position @similarabpoly, 1 DD, 2 D@@All, 2 DDDD;

H*weighted average of poly grain IQ, with similar

orientation to one or more abnormal grains *L

simabplengths = Table @Length @grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDD,

8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<D;

simwavgiq = Total @Table @Mean@ iqscaled @@grains @@similarabpoly @@ i DDDDDDD *

simabplengths @@ i DD, 8 i, Length @similarabpoly D<DD�

Total @simabplengths DD, simwavgiq = "n �a" DD,

abwavgiq = simwavgiq = "n �a" D;

H*runs if island grains exists; summarizes their IQ details *L

Quiet @ If @Length @ island D > 0,

H*weighted average of poly grain IQ *L

isllengths = Table @Length @grains @@ island @@ i DDDDD, 8 i, Length @ island D<D;

islwavgiq = Total @Table @Mean@ iqscaled @@grains @@ island @@ i DDDDDDD * isllengths @@ i DD,

8 i, Length @ island D<DD� Total @ isllengths DDD;

IQtable = MatrixForm @

88"Mean IQ for abnormal grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", abwavgiq @@1DD<,

8"Mean IQ for grains oriented within 5 degrees of a

DAGG grain Hweighted by grain size L: ", simwavgiq @@1DD<,

8"Mean IQ for polycrystalline grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", pwavgiq @@1DD<,

8"Mean IQ for island grains Hweighted by grain size L: ", islwavgiq @@1DD<<D

Export @"IQmap.pdf", IQmap, ImageSize ® 600D;

Export @"iqscaled.txt", iqscaled D;

Export @"avgIQmap.pdf", avgIQmap, ImageSize ® 600D;

Export @"grainiq.txt", grainiq D;

Export @"IQtable.xls", IQtable D;
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